The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the 'U FO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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We have in our files, thanks to Norman Bean of
Leadford said that .the Air Force Counter
WTVJ, Miami, a wirephoto of the 1eadford picIntellige
nce office had asked him for the
ture. The UP release states "NO MAGAZINES",
negatives
and prints for analysis of the obso we wrote to UP in N. Y. reQuesting permisject.
sion to use the photo. They referred us to
After taking the picture, leadford said the
Mr. Leadford. We have held up this is sue aobject
got much higher. The light went out
waiting an answer, but can wait no longer, and
and
then
reappeared. It then went out ag~in,
are going to press, using a drawing of the
"and
that's
the last I saw of it."
photograph. Understand that Leadford ha s been
Meanwhile,
Ed Ettinger, puclic relations
bothered from all point s of the compass since
director
of
Disneyland
told the Daily News
his picture, which is the reason we have no
that
the
Park
had
no
balloons
or other objects
answer from him to date.
a irborne at any time this week, that could
account for the sighting reports.
Another sighting of a mysterious "light"
was told to the Daily News today by Bert
Klein, supervisor of the Garden Grove Ground
Observer Corps.
Klein said that, "we had almost continuous
sightings of a strange light, in about the
UFO PHOTOGRAPHED OVER DISNEYLAND
same spot near Disneyland last night.
"It was a weird, strange object, with vivid
"It was a large, orange colored ball, and
pinkish red light--just like a railroad flare". was reported continuously by Garden Grove obThat was the description of a UFO sighted
servers. I don't know what it was."
over Disneyland Park, just after midnight
He said the sightings were seen "by at
Tuesday by a young Anaheim amateur photograleast 10 or 12 observers."
pher who snapped a picture of a something
He said the light would start from a dim
condition, burst into an orange ball, and then
shown in the Daily News today.
He is Ed Leadford, 10181 Kate11a Ave., who die out again.
took the shot of the unusual object at about
"We report all such sightings to the Air
12: 10 Wednesday morning.
Force Filter Center within three minutes,"
He reported that he had let two friends out said Klein.
of his car, and was driving west on Katella
A third sighting was reported by John Gwinn,
Ave., east of Santa Ana Freeway Bridge.
17, Ballard Dr., and Bonnie Hansen 11, of 10322
"I sighted what appeared to be a small
Ballard Dr.
blimp at first, over Disneyland."
They reported they saw "a round disc, edged
"The object disappeared for a few seconds. in green, with a yellow center," at 6:30 p.m.
I then drove to the top of the bridge and
near their home last night.
stopped, got out of the car, and set up my
Bonnie Hensen said she called her science
Century Graphic camera.
teacher Michael Scanlon, Lampson Intermediate
"I set the F stop at 4.5 and shot at l/lOth School, who told her to call the Daily News.
of a second. The object was much bigger now.
(DAILY NEWS, Garden Grove, Calif., 11/7/57--It was above the horizon at about 65 0 • It
Credit, IVJl"s. Isabel E. Epperson)
".W
appeared to be a weird gaseous rrass."
* * * * * * * * *
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Two days after the Anaheimeightingsand
photographs . another .' equ~lly strange contraption
made its appearance in the mountains of WEjst .
Virginia.
.
A tpanscript of a personal ' interview with
the witne sse s by Gray Barker, ,of The Saucer ian
Bulletin, and "They Knew Too Much About Flying
Saucers", was forwarded to S.P.A.C.E. just
after going to press with our December issue.
The incident took place in Braxton County,
at Holly, W. V., less than 10 miles from Flatwoods, the scene of the "sutton Monster" case
of Sept. 1952.
The , time was 2:30 p.m. on No ' ember 8th, and
the unusual object was seen by at least 9
people. Principals involved were Mr. & Mrs.
Hank . Mollohan, Jr., Hank Molohan, Sr., Mr. &
Mrs. Ed Mollohan, Walter Knicely and Ora Moats,
a 11 of Ho Uy •
Hank Mollohan, who acted as spokesman for
the group, tells this story:
"It was about 2:30 in the afternoon. We
were starting out hunting , and I happened to
look up on top of this mountain and saw this
object. It looked to be about 40 feet long,
more or less in the shape of a hot dog bun. It
had portholes around each side---I'd say half a
dozen on each side. And there was fire coming
out of these portholes. It would swing kinda
like it was trying to get in under the timber,
then it would back up. At tirrBs I could see
both sides of it.
"There was smoke and fire coming out of the
portholes. Kind of a blue smoke, looked to me
like - - -the be st I c ou ld te 11, and , then like a
red blaze 9f fire would fly---like they were
haVing trouble with it or something. And it
-backed up, and it backed out, and he came back
a gain like he was trying to get down in there,
and he made the third .a ttempt to come down in
them woods right on top of that ridge.
"We thought it was in trouble, the way it
just dived out of there all at once, but we
didn't hear any noise. We thought it had fallen, or landed.
"After this we could see movement, and it
looked like there were people working around it.
It was getting dark then, and the shade was
coming over it and we couldn't see very good.
A wind and rain storm had come up, .a bad one
too.
"We definitely saw a man. Whether he was
from this or if he was a hunter, we don't know.
He was right under the top of the hill---right
near the place where we had seen it come down.

He was standing there, fooling arouridunder ,a
tree when we saw him. We couldn't .tell much
what he looked like, or what he was doing, we
were at the foot of the hill and he was clear
on top.
"We thought it was somethi'ng from the
United States, maybe, Army or Navy. There are
so many experimental things.
.'
"We started to call the State Police , but
decided that if we did call them, and there
wasn't anything to it, people would think we
were crazy. Then we got to thinking about it
and we drove to Sutton, and they weren't
there, so we went on to Gassaway, and found
this State Policeman, Rodney Belknap, and
another trooper.
"They wanted us to go up on top of the
mountain that night, and we told them we
wouldn't do it. We wou ld go up the next day,
but we wouldn't go at night. It was about
10:00 or 10:30 when the police got there.
"They went up on top of the hill, and we
stood on the road, along the river, and
hollered and tried to direct them to where it
was the best we could. When they come down,
they said they didn't find any signs at all.
"We went up the next day. We couldn't
find nothing, except where people had been
tramping around, probably the police had done
it, or someone else."
When quizzed by Barker as to the description of the unusual object, Hank Mollohan, Sr.,
said, "It looked to me just like it Was pointed off like a cigar at both ends, and i t looked like there was a division right through the
middle of it, with as much white down here as
there was above. I couldn't see no wings myself. "
Ed Mollohan said, "there was a rod on top
of it, it looked just like a radar thing, a
big rod with a thing on top of it, revolVing,
go ing round an d round. "
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Drawing above made by Hank Mollohan.

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rates are $3.00 per year. Send names of your friends who are
interested and we will rrail them a complimentary issue. Also, mail in any newsclippings of
UFO sightings, or other interesting items for use in future issues.
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S.P.A.C.E. is very grateful to Gray Barker,
: for the first hand account from his tape recorded interview with the Mollohans and the
others involved in the sighting.
As Barker summarizes the inc ident: "Even
if we minimize the fact that the witnesses saw
movement through the trees around the UFO, and
a man, who mayor may not have been connected
with the object, I think this is a very important sighting because it involves a machine
seen relatively close and in some detail. I am
personally convinced the witnesses interviewed
were honest and saw just what they said they
did."---------(Thanks again Gray!---Ed).

* * * * * * * * *
From Joe Cromwell our correspondant in San
Diego, Calif. comes this clipping from the
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR columns of the San Diego
Union, Dec. 6, 1957:
EDITOR, THE UNION: A congenital doubter,
I've been unimpressed by the several flurries
of space ship sighting that have agitated Americans over the years. But I've been sold at
l ast. I scoff no more. I know now that space
ships exist; I know we have visitors from other
planets.
\fuat brought about my conversion? An actual
visit by a space ship. The thing occured
severa l nights ago, but I've delayed reporting
it because it seemed So fantastic, so farfetched, So altogether incredible. I even
doubted my own senses, fearing that prolonged
illness (phlebitis) had produced hallucinations .
I was awakened sometime after midnight by a
peculiar roaring sound, somewhat like that of a
pa ss ing airplane, but also so different as to
a r ouse curiosity. I got out of bed and was
amazed to see what looked like a strange kind of
helicopter descending into my back yard.
Its windows were lighted, and I saw strange
looking heads there. A side door popped open,
and little green men (according to script)
floated out. They were not over four feet tall,
had large heads with dome-like foreheads and
bulging eyeballs.
One of them, speaking unaccented English,
gently reproached me for my skepticism. \fuen I
asked him how he knew about it, he smiled sweetly and said he had the power to read the
thoughts of earth-bound agnostics.
He informed me that he and his crew were from
the planet Venus, that their civilization is
centuries ahead of ours, that they are friendly,
peaceable and even philanthropic.
When I asked the purpose of their visit to
this planet he said they were gathering scientific data.
Just then a cock crowed, the little men seemed to stir uneasily, then they filed back into
thGir strange-looking craft, closed the door,
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and whirled off into space.
I watched the windoWS glow until they
vanished from view. I'm only sorry now that
I didn't awaken the wife so she could verify
my experience. It was somewhat exasperating
next morning at breakfast when I told her,
she asked how long since I'd had a medical
check-up, the relevance of which escaped me.
Women are completely unpredictable.
EDMUND RUCKER
1516 Luke Lane
El Cajon
S.P.A.C.E. of course cannot vouch for the
validity of the above claim. Along with the
wave of reports in November came a goodly
number of new contact claims. The press services gave national publicity to only the one,
the Schmidt case of Kearney, Nebraska. This
could very easily be explained, since due to
Schmidt's previous record, his story could
be "laughed off ".
Others telling equally amazing tales,
without haVing previous police records were
the 12-year-old boy, Everett Clark, from near
Knoxvi lle, Tenn.
Early on the morning of Nov. 6th, 12-yr.old Everett Clark said two men and two women,
normally dressed, talking "like German soldiers in war movies," emerged from a grounded
Cigar-shaped object and tried to make off
with his dog. He claimed that he hadn't
heard of the Schmidt case. An imprint in the
grassy field where the object had rested was
found by Knoxville reporters. The boy maintained that this discovery was as new to him
as it was to the reporters.
Then there was the case also on the morning of November 6th where Richard Kehoe (not
a relative of Donald E. Keyhoes,) claimed
contact with two medium sized occupants of a
landed Saucer on a beach near Long Beach,
Calif.
Then once again on the same morning, Nov.
6th a claim by John Trasco, of Everittstown,
New Jersey, who says he "Went outside his
home to feed his dog, saw a brilliant eggshaped object hovering in front of his barn,
and was confronted by a three-foot high being
with a putty-colored face and large froglike eyes".
Mr. Trasco thought the creature said in
broken language, that "We are peaceful people
we only want the dog".
Frightened, Trasco shouted, IIGet the hell
out of here II. The creature fled in to the
object, which took off straight up.
On November 7th, a truck driver Malvan
Stevens, claims seeing 4 little 4~ foot high
characters near a grounded UFO on a highway
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near Meridian, Mississippi.
And also on Nov. 6th, Mr. & Mrs. Beverly
Potter, of South Lee, Mass., : ,c laimed tha ta
"floating, thing" hovered several feet from the
ground, . in a fie ld near the ir house. It made
a high":pitched whining sound, and would brighten, . then dim and then brighten again. They
could see three dark figures moving about the
glowing object, which was near .a shed.
Mr. Potter shouted at the things, "to go
away", then the object moved off "up the hUl",
and then into the sky.
In; the morning the Potters found the hi gh
grask in the next field matted down, objects
near the shed kicked over, and a shovel broken.
(S.P~A.C.E. wishes to thank Civilian Saucer Inte lligence of New York for the information on
the above contact claims.)
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then the psychiatrists said .folks were balmy
for just seeing them. Now those sightings are
accepted. What will be the acceptance of the
contact claims now being made---if in another
10 years open ccntact is made and all people
everywhere understand and accept the simple
fact that we are not alone in this great Universe, and that other inhabitants from other
worlds have been watching us for centuries?
I believe that the answer to that <luestion is
se If evident.

* * * * * * * * *

Meanwhile Mexico has also been having he .r
saucer sightings and problems.

SAUCER WATCHERS ARE INJURED ·
MEXICO CITY--Three men are at the Red Cross
Hospital r~covering from minor injuries
suffered while scannirg the skies for flying
To once more go back to the Edmund Rucker
saucers.
claim, of El Cajon, California, we have just
A rash of reports of flying saucer sightheard from our correspondant in San Die go, lftr.
ings from allover the country have the MexiJoe "' Cromwe 11.
cans looking toward the sky for signs of the
On his first day off from work, Joe motored
mysterious objects.
to El Cajon, about 15 miles from San Diego to
Jose Solano Cano, 42, was walking along
talk to Edmund Rucker. He found Rucker to be
the street while looking at the sky and tripa 50 year old man, liv ing in an attractive
ped on a wire lying on the sidewalk. He was
neighborhood, and Quite a reliable appearing
taken to the hospital with a broken leg.
individual. He is pretty well convinced that
Remigio Solis Ortiz 72, fell from his
Rucker's claim holds a lot of truth. His claim horse when also looking for flying saucers,
is that this was an actua l physical contact,
and suffered slight body injuries.
and not a psychic experience.
Salvador Figueroa Martinez, 34, climbed a
tree to get a good look at the skies, but
It appears rather significant that there
came crashing down and had to be taken to
were hundreds of claims of sightings during the the hospital with a broken arm. (Credit Miami
first week of Nov. and a t least half dozen con- Herald) •
tact claims, most occuring on the same day, so
to have been impossible for the contactees to
Also in the same edition of the Herald was
have known of the other claims. And some of
a story about Billy Graham vacationing in the
the details are so similar in all the cases.
Miami area. Among the statements about
In two, dog~ were involved-----hmmm----maybe
Graham was this one:
the UFO folks took a good look at Sputnik II,
Evangelist Billy Graham said in Miami Sunsaw the dog inside, decided we were using dogs
day that he is convinced life exists on other
for pilots, and suddenly became interested in
planets.
getting hold of some dogs to see if the four"There are indications of it in the Bible,"
legged variety of animals were really more inhe said, "and we are now becoming aware of
telligent than the two-legged. (Only being
the vastness and potential of the universe."
facetious--but who knows).
* * * * * * * *
All the claims made in one week, is reminiscent of the 1954 flap in France, where 75 reDA.YTON MAN NOW BELIEVES IN "SAUCERS"
ports were made in one week, many of them were
TROY, OHIO. (INS)--A I8wton hotel executive
landing reports, with creatures of various
nervously admitted today that he had ceased
descriptions, making short appearances outside
being a flying saucer skeptic after an expertheir craft. Maybe the psychiatrists can exience with one Wednesday night.
plain why so many people can all go off the
Paul Bundy, sales manager for the Miami
beam in ~ week, yet other weeks----NOTHING!
Hote 1, was setting out with his family to
Maybe a look back 10 years will help. Ten
drive from their New Lebanon home to Layton
years ' ago there were no contact claims----yet
when they noticed a peculiar light creeping
there were weeks with many sightin gs reported,
about the sky.
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They called out the neighbors who also
watched the object for some time. Bundy said
it continued to be visible for some ten to fifteen minutes after he started the drive to
Dayton.
He said the time was shortly before 8:00
p . m. when he spotted a "round or ova 1 white
light" which first moved slowly and then seemed to jog around in the sky over Farmersville
c lose by.
"I've never believed in such things before,"
he said, "but I'm a be liever now." (SIDNEY
DAILY NEWS--Credit, Mr. & Mrs. Julius R.
Gariety)

* * * * * * * * *
OBJECT REPORTED SPEEDING TO MOON
Stockholm, Sweden , (AP)--A report~a
Swedish officer of a shining object traveling
on a spiral course toward the moon was under
examination at Sweden's defense headquarters
Nov. 25th.
"The best gues s so far seems to be it m:ight
have something to do with Russian satellite or
missile experiments", a staff spokesman said.
He said the ob servation was made Nov. 24 by a
Swedish Army captain at Kortedala near Teborg,
on the Swedish west coast.
"The captain reported he watched the object
through his fie ld glass for 20 minutes," the
sp oke s~Bn said.
We are taking this report
serious l y since it came from a competent observer. All details are being forwarded to the
FOA (research institute of Sweden's armed
forces) •
The captain described the object as a flatened sphere circling moonwards. Its s ides were
somewhat elongated and there wa s a flickerin g
g low as from burning exhaust gases from one
side."
The defense staff spokesman said the captain
had not been able to estimate the altitude but
hhd reported that the object "moved one degree
9. second on the scale of his fie ld glass."
From his position at Kortedala the captain
saw the object in a south-southwesterly direction. "The object was certainly outside all
sputnik schedu les," the spoke sman added.
(CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, 11/25/57--Credit
Charlotte Fitch)
(Ed. Note----Tsk! Tsk! It would appear that
the officials in all countrys would rather give
the Russians credit for anything that they cannot explain. Yes, rather than admit the possibility of extra-terrestrial origin. If this
object was watched for 20 minutes, on a course
be tween the earth and the moon, and traveled on
~ spiral course, as the captain claims----tten-
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the Russians have been able to control a
missile in a manner which would certainly
make perspiration run down the necks of
some of our brass in the Pentagon.
If a spiral course is the proper course
to head for the moon, it is certainly contrary to all reason and logic. A curved
trajectory, yes, but a spiral course, NO! A
spiral course would require superior controls
over a curved trajectory, and also would require considerable additional fuel---and fuel
is what you just can't get enough of---into
a present day rocket. Oh, well, I guess the y
think so~sone will believe them---ho hum).

* * * * * * * * *

HOLES FOUND IN AIABAMA lAND AFTER
"LONG" MYSTERY EXPLOSION
Red Bay, Ala. Dec. 9 - (UP)-Sheriff J.
Stratt Byars told today of mysterious holes
which appeared in the land of a nearby farmer after "a long explosion" near this Alabama-Mississippi border town.
Sheriff Byars said the holes appeared in
William Blackburn's pasture, about 12 miles
east of here, a week ago but went unreporte d
until Saturday, because IV]!'. Blackburn "didn-t
think much about it until after he t alked it
over with his neighbors."
The sheriff said there was one long trench
about 40 feet in length, two to three feet
deep and four feet wide , plus "three to four
sma 11 hole s" nearby .
He said a barbed wire fence had a lso been
snapped in several places and one wire appeared to have been "melted".
Sheriff Byars investigated the holes on
instructions from the state highway patrol,
whic h to Id him to p lace a guard on the scene
while the Army was notified.
"The patrol asked me to put a guard there
and I did, but no one showed up yesterday and
I pulled him off," he said.
Third Army headquarters in Atlanta, said
it was looking into the incident.
Sheriff Byars said Mr. Blackburn told him
Saturday that he had heard "thig long explosion" and then found the holes. He said that
at first he thought it may have been lightning
but on discussing it with neighbors recalled
that the weather was comparatively good that
day.
(MIAMI DAILY NEWS, December 9, 1957).

* * * * * *

* * *

In the December issue of S.P.A.C.E. your
Editor urged that Col. John C. Nickerson be
brought back to Huntsville, Alabama---from
his Pentagon imposed exile to a minor post
in the Panama Canal Zone. It appears that
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other minds have been running in the same
channels: '
LEGION PLEA TO REINSTATE NICKERSON "~.;
BALBOA, Cana 1 Zone, De c. 17 - -AP- -The Panama
Canal zone department of the American Legion
has asked Pres. Eisenhower to put Col. Jehn C.
Nickerson back .to work on missiles.
Col. Nickerson wa s banished from a key post
at the army ballistic missile agency at Huntsville, Ala., after his conviction last June 29
of leak ing confidentia l information during the
armed forces controversy over responsibility
for missile development. He is now inspector
of 26nstruction at Ft. Clayton, in the Canal
Zone.
A resolution approved Friday at a meeting
of the Legion's department's executive committee asked that Col. Nickerson's sentence be
revoked.
(Credit, Miami Daily News, 12/17/57).

* * * * * * * * *

GODFREY SAYS PENNY PINCHING
PERILS U. S. SURVIVAL FIGHT
"I'm worried sick," said Arthur Godfrey,
the amiable redhead known to millions of radio
and TV listeners.
Then he poured out his fears that:
1. Pres. Eisenhower is ill informed and
ill-advised on national defense.
2. Penny pinching with the Armed Forces
particularly the Air Force--is wrecking this na tion's chance to survive.
3. The Russians will be able to absorb
any blow we might deliver by mid-1959
and be willing to hit us with everything they have.
"The story I'm try ing to get across is a
rough one," he added. It's unpopular because
people don't want to believe it. Everyone is
looking for the easy way out."
(Ed. Note--This and much more Arthur Godfrey
told Reporter Ja~k Robe rts in an exclusive interview to the Miami Daily News.) 12/22/57.
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condi tion than we are , today.
Senator Smathers of Florida sums this up
very nicely, in a statement to the Miami Daily
News: '
"The Administration has consistently underrated the power of the Soviet Union, and
has concealed the' facts from the public when
it became aware of them.
The people have been led to believe that
Pres. Eisenhower is the last word in military
knowledge. Actually, all he knew about the
situation was what he learned from fortr.er
Sec. of Defense Wilson, and Wilson knew
nothing about it.
V~. Wilson , determined to balance the budget at any cost, inadvertently endangered the
nation.
And I think Mr. Dulle s is a very poor Sec.
of State. We have lost more ground and mre
esteem under his secretaryship than at any
previous time in history." (Credit Haines
Colbert, Miami Daily News---l/5/58.)

* * * * * * * * *
To the acove, S.P.A.C.E. would like to
paraphrase Winston Churchill, with these
words, "Never before in the History of Man,
have so manY---kept so many secrets---from
so many."

* * * * * * * * *

S.P.A.C .E. TAKES TO THE AJR WAVES

S.P.A.C.E. is now one year old, and is
embarking upon a new adventure. We will be
on the air at 11:00 p.m. on Saturday evenings,
for a 15 minute program, on WMIE, 1140 on
your dial. Program started on January 4th
and is called "THE SPACE STATION".
It is an experimenta l program, now using
an open spot on the station's agenda. Success will depend upon two things naturally:
~l) Public acceptance of this type of program in the Miami area.
(2) Advertisers to sponsor the program.
If
number
one is there, number two will fol* * * * * * * * *
And to the above this writer says simply,
low. Long John, over WOR in New York, startAMEN. Godfrey is particularly unhappy with the ed several years ago with a half hour program.
part played by ex-Sect. of Defense Wilson, and He went up to 4 hoUrs, kept that for Sotr.e
time, and I understand, now is on for 5~ hrs.
he has good right to be. Upon numerous occasions Wilson made s tatetr.ents showing how little ~~ ni~ht.
To make the SPACE STATION program a success;
he understood about our missiles program. He
we plead with all subscribers to S.P.A.C.E.
may know how to manufacture automobiles, but
we are much better off with him back where he
in the South Florida area to write:
lf~. Jack Nobles, Manager
be longs a.nd NEIL H. McELROY fi Uing hi s shoe s •
WMIE Radio
It is the respons ibility of the President
139 N. E. 1st St.
of the United States to surround himself with
Miami, Florida
capab le assistants and advisors. Had he made
Urge the station to continue the pro gram.
use of such scientific brains in the missile
field , as Prof. Herman Oberth, Wehrner Von Braun Armed with a bundle of cards and letters, with
and Ernest Stuhlinger we would be in far better which to call upon prospective advertisers
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we will have no problem getting sponsors.
With our first birthday, up comes r.enewal
time for those subscribers who starte-'MlII'
us from our first issue. For all tho
members, this is the final issue of your
scription. We sincerely hope we can keep
of you with us for the coming year.
After the November flap, just past, we can,
I believe, look forward to a very interesting
year both UFO-wise and SPACE-wise. It could
very well be that the UFO step-up was directly
related to our own efforts on the Space Frontier, and followed as a natural inquisitiveness
on the part of the intelligences behind the
UFOs. Activity caused by our first step into
space with Sputnik I and II.
So S.P.A.C.E. is hoping for 100% renewal and
many new subscribers during 1958.
And our tharu~s to those who have already
sent in their renewals without this reminder.
Shortly after receiving this issue, those up
for renewal will be mailed post card .reminders.
And we will do the same throughout the year for
those with subscriptions terminating each month.
For 1958 we plan expansion of this newsletter,
a sample of which you are already aware of with
thi s issue.

opera t ion. Since silence is go ld.en, and
Stringfie Id asked for silence from the generlic, we have not revealed this until he
, carried it in his book.
"3-0 Blue" was the code number assigned to
Mr. Stringfield in making his reports direct
by phone to tr.e Air Force Filter Center.
In his book, Stringfield carries much interesting material, which he never had space
for in ORBIT.
For anyone wanting as complete as possible
a picture of the UFO mystery to date, "3-0
Blue", is a MUST. Mail $2.50 to Leonard JI.
Stringfield, 7017 Britton Ave., Cincinnati.
27, Ohio.

UFO NEWSLETTER
P. O. Box 606
Lee R. Munsick
Morristown, New Jersey
Editor
Subscription Rate - - - - 10 issues for $2.50.
(Lee Munsick does an excellent job on his publication---S.P.A.C.E. recommends highly.)

THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN
P. O. Box 2228
Gray Barker
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Editor
($2.00 for six issues--This one S.P.A.C.E.
also recommends highly and THANKS Gray for the
excellent coverage of the W. Va., Holly report on page two of this issue.)

* * * * * * * * *

ANGEL HAIR FALLS IN JAPAN FOR THE FIRST TIME
A tadpole-shaped mystery object passed
over Ichinoseki City, Iwate Prefecture, northeastern Japan at about 11:45 a.m. on Oct. 4,
spotted by school boys. Then many angel-hair
fell into all areas of the city, between 10:00
and 12:00 a.m. when manY thousands of people
were watching it.
Mr. Yukichi Kumagai, teacher of Sakuramachi school reported that, angel hair that was
spider-web-like, fell over the school ground
for
over two hours beginning at 10:00 a.m.
* * * * * * * * *
"INSIDE SAUCER POST ••• 3-0 BLUE" is the name
It was about 5-6 mm in length. Mr. Kumagai
given his book by Leonard H. Stringfie ld,
successfully took pictures, and samples are
CRIFO, 7017 Britton Ave., Cincinnati 27, Ohio.
being analyzed by the authorities.
A11 who were on the mailing list of ORBIT,
The angel hair is an organic matter with
appearance of brilliant glass fiber commonly
Stringfield's monthly publication which ceased
publishing early in 1957, will have to get hold used for decorating Christmas trees. It
melts with hydrochloric acid, and is easy to
of his newest contribution.
burn
with ordinary fi re •
For those to whom his title is a little conThe
analyzed report stated that it was not
fusing, a few words are in order. Stringfield
spider's
web or fibers, because it appeared
published ORBIT for three years, and during
as
a
silhouette
by Rontgen photographs.
that time managed to get under the skin of some
Another
incident
occured in Toba City,
folks in the Air Force on numerous occasions.
Toyama
Prefecture,
at
about 12:30 p.m. on Oct.
Due to the peculiar position Leonard enjoyed,
15.
The
angel
hair
fell
into the house,
due both to his wide coverage, and excellent
through
the
windoW
of
a
police
sergeant.
correspondants, and his geographical proximity
Mr. Yoshimatsu Yamazaki, Toba Police Stato Wright Field, he found himself approached by
tion said that, "it was about 1 cm in length,
the Air Force, to use his home and his telephone as a GOG reporting post, which was in
and it vanished when I tried to take it into
my hands."
reality a "UFO reporting post".
It is also reported that angel hair fell
During the summer of 1956, your editor had
recently in Yahata City in KYushu. (Credit-the pleasant experience of visiting with the
Yusuke J. Matsumura, Flying Saucer Research
Stringfields, while on a vacation trip. At
Group, P. O. Box 18, Isogo P.O., Yokohama.)
th is time, my se If and my fa mi ly had the pleasure of watching this "UFO reporting post" in
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STRANGE SAUCER OBJECT SEEN BY POLICE & PILOT
WINDSOR, Canada--Dec. 13, 1957.--A whirling,
flaming orange 'saucer' was reported to have
swooped across Lake Erie Thursday night, thundering over both the Chatham-Windsor area. It
was first spotted by witnesses in Cleveland,
Ohio.
Capt. J. A. Miller, a pilot of Trans-Canada
Air Lines, piloting flight 239 from Toronto to
Windsor, said he was startled to find he had
company in the sky when he gazed through the
window of his cabin at 7:12 p.m.
He described the object as "an oval, whirling orange flaming disc, flyin g at about 2,000
feet and moving at a terrific r a te of speed."
Police radios crackled for more than half
an hour as reports flowed in from cruiser cars
who had reported sighting the object. Provincial police in Chatham and Ridgetown were ins istent that this wa s the re a l thing. Capt.
Miller noted that the saucer seemed to be
dropping ' from the sky with "planned accuracy,
swung back toward the lake and rose rapidly
before disappearing. (WINDSOR DAILY STAR,
12/13/57---Credit, INTERPLANETARY FOUNDATION,
Detroit, Michigan.)

Moon? The time is rapidly approaching when
answers to many of the mysteries woven about
the flying saucers, life on other planets,
etc., will be solved out of necessity.
If our space program accelerates as it has
in recent years, it will be safe to assume
that Earthmen will tread the surface of the
Moon within the next 10 years. And then of
course, some of the answers will be known.
Is the Moon, as science now tells us---a
dead, airless mass, deVoid of life even of
the lowest type? Or, is the Moon, as believed by some, a base utilized by intelligent
beings from some other area of the Universe,
perhaps even our own Solar System?
Beings who have reached tremendous technological advancements and who have mastered
interplanetary travel?
If so, how will they view our own efforts
in space exploration? These answers must
come. One needs only to wait patiently (or
impatiently) ••• and expect the inevitable.
(Credit--THE VISITOR, 14315 Haggerty Rd.,
Be llevi lle, Michigan.)

* * * *

* * * * *

In the next few years we shall learn much
about
the Moon. Astronomers
of the 1870's
* * * * * * * * *
I
~T 's BEHIND THE CURRENT RASH OF UFO SIGHTING81 described the Crater Linne, as a deep crat~.
Is it, as Dr. Menzel, director of Harvard
Their counterparts of the early 1900's called
I
University observatory, has pointed out in a
Linne, a shallow crater! And today the telerecent UP release, that Russia's Sputniks have, scopes show no crater at all---but rather a
"inoculated people with flying saucer-itis"
white area which appears to be higher than
and that many persons are imag ining mysterious
the surrounding lunar plain.
Yes indeed, SOMETHING VERY STRANGE IS GOobjects in the sky, and others are seeing real
, mirage s ' • "
ING ON, ON OUR MOON! Our first Lunar Christopher Columbus' may be in for quite a SHOCKl
Or ..•. does it indicate a n increasing interest en the part of extraterrestrials in obser* * * * * * * * *
(Write WMIE, Miami, Fla.---Tell them to keep
ving our latest efforts in rea ching into outer
"~HE SPACE STATION" on the airwaves!)spa ce, preparatory to man's landing on the

Th.e Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
eXISt. In the word s of Capt. Edward J. RuppeIt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for ProJect. Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF ?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Jomt ChIefs of Staff offIces? . Or IS It proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
It, the pIlot sees It, and locks on wIth hIS Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?

Fe bruar y, 1958

(Copyright 1957, Norbert F. Gariety)

WEATHER PHENOMENON? LAWMAN VOWS THAT IT WAS NOT
An Air Force announcement tha t a bright
light se en recently at Levelland was a "Weather
Phenomenon" mown as "Ea 11 lightning" drew fire
from Hock l ey County She riff Weir Clem.
"It was definitely s ome thing " , he t old t he
Star Tele gram by telephone from Levelland.
"They couldn't convince me t hat it was ba ll
lightning. I ha ve see n a ll of the se things
(weather phenomena ) seve r a l times."
"It think my theory is better--having seen
it--than that of the man who came 2 ,000 or
3,000 mi le s down here aft er it was allover."
The Air Force report ed in Washington , t ha t
the strange sight of Nov . 2, was "st. Elmo ' s
fire " caused by stor my cond itions . The annOQ~cement a l so said investigati on on t he
scene revea le d onl y thre e pe r sons, r a ther than
dozens, as orig ina lly reported, had seen the
light.
"Tha t' s three persons who saw it on the
g round, " Clem correcte d .
----"There were, let' s see, e l even that saw it
in the a ir. I saw it in the air". Clem added
that the investigators came around and asked
quest i ons, but"didn't do any talking."
He sa id that other persons who saw the
str ange li ght take the same stand as his--that
it was not caused by fre ak we at her condition s .
"The ya re all re liable pe op le and the re port s
ca me too close to be ing the same to have been
made up."
Clem said there had been no reports of similar sightings s ince the one time. "A b i g bomber
f lew over here the other day and a fellow called me out an d asked me if I saw it. I sa id,
yes, but clon't tell anybody ."
(Fort Worth Star Telegram, 11/16/57, Credit
Mae Wentworth and Eliz abeth Borries).

* * * * * * * * *

Bulletin No. 14

name or any identification. Around noon on
the 6th he spent 30 minutes in Sheriff Weir
Cl em's office. He returned about 2:30 p . m.
for another half hour.
About 3:00 pm he headed for Lubbock (30
mile s awa.y) . He came back about 6: 30, sa id
to Sheriff Cle m, "we ll , I'm gone , " and drove
off into the dark , drippy night.
There was ne ve r any hint as t o wha t he
found out or whether he wa s really a civilian
or an Air Force Officer. ( leve lland DA ILY SUN
NEWS, 11/6/ 57, Cre dit CSI of New York Cit y ).

* * * * * * * *

ED. NOTE--Well now that sounds like a very
thorough investigation indeed. Did that one
cost the $ 10,000 . 00 that the Air Force c l aims
it costs per UFO re port investigated???
One man- - spending at le ast 7 hours on the
job? Yet it was upon this flimsy investigati on whi ch the Air Force sa id---'~othing more
than BALL LIGHTNING."
But this i s nothing to compare with the
"explanati on s " for the WHITE SANDS REPORTS,
and the Coast Guard Cutter SEBAGO.
In the White Sands report, the Air Force
branded two MP Patrols, and their Ccm~anding
Off i cer as be i ng "Unreliab le". AFTER, Cpl.
Roy of one of the patrols describe d the UFO,
as 75 to 100 yar ds in di ameter.
"It ca me down very s lowly to abo ut 50 yds,
and then it stayed there for 3 minutes, giVing off a brilliant reddish-orange light.
Then it came to the ground fairly fast. It
looked like a completely controlled l anding ."
In the SEBAGO case the Air Force l abeled
the Coast Guard Officers and Radar Experts, as
being "inc ompetent" and fooled by nume rous jet
and propeller driven a ircraft , both Air Force
and Air line s, which make freq uent fli g hts
over thi s a re a .

AIR FORCE NITSTERY MAN LEAVES CITY
* * * * * * * *
If the above comments seem harsh t owar d
11/6/57 --Levelland DAILY SUN NEWS reported, The
Air Force policy, the y have only themse lves to
a nonymous visitor drove an AF vehicle, wore
civilian clothes and said he could not gi ve his ! b larr..8 •
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As one UFOlogist recently commented: "I'm
perfectly sure that the saucers come from
space . But there is one thing, which would
make me doubt it----if the Air Force boys began to support the theory. "

*

* * * *

* *

LORD DOWDING RESTATES HIS OPINION
Retired Air Chief Marsha l Lord Dowding add -

appeared
creature
and that
head and
1/16/58,
York)

again. The professor was certain the
was "not a monkey or simian type,"
when he called to it, it shook its
loped into the cave. (NEW YORK MIRROR
Credit F. J. Greve, Brooklyn, New

* * * * * * *

DESCRIBES SPACEMEN ' S VISIT--FRIENDS DOUBTFUL

BIRMINGHAM, England (UP) v~s. Cynthia
Appleton said Sunday that her friends and
neighbors walked out on her, when tw o spacemen
wa l ked into her life.
The 27 year -old mother of two girls claimed
that the spacemen walked right into her home,
sat down; and had a talk to her about their
plans for Earth.
Mrs. Appleton said she saw the spacemen
twice in six weeks. The first visitor from
outer space arrived solo, but on his next
visit he brought a friend along, she said.
* * * * * * *
'~all and blond --like Greek athletes the y
"SAW SNOWMAN, IT WALKED LIKE A MA.N", RED SAYS were," she added .
MOSCOW, Jan. 15 (Up) - A Russian sc ienti st
"One afternoon l ast November, I was in the
said today there is such a thing as the "abomi- lounge of my home when a spaceman suddenly
na b le snowman" of the Hima laya s • He sa i d he
appeare d .
"I was terrified, but he spoke so kind ly
saw one with his own eyes from a dist ance of
140 yards .
that I wasn't frightened any more.
Prof. A. G. Fronin ' s account of a "man-like
"He said his people were willing to come
creature" which walks on two le gs and is cover- to earth, but with only one objective in mirrl-ressed a meeting of the British Flying Saucer

Bureau at the Museum Lecture Theatre, University Road, Bristol, England, on Sat., Oct. 5,
1957.
Lord Dowding strongly refuted the theory
that flying saucers were of terrestrial origin.
"If this is so," he sa i d, "why has no domestic
use of a new source of power been made? Why
are conventional atom-bombers still be ing built
at fantastic expense ?'l7?
(Credit, Flying Saucer Review, 1 Doughty st.,
London, W. C. 1, England).

ed with fur coincided with a fresh rash of

to raise the standard of our civ iliz ation."

abominab le-snowman stores from the Sherpa
triOesmen of the high Hima l ayas.
The scientist described the creature in a
newspaper and l ate r told newsmen abou t it in a
phone conve rsation from Leningrad.
He said that l as t August 10, he was le ad ing
an expedition in the Pamir Mount ains --an offshoot of the Himalayas. "An unusual phenome non attracted my attention at an altitude of
1,632 feet," e said. "TE appeared -to me fnat
someone was standing at the summit .
"Pretty soon it became clear that before me
stood a man-like creature. It walked, stoop ing
a little, on two legs. But it did not wear any
clothes .
"The body was covered with reddish-gray fur.
It was stocky and had long extremities. Before
me stood one of the representatives of the socalled 'abominable snowmen'.
"The snowman had just emerged from a cave.
After walking about 650 feet, he hid behind a
rock. I observed him from five to eight
minutes. Prof. Pronin said tha t three days
l ater he returned to the scene. The snowman

"They had domes on their head and wore
tight fitting costumes," she said.
Mrs. App leton said that since the spacemen
started to ca ll, her friends and relatives had
stopped dropping in.
"Some people a re saying that I am a crank,
some that I am loose-he aded and others that
I have been working too hard," she added.
But two Church of England c lergya:en who
have called on lv'tr's. Appleton said they believed her story. Her husband, Ronald, said he
believed i t too. (CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, 1/13/58,
Credit lV~s. E. V. Brown, Chicago.)

*

* * * * * *

S.P.A.C.E. of course cannot vouch for the
veracity of such stories as the above. However
it is interesting to note that if she is pulling a "fast one", she apparently has her husband and two clergymen fooled.
Also interesting in the same UP story, as
printed by the Miami Herald, was the omission
of the bit about the Clergymen and the husband.
This of course is editorial prerogative, but
shows how individual or co llective editorial

S.P .A.C .E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription r ates are $3 .00 per year. Send names of your friends who are
interested and we will mai l them a complimentary issue. Mail in any newsclippings of UFO
reports, or other interesting items for use in future issues.
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policies can flavor the news to suit the degree of conservatism of the paper pr inting the
item.

* * * * * * *
OFFICER SEES SKY OBJECT--"NOT METEOR"
AB I LINE , Texa s, Dec. 29, 1957 (AP) A Texas
highway patrolman said Sunday he sighted a
strange bright light zipping about the \'ve st
Texas sky near Winters, about 35 mile s south of
here, Sa tur day night.
Patrolman Marion Gotcher said the object ,
"was so bright , I COUldn't tell the shape."
"It wasn 't a meteor," he said. "It was just
as though you were l ooking at a brilliant locomotive light a long way down the track."
"Gotche r , who holds a commercial pilots
license, said the light appeare d a t an a ltitude
of about 3500 ft., and that he was cert ain tha t
it was not an air p l ane .
Two Dyess Air Force Base officers interviewed the patrol~Bn but ~Bde no comment about the
object . (FT . WORTH STAR TEIEGRAM, 12/30/57
Credit Mae Wentworth of Arlington and Liz Borries of Irving, Texas).

* *

* * * * *

up and thrive just a few feet from the receding glaciers, dur ing the extremely short summers in these frigid climates.
And ability to survive under almost impossible conditions is not limited only to the
plant kingdom.
There are rodents that live in desert are as
where it never rains. How do they exist without water? They eat metallic oxides from
outcroppings of surface ores. This the y combine in a specia l organ, unique to their
species, with hydrogen bre athed into their
lungs from the air . This spec ial organ combines the hydrogen from the air and the oxyben from t he metallic ores---and rrskes WATER.
Almo st unbelieveable, yet our scientists tell
us thi s is true.
And if life can adapt itself to almost any
set of circumstances on thi s p l ane t acd exist
in hundreds of thousands of kinds of forms on
thi s planet------how many and how forei gn
could be the species on some of our planetary
neighbors?? ?

* * * * * * *

From Texas a l so comes word that San AntonSOIL TESTS CONVINCE EXPERT MARS SUPPORTS LIFE
io oil man and sportsman, Tom Slick is going
San Antonio, Texas (AP) Forms of life might
to make anothe r search for the illusive abom~
exist on Mars and even flourish, says Dr. Huinable snowman. His co-sponsor this time
bertus Strughold of the Dept. of Space Med icine will be Ft. Worth oil man and big game hunter,
at Randolph Air Force Base. Dr. Strughold is a F. Kirk Johnson.
former German aviation medicine specialist.
"I de finite ly be lieve the snowman exist s , "
He says that soi l samp les tested show that
J ohnson told the press. "Tom Slick came back
certain microscopic organisms can live under
from his two trips over there, convinced that
condi t ions like those on Mars .
there is such a thing .
In a recent experiment, Dr. Strughold took
"I be lieve thi s expedition will prove it,
soil samp le s f ro m the Painted Desert of Ar izona, and I want to have a part in such an imporfrom the Grand Canyon, and from the icy s lopes
tant discovery." A Russian expedition i s
of lilt . McKinley in Alaska. Such soi l samp les
making plans to hunt for the beast soon. Johncontained nitrogen l oving bacteria, considered
son's group will try to beat the Russians to
most like l y to be at home on Mars . The samp le s the snowman's l a ir. The snowman is said to
were put in a deep freezer at night and a llowed be between a gorilla and a man, and to live
to warm to room temperature during the day, to
in the high mountains of the Nepal country
assimulate approxi~Bte temperatures on Mar s .
near the Tibetan border. The Johnsen-Sli d:
"After a week or t,wo , certain micro-organ.group will search for it on foot from altiisms disappeared compLetely", Dr. St'rughold
tudes of 12,500 to 17,500 feet.
says, "but others flourished."
Its footprints have been seen and photo"The green color on Mars as observed by
graphed ~Bqy times. Natives, who refer to it
astronomers may be something other than vegeta- as the "indescribably filthy snowman," have
tion as we know it. 1/
legends hundreds of years old about the snowBut there is a distinct possibility that
man carrying off women.
some form of life does exist on the planet.
"He've got to beat the Russians to it,"
"Life has an enormous capacity to adjust," he
Johnson said. (Ft. Worth PRESS, Credit, Al ice
says . (Big Spring, Texas, DAILY HERALD, 12/9/57 and Richard Kreitz, Arlington, Texas)
Credit Liz Borrie~, Irving, Texas.)
* * * * * * *
From v.li lliam C. lamb, of Newcast le , Wy oming,
(Ed . Note) "Life has an enormous capacity to ad- comes a clipping from the RAPID CITY DAILY
just". And how true, as we see right at home
J OURNAL, of Rapid City, S. Dakota, Dec. 2,
here on this planet. In the fri gid Artic a reas, 1957.
beautiful and varied species of flowers spring
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MOUNTANANS EXCITED BY EXPLOSION, LIGHT
He lena , Mont. (AP) - A terrific exp losi'on ,
a green ball and a white flash so .bright it
b linde d motorists momentarily, excited northern and eastern Montanans Sunday.
"Green Ball" reports came from widely
spread co mmunities as vast areas of Montana
were lighted.
All reports bore some agreement that the
object was traveling northerly and was visible
three seconds or less.
There was no official report from Air Force
or Weather Bureau sources.
The object looke d somewhat like a meteor,
or a come t. It s front was molten white and
towa rd the t a il the color changed to light
green.
In Scobey , a county seat town of about 1800,
r esidents heard a terrific explo s ion that r a tt
le d windows and dishes on their shelves. Many
checked their furnaces, fearin g an explosion
in th e ir home s .

* * * * * * *
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member Mr. lamb, as the man written up by GRAY
BARKER, in one of his early issues, February,
1954, of the SAUCERIAN.
lamb claimed tha t he had climbed Mt. Cameron in Colorado, in June of 1932. He ran acroSE
gi ant tra cks 17 inches long and 4 to 6 inches
wide. He l a ter saw a fireball drop out of the
sky, and a transformation took place. The
fireball vanished into thin air, and there
stood a creature, 8 feet tall and looking ver y
like the description of the Abominab le Snowman.
The creature took off after lamb who after
severa l narrow escapes, managed to get away by
jumping off a cliff, into a p ine tree, and
that i s how lamb managed t o escape his pursuer. l amb be lieves this creature to be of
the same breed as the ab ominab le snowmen of
the Himalayas.
lamb a l so wr ites that he wrote to Tom
Slick, Te xas oi l man, telling him of his exper ience on top of Mt. Ca me r on. "Don't know
whether anyone has been looking for thi s BIRD
on top of Mt. Cameron, or not---- but I' ve had
a ll I wante d of him," write s lamb.

lamb then goes on to add , "Our astronomers
a nd meteorolog ist s, think that these RED and
GREEN f ire ba lls a r e just meteorites---and I
* * * * * * *
claim the y are NUTS .
S.P.A.C.E. of course cannot vouch for t he
"Two other witnesse s a nd myse If, saw a
va lidity of a ll c l a ims appearing in these colmeteorite (we thought) drop out of the sky,
umns. Ours is but to report , and evaluate if
south of Newcastle, in Aug. of 1955. "It made possible the information. And while this a ll
a s treak of blue smoke from a t least 10 miles
seems to come from one o~ the LATE--LATE--LATE
up, or more. The smoke l aste d for severa l
--TV movie s ~h i s season, I guess it i s no more
minute s . "At about 6,000 'up it made an ang l e
incredible t han the c l a ims of tho se, who say
t urn , passed through a cloud, a nd s truck the
that the UFO's a re a ll piloted by "HEAVENLY
earth (in our s i ght) between two little hills. CREATURES", who would never even harm a fly - -The dirt flew over 150 feet in the a ir---and I eyen if the fly were about to make a l anding,
counte d FIVE SAUCERS---raise out of the dust
in his la s t bowl of soup, an d he was st arv ing
and asce nde d above the c loud l eve l. The y then to death.
entered into a cloud--for me d by t he sauc er s
Anyway , th~n i ght s are l ong and lone l y t his
themselves, ana then this cloud drifted north- time of the year in Wyoming---and Mr. lamb
west---against the wind, and t hen van i she d .
loves to write. So anyone interested in a PEN
The other two witne sses were lf~. and Mrs.
PAL, with r ather unusua l ideas on UFO' s (t o
Ke l so, of Newcast le •
say the least) can write William C. Lamb, a t
"The fire ba ll in Montana , was something on P. O. Box 845 , Newcastle, Wyoming .
the same line---SO WHAT? There have been
* * * * * * *
seve r a l bi g sightings in t he l ast several year s
WCULD Iv'IARTIANS OBEY "METALAW"
in Colorado, New Mexico, a nd Utah---but no
SPACE LAWYER WOULD REJIGGER THE GOLDEN RULE
f ragments of meteorites have been found.
Washington--If you should ever get hailed
"I am inc line d to believe, tha t these Red
into court by a Martia n , chances are th a t not
a nd Green Fireba lls, t hat we think are Meteor- even the sharpest defense l awyer on earth could
ites, are STONES OF FIRE, (Ezekial 28: 16) tha t get you off the celestial hook.
t he DEVIL f lies in. They apparently burn
In fact, you might even find yourself taking
themselves out---but in stantly mBterialize in- th~ rap for so~ething that' s not even a cri me .
to UFO's (visible and invisible) and show up
But don't get the idea tha t you'd be ge tting
later as FLYING SAUCERS, as the five saucers
framed by an amb itious Martian Dist. Attny.,
t hat I saw ri se out of a cloud of dus t--- and
who's bucking f or Interplanetary Governor.
It's just that he would have his own ideas
were vis ible for only a bout five seconds ."
about right and wrong . And what you might con * * * * * * *
Oldtimers in the UFO resea rch field will re-sider absolutely harmle s s mig ht be li sted on
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Mars r legal statutes as a capital offense.
The possibility that a situation like this
might someday contain more fact than fiction
is causing rocket experts to toss in their
sleep at night, as man gets closer to conQuering trB mysteries of outer space.
And the man most seriously concerned is outspoken 54-year-old Andrew G. Haley , general
counsel for the American Rocket Society and its
former President.
Haley insist s that we are go ing to have to
scrap our present lega l sys tem and replace it
with "JVJETALAW" , if we have to start dealing
with people from other planets. Metalaw, is a
revolutionary new lega l concept designed to
govern relationships between beings of different natures.
Importance of this i s read ily evident wh en
you r emembe r tha t beings from other planets
might completely blow their tops or suffer nervous breakdowns over situations that we consider Quite trivial or even normal.
And what about the personal impres sion you
would make? On earth you could be the most
dignified, personable chap imaginable. But
this is no guar ant ee that a Martion wonlt t ake
you for a complete slOb. For instance Haley
notes tha t we donlt even know how other beings
would rea ct to our body odor.
Because of these uncertainties, the rocket
counsel urges future space trave lers to strictl y obey two important rules before ever landing
on an inhabited planet:
(1) They must be absolutely sure that their
v i sit ·will not harm either the mse lves or the
natives.
(2) They must not land until invited.
(SAN ANTONIO NEWS, 1/17/58 , Credit, Mr. and
Mrs. Bi 11 Fly , Hondo, Texa s .)

* * * * * * *

He 11 now aren It the above "two i mportant
rule s " very, very interesting?
Even we earthlings just starting out on our
SPACE EXPLORATIONS already rea lize the extreme
va lue of SPACE LAW, and its necessary rules
a nd re gulations.
Wouldnlt other intelligent beings who have
already mastered space travel---be aware of the
necessity for such rules of conduct? Could not
that be the reason---that THOSE INTELLIGENT
BEINGS--now exploring this planet, have not
openly landed? Explore---YES---land momentarily, or in out of the way places--YES--Maybe
even contact an inhabitant now and then, to acQuaint us with them gradua lly, and pave the way
later for JVlASS CONTACT---"Anything is possiblAi~
Here is an example for the necessity of
METALAW--or its equivalent---Suppose a Spacecraft landed in your backyard. And suppose you

had not been too influenced by some of the
weird "SCIENCE FICTION". So---you invited
the occupant s. into your home - - -to shovl them
your ItEARTHLY HOSPITALITY".
And suppose your type of hospitality includes mixing a few highballs. Your guest,
expecting only the best of intentions, imbibes in several---then the reactions start
taking place.
It turn s out tha t the "body chemistry" of
your guest is considerably different than
yours, and the alcohol, instead of only a cting as a reliever of inhibitions---is to him
a poison.
-~is companions---rushing their stricken
confederate back to the spac ecraft out in
the back yard---head for home to file a claim
with the proper authorities on Planet No.4.
This is a case for "METALAW"---and not too
complicated at that. Or it i sn lt now---what
will happen when the le ga l beagels go to work
on it , ---i s another thing . But as one of my
lawyer friends said when he read the art icle,
"I donlt think 11m ready to specialize in the
fie ld of METALAltl- - -not just yet."

* * * * * * *

ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATER & KEYHOE CENSORSHIP
The mos t important aspect of the CBS, TV
Program, UFO-THE ENIGMA OF THE SKIES, was the
censorship of Major Keyhoe. It ~By not have
seemed tha t way, at the time ~ but now, be cause of it, millions of Americans---who previously did not believe that there was such
a thing, saw the censorhip at work, before
their very eyes.
You can be sure that Lt. Col. Spencer
Wheaton, who presented the Air Force views
was not the only AF Officer at CBS on the
night of Jan. 22nd. Col. Wheaton, was the
mouthpiece---but you can be sure, that there
were AF Officers with the program director,
and also in the control room.
AND when Major Keyhoe departed from the
prepared script, and started out with the
NICAP and Senate Investigations Committee bit,
a HEAD shook NO, and a dial was turned down.
Here is what Keyhoe was saying when the
censorhip took place.
"I am now going to give you some information which has never before been made public.
NICAP for the past six months has been work ing with the SENATE COJVlMI'I'TEE, which is investigating secrecy in Government---regarding
the present withholding of UFO information to
the PUBLIC. When this report is made public
it will prove beyond the shadoW of a doubt--(this is where the sound was cut).
The situation was made even more ri dicu lo ~8
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by VJr'. RICHARD E. HORNER, Ass't. Sect. of AF
for Research and Development. He . stuck to his
script, saying that there is NO CENSQRSHIfIOrUFO information, only minutes after KEYHOE had
been censored, and his remarlcs'':'"---not permitted
to be heard by the millions of Americans who
sat watching their TV screens.

with some of the "old-fashioned" opinions
which the members had regarding some of the
strange things seen on the moon periodically.
Opinions which would make Prof. Menzel feel
'right at home.
Also, Prof. Menzel failed to state that Dr.
Wilkins had made his observation of the conMust have been some re d races af ter that
troversial bridge with a 33 inch telescope--program. After all, how naive do they think
and his 33 inch scope rather makes Menzel
the Ame rican people are?
look like an a~Bteur with his 15 incher at
Thank you, Major Keyhoe, for confusing them. Harvard.
A~d this certainly seems like a good place
Furthermore the bridge was only reported
to urge you to SUPPORT NICAP---Membership--for two months, and then was no longer seen.
$7 .50 per year, address 1536 Connecticut Ave., And as skeptical as Menzel is about anything
vJashington 6, D. C.
NOT IN THE BOOKS AT HARVARD, he undoubtedly
* * * * * * *
did not look at the area for at least six
FLAWS IN THE MENZEL STORY
months and by then it was gone.
1. Prof. Menzel makes the statement, "that
3. lYIENZEL sugges ts that we leave such
these PHENOMENA are strictly a scientific
things to the experts. According to his own
matter, and should be left to the scientists
suggestion, the Air Force--should be experts-t o inve stigate a nd explai~. Yet when some of
at least on weather balloons. And the Air
the best Scientists do investigate and come up Force says that Mantell died chasing a Sky
with the opinion that UFO's are interplanetary Hook Weather Balloon.
spacecraft---Menze l refuses to accept their
But Menzel says, that he does not believe
findings, so he does not even follow his own
that Mantell died chaSing a weather balloon,
advice.
nor does he believe that he died chasing a
Some of the Scientists (only a few of which spaceship---but that Mantell died chasing a
we shall list here) accepting the spacecraft
MOCK SUN. So Prof. Menzel himself---does not
theory are: Prof. Herman Oberth, Dr. Percy
agree with the Air Force.
VI illdns, Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, Dr. James C.
So in closing out this episode, I say thi s
Bartlett, Dr. Seymour Hess, Col. Robert B.
to you Prof. Menzel---the TRUE SCIENTISTS are
Emerson, (Nuclear Physicist), and Prof.
the ones with the OPEN MI~IDS. And the ones
Charles A. ~~ney.
with the open minds realize these days JUST
2. THE MOON BRIDGE---He says that the
HOW LITTLE we know about this Universe in
bridge wa s first se en by an amate ur (who is
which we live.
John J. O'Neil, Science Editor of the Herald
Your st a nd, Professor reminds me so much of
Tribune). But he failed to tell that the bri- the Scientist, Politicians and Religious le ad dge had also been reported by Dr. James B. Bar- ers who sent Galileo to the dungeon, with the
tlett of Baltimor e, Sir Patrick Moore, noted
st a tement that "This cannot be ". It is conBritish Astronomer and Dr. Percy H. Wilkins,
trary to religion and science.
one ti tre head of the Lunar Dept. of the BriIt also reminds me of the Honorable Profestish Astronemical Association, and author of
sors of the French Academy of Sciences, in
the book called, "OUR MOON".
the early 1800 's who unseated two of their
I wrote Prof. Menzel after the program,
members who believed that "stones fall from
calling attention to sorre of these flaws, and
the sky". It was impossible---contrary to
received a letter from him, with this quotascience.
t ion a bou t Wi lkins and 0' Ne i 1, I g uote, "For
But today we know that stone s do fa 11 from
your information, Wilkins is an amateur astro- the sky, we call them meteorites.
nomer, and the Science writer for the New York
Had you been in his shoes---in 1945---1 am
Herald Tribune , scarcely saw a sober moment
sure that you would have said of the ATOM
during the last several years of his life,"
BOMB just as Admiralleahy did, who was then
(U~QUOTE).
Chief of Staff to the President of the United
I do not know any thing about the personal
States.
habits of Mr. O'Neil , but I do know that Dr.
"This is the biggest fool thing we have
Percy Wilkins, is far from being an amateur.
ever dene. The bomb will never go off---and I
Yes, he now heads an arrateur British Astro- speak as an EXPERT ON EXPLOSIVES". (Unquote).
nomica l Association. And the reason that he
-x* * * * * *
resigned in disgust from the Professional AsAdios, Prof. Menzel---like Rip Van Winkle--·
tronomical Association, is because he disagreed may you sleep on----and pleasant dreams !
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NEEDLESS SECRECY SLOWS RESEARCH
Testifying before the House Government Information subcommittee the other day, Dr. Lloyd
V. Berkner, one of Pres. Eisenhower's science
advisors, said that 90% of the scientific d
classified by the Government as "SECRET" could
safely be ~~de public.
Dr. Berkner, who is president of the Associated Universities and of the International
Council of Scientific Unions, remarked that the
nation mi ght some day find itself fighting a
war with papers marked "SECRET" instead of the
we apons we need. He urged that the National
Science Foundation be permitted to determine
what few t ypes of informa tion should be kept
secret.
Dr. Berkner re a lly floored the congressmen
when he was asked to g ive some in s tances of unnecessary secrec y . Re gulations, he said, prevented him from stating what se cret matters
shou l dn't be kept secret.
But another witness gave an illuminating
example. He was Dr. Wallace R. Brode, science
advisor to the Secretary of State.
A report of work done by an ordnance officer
on the use of bows and arrows in warfare is
st amped "SECRET" , Dr. Brode told the committee.
The work was done by Col. Rene R. Studler,
(ret), an expert in sma ll weapons. During
World War II he directed experimental worle on
more efficient boWS and arrows for possible use
in jungle warfare.
There you have it. That secrecy stamp prevents the Russ ians from ever learning how to
make a better bow and arrow . We ought to feel
a lot safer about that. (Credit, Miami Daily
News, J an. 25, 1958) .
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5. LOCH NESS MONSTER, UP says Ray Bain saw
it in Scotland lake just before Christmas, 30
ft. long, snake-like head out of water, tear,
he couldn't keep up with it
in WAS a skeptic---NOT NOW.
6. Navy SCientists-plan TV Telescopes on
500 mile high SPACE PLATFORM.
7. GHOST SPUTNIK over U.S. at times when
real SPUTNIK was on other side of Earth!
SCIENTISTS PUZZLED.
8 . THE WEATHER RACE---There is a Wcrld Race
on to control the Weather. Report Russia is
engaged in SECRET RESEARCH.
9. SEA LEVEL near Point Barrow, Alaska,
rising at regul ar intervals ---Not related to
the TIDES. U. S. and Russia watching ---IGY
studying this lVlYSTERY .
10. SCHMIDT, Kearne y, Nebraska, man who
claimed contact with Spacecraft---now SUEING-after being railroaded into and out of a MENTAL INSTITUTION. (Watch for more on thi s .)
(Credit for above NEWS HEADLINES---The Little
Listening Post, 48 11 Illinois Avenue, Wa shington, D. C.).

* * * * * * *

And then came the biggest HEADLINE of all--

UNITED STATES LAUNCHES EARTH SATELLITE
Cape Canaveral, Florida--10:48 pm on J an . 31,
Army Jupiter C Missi le Roars off the Launching Pad, gathers speed and heads for the WIDEBLUE YONDER.
All of America can SMILE AGAIN--the SPUTNIKS have company.
And this writer is particularly happy that
it was the Jupiter C---which did the job. Now
all should re a lize that Co. Nickerson--was
right last year in his battle to save the
* * * * * * *
(Ed . Note)---Now let' s no t be hasty ---let' s
Jup iter Miss ile from being g iven on l y a minor
role in our missile prcgram .
examine this bow and arrow business . Suppose
So I say aga in--to you PENTAGONIANS--bring
we had a World War III, and it were an a tomic
Col. Nickerson---back to Huntsville, Al abamawar, as it could very well be.
or back to the Pentagon. We need his brains
And suppose that 90% of the population were
up here. Not in EXILE in the Panama Canal
de~ troye d- --on both sides of the IRON CURTAIN.
IF, the 10% left---still wante d to continue the Zone---inspecting BOILERS. (How long --Oh Lordfight ---and there were no other weapons it could -How long)
be ve r y important that we have a better boW and
* * * * * * *
SPACE STATION, program on WMIE, has now
arrow than the Russians .
gone to half hour on Saturday nights a t 11: 00 .
* * * * * * *
The station likes the idea of the program.
HEADLINES--THE NEWS IN CAPSULE FORM
And I wish to thank all who have mailed cards
1. Democrats Demand Nuclear Ship For the
and letters to the Station.
Race to the Moon.
The job is now half done. Time we can ge t.
2. University of C~lifornia set up SPACE
The station management will give me more tin:e,
SCHOOL.
i f we can get the spon~or~ for the program.
3. "University of Mex ic o starts COURSE in
Many of you have yet to write that card to
SPACE LAW".
4. 9000 Scientists from 44 Nations Petition the station. Do it now---with stacks of cards
it will be no problem to get sponsors. I f the
uTI to stop Nuclear Tests At Once.
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there are minera ls there which may someday repay us. The motivating force must be someDhing more substantial, as you undoubtedly
realize. "You will find your answer in the
fact that man is ge ttir€ ready to venture into space where he will be forced to live under
conditions which probably are closely akin to
those at the South Pole. There will be no
ti me for experi~ent once man has landed on the
moon---or on Mars . The basic problems must
already solved---in the biting cold of the
be
* * * * * * *
REAL REASON FOR THE ANTARTIC EXPLORATIONS
polar regions. Huts, food, machines and
You have he ard many explanations WHY all
methods of survival must be te sted and deve l··
nations of the world are now so interested in
oped here, i f our space travellers are to live
the Antartic. Other than exploration and mapp- through~heir flights. This work is underway
ing of the last remaining unexplored region of
now at the South Pole.
our planet, these reasons have been advanced.
"Because the se numerous projects are re1. Search for minerals and natural reSource& ported to the public in bits and pieces they
re seldom assembled, jigsaw fashion, to prewhich our industries could use to very good af
ent a complete and true picture. There is
vantage.
2. Keep a check on the build-up of ice at
ittle that is hap-hazard about the rocket
the South Pole, which if it continues uncheckl
ngineering..>- antartic tests, r-adio te lescopes
could eventually cause the earth to tile on its a nd space medicine projects. The y are sketchaxis, and cause a great natural catastrophe, as ily reporting bits of a fantastic whole. Trycould have been the cause for the Great Flood
ing to understand them is like trying to see
at the time of Noah.
an outdoor mov ie through the cracks in a fence
3. Possibility of our UFO visitors from
as you ride by on a bicycle. (Credit Frank
space having a base on unexplored sections of
Edwards and CSI of New Zealand, Howar d H.
the great Antartic Continent.
Fulton, Editor).
But the most important is not so commonly
* * * * * * *
known. Here it is, as written by Frank Edwards
Your Editor wishes to apologize to a ll
of WTTV, Indianapolis, Indiana, and carried in
those who have recently written and we have
the latest edition of CSI, of New Zealand:
been unable to acknowledge their kind letters .
"Perhaps you have noticed the unusual interest
Can only hope that this note will explain. As
which the major nations are evincing in both
Len Stringfield once told me, it is physically
the Artic and the Antartic. Costly expeditions impossible to answer each letter personally.
are be ing sent into those frigid wastes and kept In my case there is the pressure of business,
there for long periods. WHY? Gathering data,
with many evening appointments, pub lic speal~
you are told. WHY? For scientific purposes.
ing engagements, publishing this monthly bulleOur lop~ and expensive interest in the Antartic tin and now a weekly radio program. Some things
could hardly be attributed to the hope that
gO~!~ give, So please forgiv~, if it turns
lout to be the corre spondance •

mai l does not show amp le public interest, sponsors cannot be blamed for passing up the program . So its up to you UFO fans in the Miami
area, whether or not you want this t ype of
"LONG JOHN" program. We need those cards to
toss on potential sponsors desks--NOW--not six
months f rom now. If you haven't the time or
energy to write a postcard---just remember---I
could just as well sleep Saturday nights myself.
(Your Ed.)

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVID~NCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
eXIst. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retIred, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio , as Chief Investigator for ProJect. Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Jomt ChIefs of Staff offIces ? . Or IS It proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
It, the pIlot sees It, and locks on wIth hIS Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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(Copyright 1957 , Norbert F. Gariety)

SAUCER LULL WITH US?
Fr om a ll app e ara nces~theNov ember , December
Saucer Flap has died down to only a trickle of
reports. Only a few relatively minor reports
reach S.P .A.C .E. headquarters. Of course the
quiet here in the U.S. could easily be due to
the unusua lly co l d climate a ll areas have experienced s ince the beginning of the year .
I f there were an occasiona l UFO out spying
on we earthling s---how man;)' of us in this inc limate we a ther would be out gaz ing skyward and
be there to see him whisk by. However, down
unde r, below the Equator , where it is now the
middle of the summe r, things could be differ -·
ent. But it will be a month or so until those
report s, if any, reach the researchers here in
the U.S.
In fact , many of tre real humdinger reports
of the Nov.-Dec . flap are just now reaching
here fr om other countries. Two typi ca l landing
reports, which are very interesting come from
J. Escobar Faria, Editor of the UFO Critical
Bu lletin, of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Here the y are for your own interpretation
a nd ana l ys is:
GOIANIA, GOIAS STATE CAPITAL , Central Brazil ..
(This account is a copy of the letter from
Judge Gabriel Barbosa de Andrade , of Ceres City
to the Goias State Justice Secretary).
"About the subject of your recent trip to
Ceres city, I'm going to say that I did interv iew Senor Mi guel Espanhol in the presence of
Rep. Paul o Roberto de Carvalho.
"I sum up the account from Senor Espanhol,
who i s an expert on mineralogy and an officer
of the Spanish Navy. By the way, he was always
aga inst fly ing saucers, but now has changed his
views, a fter the landing who se emotional impact
he suffered for several days . I was told tha t
on Oc tober lOth, 1957, when he was traveling in

Bulletin No. 15

a truck t o Ceres , at about 3 miles from QuebraCoco vi llage , he said to the driver to look at
a strong g leam near the t 0P of a rise in the
dis tance.
"Just after t he truck went over the top of
the hill , they saw a t a distance of about a
mile a hugh luminous object stopped in the
air, whose brightness was illuminating a l a r ge
area. The light was so bri eht that it blinded them, and the driver became panicky when
the object made the truck stand still on the
road.
"The object hovered about the truck for a
whi le , and t hen stopped still in the air about
40 yards away, and about 20 feet from the
ground . It put out a ll its lights , except a
reddish luminosity on the ae ria l up on the
dome .
"Sudden l y a door opened seeming ly a utoma tic , as that of t he Convair. Then there ap peared two beings, after two more, a nd then
another two , and fina lly a seventh one, who
walked in the middle of the two line s on each
side. They looked like humans, but their hair
WaS long, and the y wore a luminos suit up t o
the chest.
"The engine didn't work all t his time , a lthough the driver attempted to start it. All
those beings looked on the truck for about 3
minutes.
"The flying object seemed to have a diameter of about 500 feet , and was about 130
feet high. It was unequally oval shaped , that
is the upper part was somewhat higher where
the aerial was, but showing a definite shape
as two super-imposed saUce rs put together.
Just on the circle where there were put toge ther was placed the door. Inside the UFO
one could see somewhat as an infra-red light.
"After the silent observation, the door was
closed. The UFO climbed some 1600 feet, and
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re le as ed a sma 11 disk , which went to the north
f rom Goi as Sta te , while t he hugh spacecraft
went to the south."
(J. Escabar Faria, says that unfortunately
this s upposedly happened 1n Central Brazil and
t oo f a r away for him to inve stigate per s ona 11y.)

* * * * * * *

s i ghting lasted f or about ten minutes, and a bout 20 pe ople te stified t o having seen it.
It was So impressing that some of the women
panicked.
(Credit UFO Critical Bulletin, Sao Paulo,
Br a zil)
(Ed. Note) It is alway s interestin g t o get
report s b y native s o f a cou ntry way ba ck i n

FLORIANOPOLIS, SANTARINA STATE

the bush---where they don't get news of sightThi s i s a nother l anding case. A report from ings, and particularly when such native s cant he paper TRIBUNA CRICIU~NSE of Crici uma City, not-or do not read newspaper s, and is quite
unli ke l y that the y know wha t a UFO i s suppos Santa Ca t a rina Ata te , informs tha t two peasant
ed to l ook like and how the y are s uppose d t o
r es i de nt s of Espigao da Toca saw on Nov. 28th ,
ct. And then the de scripti ons fit in so well
a
1957, tw o UFO's l a nd in the a rea .
with
other re ports ---Ah, ye s, there i s more
Pedr o Zilli and J oao Ernani, the peasa nt s ,
this
than meet s the eye!
t
o
who never re a d paper s nor he ar the r a dio, were
* * * * * * *
working at t obacco dr y in g , when the y saw tw o
And bac k a t home once ~D re t o the U. S . we
me t a lli c obj e ct s st op at a di st ance of about
hea r tha t REINHOLD SC HMIDT , the man who was
300 yar ds . They thought the obj ect s were
committe d t o an in sane a sylum after a lleg ing
p l anes in di f f i cu lty .
to ha ve been insid e a UFO while it was on the
Then the y went to the spot, but at ab out
ground
is suing the State . ., f Nebraslm. Take
100 ya r ds in the directi on of the UFO' s the y
thi
s
f
or
what it i s worth , but Sch midt has
saw s ix middle -s ize d men, we aring gr ay suit s .
a
ls
o
t
o
ld
intima tes t ha t he ha s been in f urThe me n-ran t othe cr a ftS"8.nddi sappea r8d-inther
contac
t with spa ce peop le , and has been
s i de of them through sma ll l adder s . Three went
taken
fo
r
a
ri de in a saucer. This l ate s t
i nt o one cr a ft a nd three into the other.
es
from
Gray
Bar ker. Ed . of the Saucerian
co
m
Afterwa r d the UFOI s t ook off with a whi stBulletin
,
Clar
ksburg,
W. Va .
ling sound . The a ir di splacement was s o grea t
* * * * * * *
tha t the pa lm trees nearby ne arly l ay on the
Co r a l Lo r e nzen , o f the A. P .R . o . Bullet in ,
gr ound . The UFO' s appeared t o have a dia meter
1712 Van Court , Al a mogor do, New Mexico, sums
of abo ut 10 f eet , a nd were r ound in shape.
up
the November Saucer Flap, with thi s ana l y At the sa me ho ur, some other re s i dent s of
si
s
: "We have pr oven to our satisfa cti'ln ,
the area saw strange objects like superimpo s ed
that
the di scs were concentrating on South
saucer s f l y ing in the vicinity' i ndi cated by the
America
prbr to the N:wember fla p, a nd t ha t
peasant s .
their a re a of intere st was chan ged i mme di a teAnd then in December there was yet a nother
l y f ~ llowin g the l a unching of Sputnik II on
November 2nd . The initia l di scover y of sputgood UFO report came out of Centra l Br a zil.
This one wa s a t Bela Horiz onte , Br a zil MINAS
nik II was probably ma de by a spa ce st a tion
GERAIS STATE CAPITAL , on De c . 16th.
----l ocate d severa l hundr ed mile s above t t e sur--The "Central do-Bra z il" r a ilroad agent for
f a ce of the ea rth.
Cr ockatt Sa St ation, wa s questioned about a
"At any r ate , correlation of the Nove mber
UFO whic h appeared over that city . The agent
sighting reports shoWS tha t the ~ bjects
sa i d tha t the stra nge ob ject, whose di a meter
switche d their attention f r 'lm the South Amer iwas very s ma ll , f o llowe d a car go tra in f rom
can continent t o t he U.S. , and judg ing from
l~ i guel Bournier Station t o Crockatt Sa Station,
st a tement s coming out of Rus sia, the di scs
emitting a strong luminos ity at a height of
divided their time and attention during that
approximately one mile. This event took place
period between the Unite d Sta te s and the USSR.
a t 8 :45 pm on Dec. 16.
"We feel it is significa nt tha t the thre e
The UFO was intensely illuminated by an
countries in the w ~rld which have within t he i r
continenta l limits large- s cale mi s sile testor ange light, and it s reflection cou l d be seen
on the f a ces of all sighters. It maneuvered
ing ranges (namely, Australia , Russia and t he
f r om right t o left s i de s and was perfectly
United Sta te s ) were v isited freq uently a nd
r ound shaped. According to its location , the
observed thoroughly f ~r tte ~eriod of Novemor a nge light wa s shining bri ghtly or diml y. The i ber 2nd thr ough the 25th. After that da te ,
S . P.A.C. E . i s '3 dite d and pub lished m', nt h l y by N'Jrbert F. Gariety, 267 Alha mbra Circle , Coral
n __ ' _ _ . __ _ ..! __
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the discs took up residence in their old habitats---the c ountries of South America.
"Prior to the launching of Sputnik I , sightings in the United States were few and far between. "
(Thank you Coral Lorenzen).

* * * * * * *

And this would be a good place to add that
just as soon as there is another significant
event in our own space trave l efforts, you can
expect another wave of sightings.
Of course we are makip~ significant progress
the se days, but this progress i s mostly taking
p l ac e on terra firma . Such as :
"SPACEMAN " COMPLETES SIMUIATED IVDON TRIP
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 17--(UP) Space doct or s and scienti st s t oday studied reams of
technical dat a obtained f rom the suc cessful
t est of "Space man" Donald G. Farrell, who says
he would like t o fo llow up his s imula ted seven
day f light to the moon with a rea l one.
Airman Farrell stepped out of the three by
f ive foot steel shell seven days to the minute
f rom the time he was hermetica lly sealed in.
(Ed . Note ) The scientists ha ve now pr oven what
the common man has known for a number of year s ,
tha t man can exist in space. Of cour se the
common man did not know how to do it , So the
Schoo l of Av i a ti on Medicine at Randolph Field,
in Texas a re t o be l aude d for thi s nsw an d a ll
important ste p forward. NoW one of the grea test barriers of a ll has been partially elimina ted. The p syc holog ical barrier---the unknown
quantity ---the fear of the unknown.

by fission heat would rush through the rocket
nozzle at tremendous velocity. The resultant
thrust would be many times greater than that
of chemical fuel missiles such as the JupiterC which hurled the Explorer into space.
The nuclear reactor would heat heavy metals
- such as rubidium or a gas such as helium - to
a point where s ma ll electrical charges, ions
would be rele ased. The ions bearing positive
charges, would then be ac celerated past the
ne gatively char ged sub s t a nce a t the n ozzle of
the r ocket and on out into spac e.
The enormous thrust of a nuc le a r rocket
would carry the ship beyond the earth' s atmo s phere and gravita tional pull. Then the ion
rocket would t ake over and carry the ship
through the low resistance of space at a spe e d
approac hing that of light.
(Ed . Note) Just So you will kn ow wha t tha t
means, at a speed of 186,000 miles pe r second,
a trip to the p l anet Mar s , aft er blasting off
and leaving the earth's a tmosphere , would t ake
only 3 minute~ t o cros s the open spac e between
the planets Earth an d Mars, at opposition,
which is about 30 million mile s at the closest
approac h. And re me mber, I didn't say this ,
some Flying Saucer Contactee---didn't say it.
Roc ketdyne Division of North American Av i ation
said it!

* * * * *

* *

VON BRAUN SEES ~ORE RED "FIRSTS "
CHICAGO, Feb. 18 -(INS) -- Army ballistic mi s sile expert Wernher Von Braun says the United
State s should "brace itself" for "severa l new
firsts" by Rus sia in space exp lorati on.
He also predicted in Chicago l ast night
that
the Sov iet Union in a few year s coul d
NUCLEAR SPACE SHIPS EYED
l
aunch
g l obe girdling satellites with teleCANOGA PARK, C~lifornia , Fe b . 17--(AP ) Nuv
i
s
ion
cameras ab le to spy on any ship moveclear spa ce ship s capab le of incre dible speeds
ments,
airport
operations or construction
f or years a t a time were seen a step closer toprojects
anywhere
in the world.
day with disclosure of a new contract awarded
The
German-born
scientist told 2,000 eduby the Air Force to one of America's top missile
cational,
business,
scientific and governmenmakers.
tal
leaders
at
the
fourth
nationa l militaryThe contract for development of nuclear rocindustrial
conference:
ket eng ines went to Rocketdyne Division of North
"I would recommend tl1.at we brace ourselves
American Aviation , Inc.
for
other Soviet firsts in the new field of
Nuclear rockets , because of their almost
astronautics. We are behind and we cannot
limitless power, could carry great payloads at
tremendous velocities and would require no more catch up in a day or two, since major technological pr oj ects necessarily inVolve some
fuel than a woman could carry in a small handtime. "
bag. Coupled with an ion motor which the com* * * * * * *
pany is known to be deve loping, such a space
A
trickle
of
UFO reports continue to arsh i p could maintain high speed flight almost
rive
at
S.P.A
..
C
.E.
headquarter s in sp ite of the
indefinitely •
apparent
lull
of
red-hot
reports. Many of
A nucle ar roc ket, Rocketdyne said, Would use
these
of
cour
se
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vague
enough t o be
the heat of nuclear fission to convert fluid inmetebrs
or
hig
h
flying
jets.
This one howto gasses much as the flame on a stove turns
ever,
from
Gene
Duplantier
,
of
Toronto, Canada
water in a kettle into steam. The gases create d
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seems a bit more interesting . It comes from
the Ottawa papers. "
OT.TAWA.ONTARIO, Jan. 20, 1958. Sputnik flying saucer, or meteorite - a mysterious object
lit up the western skies and switchboards at
government observatories again. But it was too
big, too bright, and too early to have been
Sputnik and officials apparently were too busy
to venture op inions.
But S . W. Sellars of 1202 Checkers Road des cribed the thing thi s way: "I saw it at about
5:05 when I was le av ing work. At first it looked like a plane--a jet--was go ing to crash. It
had a t ai l of flame about 300 yards long trailing from it. Then the thing just stopped in
mid-air and hung there for about 3 minute s .
Then it turned on its side and vanished. (Thank
you Gene.)

* * * * * * *

Gene Duplantier, 1157 St~ Clair Ave. (W)
Toronto 10, Ontario, Canada, is the Editor of a
new Canadian bulletin entitled, SAUCERS, SPACE,
& SCIENCE.
Gene says that due to the scarcity of UFO
publications in Canada, he i s compiling newsclippings into a bulletin from that area. And
from the looks of the information included in
the first i ssue it will be a welcome addition
t o the files of S.P.A.C.E.
I hope the interest warra nts continuation
Gene , as many a good potential pUblication has
fallen flat on its face due to lack of public
interest and the necessary subscriptions. Anyone interested write to Gene at the above address.
In his first issue he carries this interesting clipping:
lEVITATION SAINT MAY BE PATRON OF SPACE MEN
ROME-(Reuters) - A gravity-defying saint may
become the patron of space travelers, an authoritive member of the Vatican's Congregation of
Rites , sa id today.
Records say that st. Joseph of Cupertino,
canonized in 1767, walked on air on more than
70 occasions (luring 17 years spent at the Southern Italian Franciscan Friary of Grotella.
Before St ". Joseph can become the offic ial
patron saint, a petiti on must be made to the
Pope. A dictionary of saints describes him as
a classical example of levitation and adds:
"These manifestations were troublesome to
some members of his order and during the later
years of his life St. Joseph was subjected to
very severe treatment." (G 10 be & Mai 1 11/12/57)
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miral Hyman Rickover, noted "father" of the
atomic submarine.
In 1953, as a captain, he had been twice,
"passed over" by se lection boards and was earmarked for shelving. At that time, Admiral
Rickover was doggedly endeavoring to persuade
skeptical and indifferent Navy chiefs to build
an atomic aubmarine---which subseQuently became the Nautilus.
Discovery of tte backstage plan to ge t rid
of him aroused a storm of protest in Congress.
In 1953 a powerful group led by Rep. Melvin
Price (D-Ill), head of the Joint Atomic Research subcommittee, threatened le gislation
to block this move if the Navy persisted in
it. Shortly thereafter , a special selection
board was convened and Capt. Rickover was elevated to Rear-Admira 1.
Adm. Rickover is ass istant chief of the
Navy's Bureau for Nuclear Propulsi on, and i s
also chief of the Naval Reactor Division,
Atomic Energy Commission. More than 1200
scientists, engineers and technicians are under his command in the se two agencies. But
despite the scope and importance of his responsibilities, Adm. Riclcover has not been
promoted since his original two-star rank.
Rep. Price has bluntly pointed this out to
Navy Secretary Thomas Gates , Jr. He was also
sternly warned against any atterrpt to ditch
Adm. Rickover by putting him on the retired
li st. Rep. Price is supported in his stand by
Reps. Carl Durham (D-NC); James Patterson, (RConn); Chet Holifield (D-Calif); Paul Kilday~
(D-Tex) ; and Senators Rich~ rd Russell (D-Ga ) ,
and Henry Jackson (D-Wash).
"A promotion for Admira 1 Rickover is long
overdue," Rep . Price told Sect. Gates. "We
cannot understand why an officer of his exceptional abilities and accomplishments has not
been given the recognition he so richly deserves. We are particularly disturbed because
of information that he is to go before a selection board this year and may be retired.
That is inconceivable in these critical times
and the urgent need for him."

(Ed. Note)---The above is readily understandable if one but understands the Pentagon system in particular and the Military system in
general. For a lower Officer in any military
system to have the audacity to challange his
superiors and then be proven right is unforgiveable. And Adm. Rickover did just that
with
his dogged fight to see the atomic sub* * * * * * *
"FATHER" OF ATOMIC -SUB DENIED PRO~OTION
marine become a re a lity in face of the indifWASHING~ON, March 3--by ROBERT S. ALLEN--ference of the brass above him.
The Navy is again in hot water over Rear Ad To refer to Gen. Billy Mitchell once more,
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his was the same mistake, to dare to be right.
Col. Nickerson belongs in the same catagory.
And he shall instead of being promoted will undoubtedly continue on in a minor position in
the Pana~B Canal Zone.
This Military system, I personally believe
to be wrong and working to the detriment of our
grea t nation.
It is my understanding, that in a Democratic
form of Government, the Civilians are supposed
to be in charge, with the Military acting upon
and unde r civilian direction. However since
the Mi lita r y became a lmo s t a ll powerful in this
country during World War II , we have now a type
of government much more nearly resembling the
Mi lita r y Junta' s of our South American ne ighbore.
And as we all know who have been in the Service no matter wha t br anch, that the Military
system is Slow , expensive , a nd lives in the
gl or y of it s past de eds , in s tead of looking forward t o and anticipating the new challanges lying a head in the future.
The Air Force has just recently shown its adherance t o the system, by turning down the request of Bi lly Mitchell' s son--to have his
father' s 1925 courtmartial decision reversed.
Sect. of Air Force Doug la s says tha t Billy
Mi t che l was vindicated and hi story has proven
him t o be right---ye t he was still wrong in hi s
method of calling attention t o the error of the
ways of the Top Brass in 1925. The situation
is best summed up, in this incident related to
illS a few months ago, by an Army Reserve Officer
of the rank of Co lone 1. The Co lone 1 re l a te s an
event that t ook place while he was a ttending a
course for Army Staff Officers, during the war
in 1944 . They were t ak ing a course in Military
Stra t e gy, and_ t he Battle of Gettysburg was being st udied and re -enac ted. This Co lone 1 and_
seve r a 1 others re commended to the In structing
St aff of the School, that it would be f ar better
i f the course were modernized. After due consider at i on the powers that be, reached the decis i on, that the Colonel ' was right. So they intro duc ed into the course, two tanks and one airplane---BUT---THEY STILL FOUGHT THE BATTLE OF
GETTYSBURG!
'Nuff said.
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be almost impossible to attack from the earth.
The Gen. told plans for artificial moons
weighing more than two tons, a military satelite almost ready for launching , and three
projects for putting ~Rnned vehicles into orbit around the earth.
Gen. Putt, said the Air Force is considering combining the Thor and Vanguard rockets
to---"Carry a payload to a moon impact."
He declared: "The payload would consi s t of
radio transmitters , which would transmit data
back to earth during fli ght , and a spotter
charge t o visually mark the impact." (Credit-Miami Daily News, Feb. 25, 1958 ).

* * * * * * *

To measure scientific advances , the
Air Force must have t ,he latest experimental and developmental informa tion
on new or unique a ir vehicles or
weapons.
(2) The poss ibility exi s ts tha t for eign air
vehicles of revoluti onary configur ation
or propulsion may be deve lopeo_.
(3) There i s a need for further sc ientifi c
knowledge ' in such fields as ge ophysics,
astromony, and the upper at mosphere
which the study and analysis of UFO~
and similar aerial phenomena may provide.
(4) The reporting of all pertinent fac t ors
' will have a direct bearing on scientific analysis and conclusions of UFO
sip;htings.
(The current status of the censorship of UFO
But cheer up, sometimes the news is GOOD.
reports is thoroughly covered on Page 4---ParaSuch as: AF TELLS PLANS TO PUT MAN IN ORBIT-graph 9.)
AND'TO FIRE A ROCKET TO THE :rv:OON
"In response to local inquiries resulting
vlashington, Feb. 25 (INS)--The Air Force '8Ill1oun- from any UFO reported in the vicinity of an
ced today an array of space age projects, inAir Force base, information regarding a sighteluding manned satellites, and said it can try
ing may be released to the press or the generto "hit the moon" this year i f work begins
al public by the Corrmander of the Air Force
shortly. General Putt, Air Force ~eputy Chief
Base concerned only if it has been FOSITIV~LY
of Staff for Developo,ent , to ld the House Armed
IDENTIFIED AS ~FAMILIAE OR-I\£IOWN_OBJEC~. Care
Ser vices Committee, that the moo n could be used should be exercised n ot to reveal any class ias a manned missile launching base which woul~ied aspects of the sightings or na mes of

$ $

* * * * * * *

After a short period of <luiet on the UFO
front, suddenly strange things a re beginning t o
take p l ace again. Such stra nge phenomena a lways seem to herald a new wave of UFO report s -can it be ar.o ther wave i s coming so soon after
the November flap?
MYSTERY TO COP---WHO DROPPED GLOP???
MIAMI, Sat. March l---A big g lop of som6thing
fe ll in a North llide baclcyard Friday and vanished within an hour despite effort s to "capture" it in a pickle jar. "It was round and
about the size of a medicine ball when it came
down out of a clear sky " said Faustin Gallegos,
a Miami detective who live s a t 1511 NW 116 St.
When the glop hit, Gallegos, his wife and his
mother rushed out to t ake a look. The "some thing" had spread itself on the ground, he said
and "was mOVing, working, like it was alive."
The detective said the mysterious substance
was clear, had no smell and g littered like crystal as it moved. Gallegos and his wife both
stuck the ir fingers in it. "We couldn't fee 1
it," said he. "It was there. We could see it.
But there was no sensation of touch when W§
poked our fingers int o it." Gallegos scoolled
up some of it in a pickle jar when he noticed
it had started shrinking. Within half a n hour,
he sa i d', the l ar ge tr'as s ha d di sappeared completely' leaving no trace on the lawn. By the

t WitS tot

fC'
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persons making reports. If the sighting is unexplainable or difficult to identify, because
of insufficient information or inconsistencies,
the only statement to be re leased is the fact
tha t the sighting is being investigated and information regarding it will be released at a
l a ter date. If investigative action has been
completed, the fact that the result s of the investigation will be submitted to the ATIC for
review and analysis may be released . Further
inquiries should be referred to the local
Office of Informa tion Services."
(Note )--The 40 some <luestions a re about the
same as in the original Regulation, except more
detai led, and in Paragr aph 19 , section 3 is
this notation--(See AF Memorandum 200-9---a
classified document re ceiving limite d distr i bution. )
Thi s bears out the claim of your Edit or tha t
other more secret orders on UFO's ~o exist and
the po licy of all ow ing AF Re gu latiQ~ 200-2 t o
fall into civilian hands, i s only to a llay
somewhat the routine complaint by UFO re searcher s, that the Air Force i s keepi~~ a ll UFO informa tion to themse l ves .
(I wish to thank my benefactor for this current copy of the new re gul a tion---however , for
the time be ing at least---he must re main namele ss . )

t

time Gallegos got to the police station, where
he hoped to photograph his sample, that had
vanished also. "We've been laughing about it
all day," said Gallegos. "I told the boys I'd
captured ' a flying saucer in a pickle jar. But,
you know, I wonder if its so funny. (Credit
MIAMI HERALD, Mar. 1, 1958).

* * * * * * *

Your Editor, has interviewed Mr. Gallegos,
both ove r the phone ' and on hi s Rad_io Pro gram
"THE SPACE STATION", a nd i s convinced that
this subst ance is of the same na ture, as many
of the other 'Fortean' type falls from the sky.
Falls which are associated with the saucer
s i ghting cycle, and indeed on many occasions
i s seen to fall immediately after saucers pass
over or hover over the area .
No UFO's were seen ' in this case , but Ga llegos, not a saucer fan, a nd not Imowing of the
tie-in was busy looking down at ths strange
visitor in hi s yard, a nd did not think of looking up, or he may have seen something in that
direc tion.

* *

*

*

* '* *

From Seaford , Long Isla nd , comes word of
some more strange going -cns. The Hermann family of Seaford have been bothered for the past
month with weird po lterge ist actively in their
home. Their p light was a ired on Dave Garroway 's program TODAY, on one of the first days
of thi s month. Investigation showed these extraor dina r y happenings.
(1) A phonograph took off and flew across
the room, striking the wall 14 feet away.
(2) Figurines sa iled acro ss the ro om striking furniture, and leaving dents in the wood.
(3) A full <luart bottle of soft drinks raise d_ up out of the case, and then fe 11 to the
floor, breaking in a thousand pieces.
(4) The television went on the fritz first
and then the figurines went sailing across the
room--(No. 2 above ).
Duke University was asked its opinion and a
spoke sman there said Un t, "The phenomena - -mayor may not lie in the realm of our known
and accepted theories and knowledge". (Ed.
Note---That's a diplotll.atic, "I don't lmow",
if I ever heard one.
Amateur would-be scientists investigated to
see if the earth's tr'.agnetic field was any different there than down the street a block and
found no re asonable answer.
Persona lly I believe that the answer to
such strange phenomena will be found when we
find out more about the earth's magnetic field
in general, and the possibility of locally introduced and controlled magnetic fields in
particular.
Once we learn more about electro-magnetism,
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and gravity, such weird incidents may be very
easily explained. I do not necessarily say
that such phenomena are UFO connected. But it
is quite a co-incidence that 'so many of these
stran ge happenings, do occur, at times of maximum UFO a ctivity.
Such as poltergeist activity, strange falls
from the skies, such as the disappearing quive ring glob mentioned on the preceeding page,
fall s of ice , sky quakes,strange abo minable
snowmen t ype of creatures, a ll seem to be more
preva lent a t times of unusua l UFO concentrations .
We have so much yet to le arn---"THERE ARE
MORE STRANGE THINGS IN HEAVEN AND ' EARTH, THAN
ARE DREAMED OF IN YOUR PHILOSOPHY, HORATIO".

ancients. A civilization which archeologists
say ~ay possibly be as much as 26,000 years
old.
Dr. Williamson's color slides of the stone
temples and ruins are beautiful and tell the
story of the pre-Inca's even better than word s
can. The massive stones sometimes weighing
hundred s of tons carve d and fitted t ogethe r in
a f as hion tha t 1958 era stone masons can only
marvel at. And the add itiona l wonder i s that
the se rema ins of a civilization estimated by
archeologists to be many thousands of years
old i s still in better condition than the
Inca remains whi ch a re only recent in comparison.

NEW AGE FLYING SAUCER CLUB IS BEING ORGANIZED
On Wedne sday evening, -March 2bth a t 8 : 00
In pass ing, and commenting on the poltergei st ac tivity carried on Dave Garroway's
p.m. will be held the first meeting of the New
Age Flying Saucer Club, at the New Age Church,
TODAY pr ogram, we must comment on something
2020 N.W. 7th St. in Mi ami. This is an open
else DAVE carried s ome ti me ago .
Dr. Hubertus Strughold was being interview- meeting, with a ll invited. Membership in the
Church i s n ot nece ssary to attend or be l ong
ed about his recent rele ase s of hi s opinions
to t hi s F.S. Club. It is expected that the
of the very definite possibility of life on
Club will have monthly rr.eetings and a n interMar s . (This story carried in last issue of '
S.P.A.C.E.) After the interview , Garroway, wa s e sting program for ea ch meeting . The fir s t
meeting will be more in line of an organizat a lking abo ut thi s and voiced his opinions,
tha t he believed that there were many inhabited t io na 1 af f a ir •
p l ane t s in the Univer se . He gave every ar gu* * * * * * *
ment that we who have been investigating the
Dear Editor:
UFO s itua tion for years give in backing up our
From ti me t o time you have mentioned the
extra-terrestrial UFO origin theory .
Abominab le Snowman in your articles.
I recently came ac ross some new information
He me ntioned also, tha t Mars, being ahead of
that g ive s the se unusua l creatures a new aura
us in evolution, being an older planet, could
have life and intelligenc e---as f ar ahead of
of mystery .
US---as we are ahead of the OMEOBA.
In a science-fiction magazine, a female
-- WElCOM~ ABOARD---Dave Garroway, glad to have creature that was described exa ctly like the
you on the UFO bandwagon.
~ ~ '-I-r
"Abominable One" was seen in the Canadian
* * * * * * I~~
Rockies. The description given could hardly
Dr. Geor ge Hunt Williamson, author of ne
be mistaken for another variety.
SAUCERS SPEAK , and OTHER TONGUES, OTHER FlESH,
' The point that I would like to postulate
wa 'S in Miami, a long with his co Ueague, J ohn
is, cou l d these man-like creatures travel beMc Coy for a series of lectures, at the NEW AGE tween icy mountain resorts on different continents by any other manner than across our
CHURCH OF TRUTH, 2020 NW 7 st. from March 9th
through the 13th. He also made a talk at the
skies? If so, what type of vehicle are they
usin g? It is quite a jump fro m the icy
Miramar Hotel on Bayshore Drive.
In spite of the radio contact claims which
reaches of the ' Himalayas to the Canadian
Rockies.
Also, there was an incident inVolvmany on the conservative side of the UFO controversy, find hard to buy, Dr. Williamson left ing a forest ranger in a wooded section of
this writer, with the feeling that whatever the Georgia, who was chased around his jeep by a
feeling of ' apprehension over his claims he Dr. creature that answered the description of
Wi lliamson, is a very intelligent , sincere con- our mysterious friends - "the abominable
sc ientious , and impres s ive speaker.
ones " •
Isn't i t entirely possible that "Visitor s"
We a ll wish him the best of success in his
from other planets are bringing the se creareturn trip to the interior of Peru , and his
tures from another world for some experimenexploration of the ancient pre-Inca civilization there. May he come out aga in later in the tal reason~ I wouldn't venture a guess as t o
year to gi ve us further information on his ex- why anyone woul d wi llfully select this pl anet as a desirable place to live, if given a
p lora tions into this f asc inating land of the

* * * * * * *
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choice. Perhaps these human-like creatures are
being u sed as guinea pigs to see if they could
sur vive in our contamina te d a tmo sphere. It
could be that the Space People do not believe
our newspapers which attempt to convince us
that r adiation and noxious gases in our atmosphere are not concentrated enough to kill us even s lowly.
There is another aspect with re gard to the
Abominab le One that i s worth considering. If
they can live in rarefied atmosphere and find
f ood · to s urvive with amidst a l l the ice and
snow, it would prove that human-like creatures
can live on ot her planets where the temperature
variant s are such that our scientists do not
believe life as we know it could exist.
Consider this - the very facts which establi sh a rigid set of conditions under which life
can exist (as we know it) makes the opposite
more plausible. The closer yo u bring the tolera nce of life , the more you e s tablish the fact
that life will exist in spite of these minimum
to lerance s.
The general consensus of observations describe the Snow Man as being from seven to ten
feet tall. Footprints known to have been rrade
by this creature are up to twenty-two inches
l ong . His body is covered with bristling, redd i sh-brown hair about three inches long. His
face is hairless and a livid coloring. He has
been known to kill a panther and mutilate its
body.
When9ver humans find him he runs at a peculiar lope and hides.
Perhaps he is wiser than we think.
Harry Emerson,
Miami, Florida

2ND U.S • .rv::OON FJBED INTO ORBIT
VANGUARD IS CJBCLING 400-2500 MILES IN SPACE
Cape Canave ral--March 17. With the l aun ching of a second sphere using the Navy ' s
Vanguard as a carrier, the U.S. was placed
on a par with Russia in the number of satellites put into the sky.
There are indications that an attempt will
be made by the U.S. within the next few weeks
to launch a third "moon".
The farthest point from the earth in Vanguard I's orbit today is approxirrately 2500
miles. This is known in scientific jargon
as the apogee.
The perigee--or closest point to the earth
in the elliptical orbit--is approximately
400 miles.
An earth satellite could ' be sent into outer space as far as the moon, within the next
year or so, Dr. John P. Hagen, Director of
th~ Navy's Vanguard project, said today .
"It's the next logical step. It's something that could be done certainly within a
year Dr so".
Asked if the successful launching of the
Vanguard satellite had military Significance,
Dr, Hagen said: "ANYTHING THAT'S :CONE THAT
IS A SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE CERTAINLY HAS MILITA~Y VALUES."
(Editor's Note)--But oh, how well we remember the ' statement of Pres. Eisenhower, last
October, when after Sputnik I, he ~ade ' the
statdment, "THAT THE RUSSIAN SATELLITE, WHILE
CERTAINLY A SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT--HAD NO
MILITARY SIGNIFICANCE."
-;
The question I ponder here is, ' "Are we,
the American Citizen and taxpayer, supposed
to have such a SHORT ME~ORY, or are we supposed to be just DOWNRIGHT STUPID, and believe
both of these official statements?????
(tH

."W' , , , , , ,

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio , as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?

April 1958
(Copyright 1957, Norbert F. Gariety)
Bulletin No . 16
. BRAZILIAN NAVY DECLARES IGY PHOTO AUTHENTIC
brated the radar, found it to be functioning
properly. According to Navy men, Trinidade
residents and Navy Commander Carlos Bacellar,
the sighting of the 16th was the fourth appearance of a UFO over that region.
Despite 0 J ornal's statement that Navy
authorities refused to release any statement
about tho photos, the Navy General Staff was
reportndly "worried"--and the picture was later
carri~ d worldwide by INS, which stated that the
picturE' s were pronounced authentic by Brazilian Navy authorities. (Credit, A.P.R.O.
Bulletin, 1712 Van Court, Alamogordo, New
Mexico, and Dr. Olavo Fontes, A.P.R.O. and
S.P.A.C.E. corrsspondant in Rio de Janeiro.)
Under the headline, "FLYING SAUCER SIGHTED
& PHOTOGRAPHED FROM ABROAD THE ALMlRANTE SALDANHA", 0 Jornal, a Rio de Janeiro newspaper,
published the above photo, along with two
others which were taken abroad a Brazilian Ship
at noon on January 16, 1958.
The Almirante Saldanha, participating in International Geophysical Year projects, in the
vicinity of Trinidade Island, was preparing to
leave the area when M~. Almiro Barauna, a member of the expedition, who was photographing
maneuvers, spotted the object and photographed
it. Some of the observers (on the island as
well as the ship) were frightened by the object.
Jose dos Saldanha, Captain of the Sea and War,
obtained the film from Barauna, and at the
suggestion of some of the officers, had it developed on the ship shor~ly after the sighting
was made in the presence of several people.
Saldanha reported the episode to Naval Headqua rters at Rio de Janeiro, and a careful investigation by Navy Officials was begun. This
inve st igation disclosed that the object photographed by Barauna was the same object observed
by the ship's personnel and the residents of
Trinidade Island.
On the 15th, one day before the sighting,
what was described as a similar object was
spotted on the Almirante Saldanha's radar.
Thinking it unusual, the radar operators cali-

* * * * * * * *

S.P.A.C.E. received several accounts of the
above, but it is interesting to note that most
newspapers editors, even if they did use the
story, did not use the photograph. And they
did receive it on the INS release. A very
small item on the incident did appear in one
edition of the Miami papers but, only i11. one
edition, and no photographs in either the Miami
Daily News or the Miami Herald.
But of course we cannot blame Mr. Baggs,
Editor of the News--or Mr. Beebee, editor of
the Herald. The CHANNEL 10 MACK investigation
was far more newsworthy. And why not---it's
always NEWS, when a man is confronted with an
$8,000.00 entry into his bank account----AND
HE CAN'T REMEMBER what the item was or how it
happened to end up in his account.
For your information Mr. B and Mr. B, we believe that most Miamians were fed up to the
ears, and came out with IfSICK STOIYfACHS If from
all the space you devoted to the MACK & CHANNEL
10 FIASCO.

* * * * * * *

AMAZING LETTER REVEALS CONFIRMATORY
EVIDENCE OF ADAl'IBKI CLAIl'IB
George Adamski received a letter in December
from an individual in a branch of the Government, written on official Government stationary, which may be one of the most significant
developments yet on the Adamski story.
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Dr. George Hunt Williamson:, recently in
People 1:1 consequence are beginning to ponder
Miami on his way back to Peru, told your Editor again about flying saucers. They are thinking
that he had personally seen the original copy
that if space flight is possible to man, then
of this letter, when he visited George Adamski
it is possible for beings on other worlds.
only weeks ago, while on his lecture tour in
It is the personal belief of your Editor,
the state of California.
that our own entry into the field of Space
For further information on this letter, I
travel will force the hand of our and other
~uote directly from the current issue of the
governme~ts and public admission of UFO's and
FLYING SAUCER REV lEvI , of london, England.
their extraterrestrial origin is inevitable.
(Address is FLYING SAUCER REVIEVI, 1 Doughty St.,
Once again the ~~ 64 ~uestion comes up. Are
we going through the final conditioning period
London, "!t1.C.I., England, Annual Subscription,
1 pound, 6 shillings).
before the authorities tell us all they know
The letter in ~uestion was an unsolicited
about saucers? Or, on the other hand, are we
one, dispatched to him from Washington, D. C.
NEVER to be told the truth officially? Per- .
on December 6, 1957. This letter is from a
sonally I believe the former---not the latter,
branch of the U.S. Government, but the indiviof the two choices. The copies of the redual who signed it asks that it be considered a vised AF Regulation sent me by a man on acpersonal letter "for the time being", and not
tive duty with the Air Force (in last issue1
construed as an official communication. Flying help me come to that conclusion. This man is
Saucer Review states that it may not publish
very loyal to the Air Force, in spite of his
the letter in full, nor name the actual depart- interest in UFO's. He is on duty with the
ment of the U.S. Government concerned, nor name Base Intelligence, at his station of duty,
the individual who signed the letter, but perand I personally feel that he would not have
mission has been given to indicate that this
forwarded to me the copy of the Regulation,
magazine has seen the letter and that it was
if he had not had the approval of the BASE
from a branch of the U.S. Government. Further- INTELLIGENCE OFFICER.
And to have the appromore permission has been given to quote from it val of the Base Intelligence officer would
as follows:
necessarily mean a general change in Air
"It will no doubt please you to Imow that... Force policy to one of cooperating, to at
________ has on file a great deal of confirmaleast a small degree with those individuals
tory evidence bearing out your own claims whic0 who are interested in educating the public on
as both of us must realize, are controversial,
UFO's.
and have been disputed generally."
It would be one more way of indoctrinating
"While certainly
cannot publicly conan apathetic public to the facts of life which
firm your experiences, it can, I believe with
must some day of necessity come.
propriety, encourage your work and your commun* * * * * * *
ication of what you sincerely believe should be
PORTUGUESE PILOTS MEET SAUCERS
told t o our American public."
The following stOl'y originally appeared in
Although the letter states public confirmathe Lisbon, Portugal, DIARIO ILLUSTRALO. It
tion cannot be given just now, this letter from has only recently been released by the Portua ggvernment department statin ~~~~~~~4-~u~i~~~~y-au~~·~iSB,-----------c onfirmatory evidence of IVJX'. Adamski's claims
On Sept. 4,1957, four jet planes commanwill be electricying in its implications to
ded by Capt. Lemos Ferreira left Ota base at
most poople.
night. itlhen they were approaching Granada,
For a long time the idea of beings coming to l Capt. Ferreira saw a gleaming object, quite
this planet from outer space would have been
unconventional in both shape and size. The
laughed to scorn, but during the last ten years object came from a Mother Ship, said the Air
the saucers have done a wonderful campaign of
Force Pilots. Then three more saucer shaped
gradually breaking people in to the concept
objects left the parent ship! They flew past
that visitors could and do come here from other and above the jet fighters.
worlds.
Suddenly the parent craft and the saucers
Recent developments vii th our own satellite
dived towards the jets, causing the Portuguese
a nd the Russian sputniks have helped to make
pilots to panic and lose formation. Capt.
people more space conscious. These satellites
Ferreira shouted over the radio to them and
have proven that space flight is possible.
when they resumed formation the saucers had
S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Send names of your friends who are interested in UFO's and mail in any news-clipping s of UFO reports, or other interesting itewB for
use in future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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disappeared. However, prior to this sudden
ending of the incident, the pilots had watched
the saucers for 40 minutes.
This news item has been officially authorized for publication by the Portuguese Air Force.
(Credit FLYING SAUCER REVIEW, 1 Doughty St.,
london, Eng land. )
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G. A. Chebotarev. One year ago Chebotarev
authored a paper on the method of placing a
payload of 110 to 220 pounds in a lunar orbit.
From re 11ab le source s overseas, M/R had
learned that the Russians have conducted
several unsuccessful satellite launchings
and
that they already have tried--unsuccess* * * * * * * * * * *
IKJ~ REVEAIS U. S. PLAN FOR CONQUEST OF MOON
fully to reach the moon. Nevertheless, the
Washington - (AP) Pres. Eisenhower has made
general feeling is that they will get a moon
pub lie a forcast by scientists that it may cost
rocket under way before the United States.
a couple of billion dollars "to equip ourselves
However, some Russian scientists have exto l ane a man on the moon and return him safely
pressed their concern over the difficulties
t o earth".
involved in launching a rocket around the
The president's scientific advisory committee moon. Frof. V. Sharonov, writing in
said further that to land instrument carriers
IZVESTIA says that "The task of orbiting an
on Mars and Venus, the nearest planets to earth, artificial satellite around the moon is very
will 08 easier in some ways than achieving a
far from the practical capabilities now
landing on the moon.
ava ilab le to us."
"The reason is'', the committee said, "tr.at
One should remember, however, that Russboth planets have atmospheres that can be used
ian scientists less than a year ago also
t o cushion the fina I approach."
warned about the difficulties of launching
The President says it could happen in 10
sate llite s such a s Sputnik II.
years. In dealing with the moon, Mars and
* * *" * * * * * * *
Venus, the President's committee had this to
HUIvlAN -LIKE ANIIvlAL CAUGHT IN SUIvlATRA
say: "Since man is such an adventurous creaTHE HAGUE (Reuters)--A strange animal resemture, there will undoubtedly come a time when
bling a human being has been captured near
he can no longer resist going out and seeing
the South Sumatra village of Pabamulih, the
for himse If • "
Netherlands news agency reported from Jakar(Note)--So, Uncle Sam---get busy---start pre- ta.
paring your subjects. Better tell them that in
The animal was female, was estimated to
all probability there is life on the other plabe 17 years old. It was completely covered
nets. It's going to be a shock to lots of
with short hair.
fo lks • They think that we are on the top of
Scientists have known for a long time that
the heap, in knowledge and progress, when
a creature resembling man was living in the
chances are that we are far down on the list.
dense jungles of South Sumatra. IvJany years
This SPACE AGE calls for a lot of MIND STRETCHago the former Netherlands administration
ING.
offered a reward to anyone capturing the
beast,
called "SindaL"
* * * *" * *" *" *
Not much is mentioned in the newspapers of
The military commander of South Sumatra
the greatest U.S. vs Russia struggle now in pro- was showing great interest in the animal and
gress, but the MOON RACE is of the utmo-stconhad s-ent a -speCial courier to the village to
cern to the leaders in both capitals. S.P.A.C.E. bring it back to Palambang, the capital of
hopes that we reach this military and psycholoSouth Sumatra, the report said. (Dallas
gical target first.
TIMES IillRALD, Wed. March 19, 1958. CREDIT
Russia, we know is not dragging her feet.
Liz Borries, Irving, Texas.)
The following article, by Erik Bergaust in the
* * * *" * * * * * *
March, 1958 issue of MISSILES AND ROCKETS te lls
NO QUAKE--JOLT IN CITY LAID TO AIRCRAFT
the story:
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Mar. 4, 1958.
RED MOON ROCKET ON LAUNCHING PAD?
Dallas residents have become so accustomed to
European scientists who visited the USSR rethe sonic boom of jets screaming through the
cently confirmed that the Reds are pushing hard
souno_ barrier that they now hear more exotic
to launch their first moon rocket. After a
sounds.
relatively "quiet" period with no Sputnik
About 11:45 a.m. Monday, phone calls from
launchings and very few IGY sounding-rocket fir- allover the city flooded the News, the poings, the Reds apparently are concentrating
lice station and other public and semi-public
their efforts on PROJECT BOOMERANG.
offices, and the callers wanted to know if,
The Reds' efforts to place an instrumented
"that hollow rumbling noise and quivering",
vehicle in an elliptical orbit around the moon,
was an earthquake. It wasn't decided Dr.
has been placed under the direction of Prof.
Arthur Richards. S.M.U. geology chief, and
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Eugine Simmons, graduate student who nurses the That's the newspaper story, the comp lete story
earth~uake machines.
The needle on SMU's seis- was investigated by Bob Barry, News Director
mograph traced signs of weak, faraway earthof radio station WMNS in Olean, New York.
~uake at 11:00 o'clock, but nothing strong
Bob forwards the following account tc
enough to feel.
S.P. A.C. E.
Both thought that what Dallas residents
"Ri chard Cooper, age 28, currently on furheard and felt, or thought they felt, was the
lough from the U.S. AIR FORCE, maoe the ca ll
sonic boom of an airplane far up in the sky .
t o St a te Police at Allegany. He i s staying
(Credit, Liz Borries, Irving, Texas).
at his home in South Bay ton, N. Y., about 60
* * * * * * *
miles south of Buffalo.
Mrs. Borries adds this comment to the above
"Coopers sister l eft some clothes on the
story---"I felt that trembling. My loo se garback porch. Before retiring, she decided to
age door beat a snare-drum's rat-a-tat-tat of
go out and ge t them. This was just before
vibratory protest---and it could be felt
11:00 p.m. on the 27th. When she went out on
through the soles of the feet. No sonic boom,
the back porch, she happened to notice a
that. We have experienced too many of them in bright green light in the sky to the left of
these parts not to know one when we hear and
the moon .
feel it. Now we poor citizens have to bear the
"JokinglY, she called her sister-in-law,
stigma of incorrect sensation re ac~lons, as
LtrS. ooper, 0 see Russla ' s SpUtnIk . Both
well as that of not knowing what we see".-women watched. The light was changing colors.
(BRAVO--Liz--Ed. Note).
They became more curious. Next Richard Cooper
* * * * ~. * *
was ca 11ed to view the strange light. The
TRACKS SEEN ON FLOOR OF ARTIC SEA
ti~e was 10:55.
Constable Ralph Butcher of
DALIAS MORNING NEVIS, Feb. 24, 1958 . About
South :Dayton was called. Upon a rrival a t the
400 miles from the North Pole there are tracks
Cooper home, Constable Butcher, a friend he
brought along and three others viewed the obon the ocean floor. Nobody knows how they got
there or how long they have ' been there.
ject.
The mysterious tracks--7, 000 feet below the
It was s i ghted in a westerly direction and
surface, were turned up by Columbia University
seemed to be hovering, going up and down
scientists making the first photographs of the
slightly. Cooper described it as "like a
ocean bottom in the central polar region.
beacon", changing colors from white to green,
Some have called them"chicken tracks" for
then red and back to white again. The light
want of a better na~e.
did not blink.
"Tracks like that, if made by sea snails
About 11: 30 a B-47 came ouf of the east,
would have to be a burrow at one end and a
going west. As the B-47 approached the area
snail at the other---only this time there is
where the light could be seen, the mystery obnothing," said Dr. Kenneth Hunkins, a geoject dipped out of sight fast and below the
phYSicist at the Unidersity's Lamont Geological horiz on of the mountains. As the plane drifObservatory, Palisades, New York.
ted out of sight to the west, the object pop"We don 't know what they are," Hunkins said. ped up again slightly to the right of its
Hardy researchers, led by Columbia
_ ~risinal_~o~itio~n~.~____~~~~_~______
scientists took the photographs while drifting
It then kept getting smaller and dimmer, as
on an Artic ice pack. The photographic method
if it were going into outer space until it was
lost among the stars.
was developed by Dr. Edward M. Thorndike, research associate in geology at the observatory.
Richard Cooper has been a member of the
A 35-mm camera, carrying its own light
U.S. Air Force for nine years and said he has
source is enclosed in a metal container built
never seen anything like it before. (Credit-to withstand the tremendous pressure of the
Bob Barry, News Director of Radio WMNS, Olean,
ocean depths. It is lowered through a hole in
New York.) Thanks Bob for a job well done.
the ice at the end of a wire. ~llien the camera
* * * * * * *
hits the ocean floor, the impact triggers the
The above report, just goes to show you.
light and the camera shutter. (Credit Liz
You could be in the Air Force for 39 years,
Borries, Irving, Texas.)
and unless you were stationed in the right
* * * * * * *
place with an official capacity in the UFO
Allegany, New York, March 28, 1958
investigation, you would know no more about
State Police at Allegany, N. Y. reported to- the UFO mystery than the l ow lie st of civilday they received a telephone call from a S.
ians.
Dayton, N. Y., man who reported he was seeing
* * * * * * *
red, green and white lights in the sky in his
Meanwhile----BACK AT THE PENTAGON - ----area. but could see no plane or flying object.
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SECOND "BRIDEY' S" DAD STILL SKEFTICAL
DALIAS, Texas, April 4 (INS ) The father of
a 'Kentucky housewife who stated during hypno tic trance that she once wa s a yo ung Confederate soldier who wa s killed in ba ttle 96 years
ago said that he is still sl(eptical concerning the strange incident.
The f a ther, Le onard E. Kord of India napolis, In d., now is in Da lla s on busines s ,
following an extens i ve inve stigation of f acts
put forth by his daughter, Mr s . Pa tricia
Willia ms , 29 of louisville, concerning a
"previous life" centered in Shreveport, La.
Mr. Kord spent two day s in Shreveport
checking out statements ma de by his daughter
and said tha t "75% of the things she stated
* * * * * * *
under hypnosis checked out."
(Ed. Note---Well, well, move over Admira l
"My da ughter mentioned a Water Street and
Leahe y , yo u've go t a new be d -pa rtner--- ~Remem
ber the s t a t e ment the Ad mira l made in 1944,
a ncient maps show there was a Wa ter Street in
when he was t op Naval a dvisor t o Pre s . RooseShreveport at the time. No such street
velt. Ex-President Truman tell s thi S, in his
ex ists t oday , however.
memoirs .
"She mentioned a Nichols f a mily that lived
During a high level cabinet meeting with the about two and a quarter miles southwest of
J oint Chiefs of Sta ff, Admi r a l Leahey, had
Shreveport. land records prove that a
thi s t o say a bout the ATOM BOMB----"It will
Nichols fami l y owned land in tha t vicinity
NEVER GO OFF---and I spea k a s an EXPERT on exjust before the Civil War."
p 10 s i ve s " - - Mr. Kor d sa i d records he l ooked a t in
Ye s , Admira l---move over and ma ke r oom f or
Centenary Co lle ge in Shreveport tended to
Dona l d E. Qua rles.
verify most of her statements. He continued:
"This whole business is a little too deep
* * * * * * *
UNEXPIAINED "RUrvIBLINGS" STIR MATTAPOISETT
for me a nd I am still skepti ca l".
MATTAPOISETT--Mass.-A series of mysterious
Mr. Kord's wife, however, i s convinced
blasts de scribed by residents a s "rumblings"
that her daughter has lived before and says,
a nd "tremors" s hook this co mmunity Friday
"I believe it". (Credit Mi ami :Caily News,
a fternoon a s well as the towns of Wa reha m a nd
4/4/58.)
Marion.
* * * * * * *
Residents of the three towns phone d police
Just before press-time for this issue , we
saying tha t windows rattled, dishes a nd kni ck
received a letter from Bob Barry, News Direcknacks fell to the floor and their homes shook, tor of WMNS Radio in Olean, N. Y. A followa nd expre s se d fe ar of pos s ible earth tremors.
up in the case of the AF Airman 1s t Cla ss,
Marion police said the noise was hear d from
Richard Co oper, of South Dayton, New York,
a bout 1 to 4 p.m. and sounde d like blasting .
who reported a UFO to the Allegany, N. Y.
Residents there claimed the blasts sounded
state police. Somebody is MAD, but here is
like thunder.
Bob Barry's letter, giving the complete story .
Wareham police, who received about 20 calls
IIThis afternoon I received a phone call
said the blasts might be attributed to firing
from a Sgt. in the U. S. Air Force. He had
at Otis Air Base in Falmouth and that a low
heard my morning news cast on the Cooper UFO
hanging fog and strong southeast wind might
sighting. As you know, the AF has a standing
have caused the effect in the surrounding
order that NO Air Force personnel are to disareas.
cuss UFO's or Flying Saucers.
Officials at Otis said that a check at the
"After hearing my 8:2 0 newscast t oday, in
base revealed that jets were on the ground for
making his regular report to his CO (either
the day, and there was no firing of any type on in Buff alo or Canton, Ohio, I'll recheck this
the range during the day. The Base Weather
later) he was ordered by the CO, to get the
Station reported no trace of thunder in the
name of the Air Force man who released the
a rea. (Credit, lorna Donovan, 1tTe st Newton,
story.
Mass., March 15, 1958 ).
"This Sgt. went to South Dayton this morning, tried to trace Cooper, but no one knew
* * * * * * *
~UARLES SAYS SPACE IIVALUE" EXAGGERATED
WASHINGTON, March 31-(AP) Donald ~uarles,
deputy secretary of defense, says he believes
the value of control of spa ce ha s been exaggera ted.
In a televise d interview with Rep. Cra mer
(D-Fla .) Mr. Quarles sa id: "I think the question i s exaggerated . The y are talking about
things we don't know much about. However, if
we neg le ct thi s fie ld we pa ss up bets."
lv'l I'. ~uar le s sa i d he doe sn 't think there is
much danger now of someone else ga ining contro 1 of spa ce , "To drop things on us." He
sa i d this is not i mportant a t thi s time .
(Credit THE MIAMI NEWS, Mar ch 31 , 1958 ).
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his whereabouts. It so happens that he is
staying with another person, or at least that
is the way the report was relayed to me.
The persons name where Cooper made his phone
calls to me was James Walters of South Dayton,
so I presume that he (Cooper) is staying at
the Walters residence during his furlough.
"When he could not locate Cooper, the Sgt.
returned to Olean, called me up and asked the
name of the AF man who made the report of the
sighting.
"This AF Sgt., said to me, "I DIDN'T WANT
TO JEPRODIZE YOUR JOB BY COMING TO THE STATION
(WMNS) AND SEEING YOU THERE, SO THOUGHT I
WOULD CALL YOU TO SEE IF WE COULD GET THIS
THING STRAIGHTENED OUT."
"I in turn told him th9re wasn't anything
he could do about tpo report I broadcast, for
it was PUBLIC INFO~ATION. I originally got
the story through the State Police at Allegany,
N. Y. substation during one of my regular
daily calls there for news material.
"He, the AF Sgt. to ld me he had orders to
get to Cooper and have a talk with him and see
if he knows of the standing AF order about
discussing UFO's and Flying Saucers. Said he
was going over there and "SQ,UALSH" that story,
get it silenced. Said regardless if it was a
true report or not, he had no business reporting it. Said the AF has a special agency
where all UFO reports are to go. They take
all INCOMING reports on UFO's.
(WHAT ABOUT THE OUTOING ONES?)

* * * * * * *
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Thanks again Bob Barry, News Director
of WMNS, Olean, New York. Keep us posted
on any new d6Velop~€nts in this SILENCING
CASE. Will carry in the May issue of
S.P.A.C.E. if more develops.
Well, it appears that Air Force policy
in general, is still pretty much the same.
First, blow HOT, and then blow COLD---BUT KEEP BLOWING. It keeps the public
off balance, but retains the idea of Interplanetary Spacecraft, always alive in
the SUBCONSCIOUS.
That way, when the day comes, and the
inevitable takes place, the SUBCONSCIOUS
of J ohn Q. Public, will be ready and
prepared, and will say, "SEE, I KNEW IT
ALL THE TIME."

* *"LATE
* FIASH"
* * * *
From the Flying Saucer Review, london,
England, George Adamski has now authorized
release of his U. S. Govern~ent letter. It
was from the Dept. of State, Washington and
Signed by ~~. R. E. Straith, Cultural Exchange Committee.
"IAr::'E lATE FlASH"
Bryant and Helen Reeve, authors of the
FLYING SAUCER PIIGRI~~GE, just arrived in
Miami from Hashington, D. C. with this information. Checks made in Washington, D. C.
on thiS, show there is NO R. E. Straith, and
NO Cultural Exchange Committee in the State
Department.
Careful Mr. Adamski--THIS COULD BE A TRAP.

* * * * * * *
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continues his investigation. He states, 'M'ter hand or if he lmew of anything pertaining to
thinking about the first telephone conversaUFO information. The events following are
tion I had with this Air Force Sgt., I decided much too long to carry in detail here, but sufto call Cooper again at South Dayton, and TAPE fice to say that Barry called both the Canton,
the conversation. During the course of the
Ohio Filter Center, and the Air Force Base at
taped conversation, Airman Cooper relayed to
Lockport, New York, for information on current
me that he was going to be there (S. Dayton)
sightings and ran into the usual blank walls
until April 27 and then return to his Tampa,
and closed doo~, when aslcing for verification
Florida Base.
'
of his UFO reports.
"This was on Vlednesday, April 2, 1958. This
Also what i s very apparent to your Editor
was also the same day the Air Force Sgt. went
is the SUDDEN DISAPPEARANCE of Airman Cooper
there to see Airman Cooper. At this time
from the intended place of his stay during his
(Wed. a.m.) Cooper ~id not know, that the Air
leave from the Air Force. And naturally there
Force man was on his way.
were no three men in black who called upon him
"By the time Wednesday night arrived.....
and threatened hiffiwith dire things if he did
COOPER AND HIS WIFE HAD DISAPPEARED. I found
not shut up. My guess is that simpl;y he was
this out after a second telephone conversation requested, since he had stirred up such a temwith the S. :Cayton Constable, Ralph Butcher.- - ];lest in
teal'ut (by=ma:ktn-g=the-error of re"During my talk with Butcher, I told him
porting his UFO to the wrong authorities), it
that the Air Force man was coming up there to
would be better if he spent the balance of hi s
SHUT COOPER UP, in accordance with the Air
furlough in a place as remote as possible from
Force regulation. This made Constable Butcher the scene of the tempest, and Airman Cooper,
mad, to think that the Air Force was coming
being a good loyal American boy, ~ollowed inthere to put the clamp on Cooper for reporting
structions.
to the State Police what he saw, rather ~han
* * * * * * * *
through proper Air Force channels.
SEARCH DUE FOR LOCH NESS If.ONSTE~
"Next I contacted i'fJ1's. Jatres Walters of S.
DALIAS TIMES HERALD, April 17, 1958.
Dayton, Cooper's sister. i'fJ1's. Walters said
LONDON - Five Scottish skin-diving clubs
Cooper and his wife left Wednesday to go to his have organized a hunt by at least 30 amateur
mother's home in a town near Pittsburgh, Pa.,
frogmen on the 50-foot long monster that rebut she didn't say WHAT TOWN.
portedly inhabits Loch Ness.
"Friday morning, April 4, 1958, I received
At least 2,000 persons have reported seeing
a second call from the Air Force Sergeant. My
the monster, known as Nessie, in the last 25
how he had changed. First of all he apologized years, but only from a distance.
for the statement he had made about "JEPORDIZThe skindivers hope to have at least a ha l f
ING MY JOB". He said that since we were such
dozen underwater cameras. They plan their
good friends, he thought I was playing an April search for mid-June, after the worst of the
Fool joke on him and made up the whole story
chill is gone. The underwater hunt is the 3rd
and broadcast it on April Fool's morning to get scheduled this summer. The British Broadcast him on a wi-ltt"'-goo-se -chas-e, - as he went ove-r ing Corp. ancr:Ene
m ra yare teaming up to
Tuesday morning, the same day of the broadcast, lower television cameras into the water, perand failed to find Cooper.
haps in May, and a frogman named H. L. Cockre l l
"I told him that if I had wanted to do that, has announced his intention of going after Ne s sie with knife and explosive, although ParliaI would have called you up and tol~ you and
certainly WOULD NOT have put it out over the
ment may stop him - to save the Loch I s fish.
air. Do you think I would STOOP that low to
Loch Ness is 24 miles long, a mile and a
pull an April Fool Joke 1" - ha If wide, and more than 700 feet deep in
For thiS, he had no reply.
places, is part of a string of lochs and fir(Credit - Bob Barry, News Director, Radio
ths that, with the help of a man-made canal,
Station WMNS, Olean, New York)
cut a hundred mile ditch across the Scottish
(ED NOTE) - Bob Barry also writes that the Sgt. mountains from the North Sea to the Atlantic.
told him that the Air Force would cooperate
Ocean creatures can reach it from either
end.
It is highly likely that Nessie, - the
) if he would in turn cooperwith him (Barry,
world's best known monster and Scotland's
ate with them and give them sightings first
_ __
S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Send names of friends interested in
UFO's and mail in any news-clippings of UFO reports, or other interesting items for use in
future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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biggest tourist attraction, will elude the
skindivers and BBC-Navy TV eyes.
Skeptics, of course, will say the futile
searches prove once again Nessie doesn't exist
but her fans can argue, with some logic, that
the searches only skim the surface, even if
going down 200 feet.
Nessie apparently likes deep water between
her occasional appearances on the surface.
A fishing trawler, the Rival, passing thru
the loch on its way to the Atlantic, spotted
something 50 feet long on the echo sounding
equipment it uses to hunt shoals of fish.
The Captain, Peter Anderson, says he watched the pen trace the monster on the chart.
Nessie was then, he said, lying 600 feet below
the surface. And if anybody doubts his story,
the skipper has the chart in black and white.
(Credit - v~s. Liz Borries, Irvip~, Texas)
(Ed. Note - Which reminds me, isn't it about
time we heard something from the Slick-Johnson
expedition to the Himalayas. Has anyone seen
Nessie's mountain counterpart, the ABOMINABLE
ONE late ly ???)

* * * * *

While we are on the subject of monsters, how
about this one also from the DALLAS TIMES
HERALD? (Am surprised that Texas will let
folks have bigger things than in Texas, even
in the monster class.)
Iv:ONSTER PO LAR BEAR FRO LICS IN ARCTIC
POINT BARROW, Alaska (UP) - A monstrous polar
bear, described as at least 30 feet in length,
is reported to be roaming the ice shelf along
the coast of the ARCTIC SEA near here. Raymond
Kalaya uk, an Eskimo seal hunter, said he saw
the g iant animal twice while hunting along an
ice lead abcut 5 miles west of Point Barrow
last month. But when he came home with the
story no one would believe him.
Then more recently, Nathanil Neako and Raymond Ipalook returned from a seal-hunting expedition and said they also saw the monster
bear twice while they were camping about 12
miles northeast of Pt. Barrow.
Kalayauk said he first saw the head of the
bear from a distance of 200 yards. He said he
fell flat on his stomach and watched the huge
creature for five minutes before it submerged
in the frigid sea. Then it emerged again and
he was positive of what he had seen.
"The head could easily reach five to six
feet in length II Kalayauk said. "It was breathing heavily and the hide was dark. II (Not all
polar bears are white.)
Kalayauk said he had his .270 rifle ready
in case the bear got too close for comfort.
When other hunters asked the men why they
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didn't shoot, they replied, "ARE YOU CRAZY?"
(Credit L12 Borries, Irving, Texas)
(Ed. Note - Can it be, as Dr. George Hunt Williamson says, that the increased cosmic ray
bombardment, which has been publicly admitted
to by our scientists, is causing changes in
the genes and hormones, and this is in turn
causing some mutations among all forms of living creatures on the face of this plan8t???
If this be true, then it could explain some of
the unusual species of animals and sea life as
well, shOWing up in places where they should
not be.
If this expla nation is not for you - just
remember the case of the celeocanth fish, supposedly extinct a million years ago. And now
more than a dozen have been caught in deep
waters off the coast of Vadagascar. One now
hangs in the Smithsonian Institute in WDC,
just like its ancestors of a million years
ago, as proven by the fossilized remains,
which have been uncovered. WHY????

* * * * * * *

UFO LOGY: A PLEA AND A WARNING
by M. K. JESSUP
Ufo logy is the study of flying saucers, or
Unidentified Flying Objects. This term was
first applied to the saucers by the U. S. Air
Force and was then quickly abridged to UFO by
the customary style of a lphabetica l soup orig inating in Washington, D. C.
To most of the students of Ufo logy the subject long remained only a listing of sightings
with a minimum of analysis. Then it began t o
be contaminated by the antics of hoaxers and
misguided ze a lots. Finally it has degenerated, in many instances, into a hodge-podge of
subjective opinions, imaginary experiences and
religious hallucinations which are not only
unverifiab Ie but often l ud i cro us .
The general public is totally unaware of
the real scope of Ufology. Even the full-time
devotees seldom sense that the study of flying
saucers, if pursued to any logical lever or
conclUSion, soon turns out to be a study of
life. It parallels the study of mankind in
past, present and future - in SCience, religion and philosophy. The subject of Ufology
is as broad, as deep and as long (especially
in terms of time) as the study of humanity itself. Also, it is just as little understood,
either in substance, concept or application.
To boil it all down; we know that there are
Flying Baucers or UFO's - and that's about all
we do know about them with any degree of certainty. To be sure, we know there are many
types and that they come and go with bewildering gyrations and a variety of colors, but
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these defy classification, much less analysis.
We also know that they have been here for
thousands of years, which makes it difficult
for the Russians or our own Air Fo~ce to claim
parenthood for them. We know that they are
prominent in Biblical history, as instanced by
the wheel of Ezekiel.
We believe that the y are intelligently controlled either by pilots, or that they are
actually intelligent entities of a nature completely beyond our ken. But--we don't KNOW.
We don't know where they originate. We don't
know their purpose, or whether they have any
purpose. But, whatever may be the deplorable
state of our knowledge of UFO's, we certainly
know something about the state of Ufo logy -and how'.
This embryonic science is as full of cults,
feuds and dogmas as a dog is of fleas. There
are probabiy more opinions as to the nature
and purpose of UFO's as there are Ufologers.
The sky visitors are believed to come from
Russia, the u.s. Air Force, open space, the
Moon, Venus, ~ars, Jupiter, Saturn, Alpha Centauri, .t he outer Galaxy, distant galaxies millions of light years away, from the fourth dimension, from etheric space (whatever that may
be), from the fifth dimension, from the second,
third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh or other
spheres of intelligence and existence, from
etheric planets, an invisible planet behind
the Moon, the spirit world, and perhaps even
from a galactic shangri-la'.
The UFO's are believed to be operated by
inate intelligences, Russians, U. S. Pilots,
Martians, Venusians, Jovians, Saturnians, remote control, auto~atic control, galactic
space patrols, solar system police, and so on.
They are believed to be powered by rockets,
atomic jets, electromagnetic drives, antigravity, levitation, thought control, fourth
dimensional vibrations, photo ejection, atomic
reactance, magnetic reactance, light pressure
gravity shields and (probably) imagination.
UFO's are believed to have the purpose of
exploring the earth (the job should be nearly
complete after at least ten thousand years),
mapping the earth, studying humanity, cleaning
the atmosphere of atomic radiation, transporting water and/or minerals to distant planets,
kidnapping humans for specimens of study,
studying our aViation and rockets, gathering
to evacuate this planet at the onset of a new
cosmic catastrophe, preparing for the sec~nd
coming of Christ, aiding in our physical and
mental evolution, also giving us religious

guidance in matters relat1ns to
and cosmic brotherhood.

universal love

The UFO's are also supposed to be space animals, discarnate entities, mother ships,
scout ships, balls of intelligent fire, pure
energy, super-heavy matter, stray Vibrations,
meteors, comets, temperature inversians, and
thought forms of higher entities.
They are said to be representative of God,
the gods, an elder race, Christ, et alia. We
are in communication with UFO's by infra-red
light beams, electronically modulated and detected, by radio, flashlight, direct voice,
cabalistic footprints, telepathy, spiritual
'mediumship, revelations of esoteric and occult
masters, and by flickering-electric lights.
They are g~ardians, angels, Brothers, ElderBrothers, the Boys Upstairs, gUides, gods, and
representatives of an indeterminate number of
super-circumbient spheres of intelligence.
They are Vicious, kindly, vengeful, benevolent, destructive, protective, god-like, animal-like, humanoid, non-human, pygmies,
giants, religious, pagan and what have you.
They land, they don't land. They contact a
few obscure characters. They don't contact
anyone. They have been here thousands of
years. They were not here before 1947.
If you are skeptical about their existence
and antiCS, you are likely to be called a lot
of dirty names, the least of which is assinine
or anti-social. If you accept the stories of
contacts and rides in UFO's you are a crackpot (now termed PSYCHO-CERAMIC). If you are
undecided you are a worm or a weak sister.
Anyway, you put it, you can't win.
The extremes of beliefs are, on the one
hand, that they are man-made, and on the other
that they are ships of pure, god-like beautiful men from Venus with all of the combined
Divine character1st1cs of the Diety, the Masters and a host of angels. We are told in
this view, that they will soon land for the
purpose of saving us from ourselves, or at
least they will transport the Biblical 144,000
chosen ones, the elect, to a safer and saner
place of abode. Dedicated people dress in
white and stand on street corners awaiting the
arrival of the brothers!
And so it goes.
THE PLEA

Now--if we are not to destroy the field of
Ufo logy and let it go down in a welter of
ridicule, we have got to work together, work
with facts and not rumors, do something drastic about deep-enders and hoaxers, and be as
objective as possible. The whole field is on
the verge of extinction right now because of
irresponsible hoaxing and self-aggrandizement.

That is a warning. Every day sees the demise
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of better and sounder clubs and magazines.
THE PLEA IS--tolerance for the viewpoints.of
others until they are proven wrong, and refraining from positive statements until ~
a re proven right. Otherwise--it's goodbye to
Ufology in a very short time.
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Nebraska. Since that date we have dropped a
hint or two of what has happened to V~.
Schmidt since his claim.
He was jailed for three days, and then committed to the Menta l Institution in Hastings,
Nebr. for two weeks . After two weeks he was
relea se d , and the Doctor in char ge of the ho s (Thank you M. K. Jessup for a very interestp ital sa id they could find nothing wrong with
ing and timely article.) Credit MIAMI SAUCER- him.
LORE, Spring issue, 1958 - Miami Flying Saucer
A legal suit is now pending , in which
Club, 2020 NW 7 st., Miami, Florida.
Schmidt is suing the St ate of Nebraska for
Viola tion of Civil Rights.
* * * * *
ATIANTA! GA. - April 21, 1958
Your Editor has been extremely interested
A bullet-shaped object flashed a cross the
in this case, s ince he had the good fortune t o
southea stern sky early Sunday night a nd blew
ca tch the r ad i o interview between V~. Schmidt
up with blinding brilliance. Witnes ses from
and Mutua l Br o a d~as ting Company - before he
as fa r north as Martinsburg, W. Va., a nd
was jailed. And I must say, I was i mpre s sed
Corbin, Ky., and as far south a s Ge or gi a rewith the story as Schmidt told it.
ported seeing the object, the local Heather
Now, thank s t o a t ape-recorde d interview in
Burea u reported. Pers ons curious a s to what
Kalamazoo , Michigan, in which Major Wayne Aho,
they had seen jam~ed telephone lines and
Rev. John Brinson, Ka lamazoo clergyman, and V~.
switchboards in cities along the object's
William Meyer, and Robert lowell of the Kala course, in~uiring what ha d passed over. Aumazoo Flying Sa ucer Club-a ll four interview
thorities a t rOBBINS AIR FORCE BASE indicated
Reinholt Schmidt, we can now pa s s on the highthey would be gin an investigation today,
lights of the events t o our re aders.
(April 21) in an effort to determine the
While the evidence in favor of Schmidt
a nswer.
seems very strong, S.P.A.C.E. of course conAmong the observers were severa l pilots in
tinues its a im of neutra lity, and lets the
the a ir at the time of the object' s pa ssing.
reader evaluate the evidence and come to his
The time was 8:30 p.m. EST, and it moved
or her own conclus ions. Rev. John BRINSON,
southward at terrific speed, witnesses said,
Kala wazoo clergy ma n, has this to say of Reina nd trailed a shower of sparks. "All reports
ho It Schmidt:
ind icate it was VERY BRIGHT, bullet- shaped,
"Reinho It Schmidt stayed a t my home during
fiery red with a yellow tail and put out a
his visit to Kala mazoo. We enjoyed having him
lot of firew orks", a Weather Bureau spokesma n
in our home, a nd have found him to be a very
said.
reliable and sinoere person. I ha ve no other
"The fliers said it lit up their cockpits.
choice but t o believe that Schmidt is telling
None of them actua lly saw it fall. They indi- a true story."
cat ed.. i t Has very high . One j e:t p ilot fly ing
DESCRIFTION OF SEIP
a t 39,000 feet said it was we 11 above him",
Schmidt state s that from the outside the
the wea ther burea u said.
ship appea red to be completely made of a briAt Rotte, Georgia, radio announcer BoD
ght aluminum, with no doors or windows visible.
Martin sa i d he spotted the flash from his home.
When he nea red the ship, he was stopped in
"It lit up the whole doggone sky northeast of
his tracks and semi-paralyzed by some sort of
us. It lo oked like a white ball trailed by a
a "ray". Then a door opene d out of the apparRED BALL, and made a white light. Both came
antly solid wall. Two men approached him and
on gradually, not ~uick as lightning, and then searched him for weapons, he had none with him.
both faded and disappeared together," Martin
By this time the paralyzine affect was wearing
sa id. (Credit BOB BARRY, NEWS DIRECTOR, RADIO off, and they told him that he could come aSTATION WMNS, OLEAN, N.Y., also credit Charboard if he wanted to, as they would not be
lotte Fitch and Frederick J. Greve, Brooklyn,
able to leave for a few minutes anyway.
Frpm the inside, he could see out just as
N.Y.)
* * * * *
FREEDOM - CIVIL RIGHTS - AND THE STRANGE
if the walls were made of one-way glass. He
TREATMENT OF REINHOLT SCHMILT
could see the sky above, and the grass down to
In the December 1957 issue we carried the
the sides, and the countryside in all direcnews stories of the claim of Reinbolt Schmidt
tions except for what seemed to be two large
and his contact with a grounded UFO in the
bulkheads at each end of the ship.
dry bed of the Platte River, near Kearney,
Inside there was a long instrument panel
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about 45 feet long and 5 feet high, filled
with instruments. He looked for lettering on
the panel to see where it had been made but
could find no lettering anywhere on the panel.
Two men and two women were working on the panel, and seemed to be making repairs. When
they wanted to go to a different place on the
panel, they would step back several steps, and
then glide to another place along the panel as
if on an invisible escalator.
Schmidt says he tried to do it, but when he
stood on it, nothing happened. He asked the
men where they were from but they t old him
that they could not tell him now, but that
"soon" everyone would know. (Ed. Note -- How
~oon, is soon?)
After what Schmidt judges to
have been about a half hour, the men told him
that the repairs were made, and that he could
leave. And not to try to start his car right
away, as it would not start anyway.
After he was taken outside, the men went
back into the ship, the door shut, just as tho
there had never been a door there, and the
ship took off straight up. Slowly at first,
and then when it got up about 150 feet, the
color changed to a black, then a bluish green,
and then with a flash of light it was gone.
Schmidt headed back for Kearney, and went
to the home of the Lutheran minister, who was
not home. From there he went to the Sheriff's
office. The Sheriff went back with him to the
scene and saw the outline of where a large object had been sitting in the river bed.
Back to Kearney again, for more officials.
Back to the river bed went the Chief of Police,
a photographer from the local paper and the
County Attorney. All saw the impression where
the object had been sitting.
That evening the Sheriff and Reinholt
Schmidt appeared on both Radio and TV and the
Sheriff backed up Schmidt's story. From there
the news spread like wildfire, and Schmidt was
kept busy for the next 18 hours answering questions and phone calls in the office of the
Chief of Police. About this time, an Air
Force Intelligence team arrived on the scene
from Colorado Springs, Colorado.
KEARNEY OFFICIALS CHANGE STORY
Shortly after the AF Officers arrived the
officials of the town of Kearney changed their
story, and wanted Schmidt to change his.
Schmidt said "NO" that he had seen the ship
just as he had told them, and that he was going to stick to his story.
It was then he was accused of various things
including the story that they had heard that
he smoked marijuana. Schmidt was then asked
to take a lie-detector test.

Vay
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He said "NO" not until he cou ld get sotre
sleep, as he had been up telling his story for
18 hours and he could hardly talk anymore.
The next day the local newspapers came out
and stated that he had refused to take a lie
detector test. Then after Schmidt had gotten
some sleep, he asked if they still wanted him
to take the lie-detector test. The answer was
"No, it wasn't necessary".
Schmidt says he was then placed in jail,
(without a warrant). While he was in jail the
officials came to him and said that they had
found two cans of oil in his car and that a
can of oil had been found in the bed of the
river where the UFO had allegedly been sitting.
It was true Schmidt says that he did have
so~e oil cans in his car, but these he had
opened with a can-opener which made a triang ular hole, and the can they showed him from
the river bed had been opened with a r ound
hole. (Ed. Note - Planted????)
-Also when he got out, he found that someone had poured oil allover the trunk of his
car, including his laundry. And during this
time, the keys to the car as well as all of
his personal affects were in the hands of the
Kearney Chief of Police.
After three days in jail, the town officials wanted him to go to Hastings, Nebraska
to the State Mental Institution for a mental
test. They called Schmidt's wife in Wyoming ,
and asked her t o agree for him to go to the
Hospital. Told her, that he (Schmidt) was a
suicidal risk.
She said not t o take him, that she could be
in Kearney by 3:00 o'clock that afternoon.
The answer to her was , "it's too late, he is
already on his way". Schmidt says that was
not true, as they did not leave until noon,
which was 3 hours after they called his wife.
Schmidt's brothers were also called and
told the same story, that he was a suicidal
risk, and should be treated at the mental hospital. The brothers did not gO for the story
either, so the commitment papers were Signed,
Schmidt says, by the Sheriff, the Chief of
Police and the County Attorney.
To make the commitment legal, I suppose,
they had Schmidt examined by two local MD's.
They had Schmidt repeat his story several
times, and their verdict was that he had a
"FIXATION", because he to ld his story the
same way both times.
(Ed. Note - Did you intelligent MD's ever
think of the possibility of a man who may be
te Hing the truth, could te 11 it the same
twice in a row??? Well, maybe such words as
TRUTH--aren't in your medical books-- only
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such words as FIXATION, etc. appear there.)
Schmidt asked the Chief of Police to let
him call an attorney . The Chief ran his finger down the list of attorneys in the phone
book, stopped at one, and said, "Here is a
good one. 1I
They called him and he turned out to be
the Asst. Co. Attorney. He advised Schmidt
to change his story. Schmidt refused to accept thi s man as his attorney, said he didn't
need that kind of an attorney.
SCHMIDT TAKEN TO HASTINGS HOSPITAL
At the Hastings Mental Hospital Schmidt
was ~uestioned by a large crew of Doctors
(Psychiatrists), and a sked the usual run of
the mill ~uesti ons to determine his mental
st a tu s. Here are only several of the~ - How
would you have answered them???
Que stion -- Who was the smartest, George
Washington, or Abraham Lincoln?
Answer by Schmidt -- III don't know, I wa s
not here when either one of them was living ,
I would have no way of knowing . II
Question -- If you could be some animal,
r a ther than a human being, what would you
rather be???
SCHMIDT - - IIA PSYCHIATRIST II •
After a number of such ~uestions, Schmidt
was dismissed, and told that he could go to
the recreation room and watch TV.
After a while another Doctor came into the
recreation ro om and asked Schmidt what he was
doing there. Schmidt's answer was, III don't
know, this isn't my idea. 1I
After three days, Schmidt was told that
there was nothing wrong with him, that he was
free to go if he wanted to. Schmidt said no,
as long as he had gone this far, he wanted to
know for his own sake and .all his friends if
there was anything wrong with him. He demanded every test that the Hospital could give him.
The Doctor told him that he thought it was
a smart thing for him to do. The tests and
the evaluation of them took two weeks, and
Schmidt passed all of them with flying colors.
During this time, Schmidt's employers in
California had a person to person call in for
Schmidt at the Mental institution, and never
got through to him. On the 14th day of
Schmidt's stay, his employer arrived at the
hospital in person, and asked the Doctors what
was wrong with Schmidt. The Doctors said,
IINOTHING II , whereupon his employer demanded
Schmidt's release, at once, or he would fly in
his lawyers from California and cause them
plenty of trouble. SCHMIDT was then released
within 5 minutes.
In a statement to the newspapers, the
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Director of the Hospital, Dr. J. A. Wolford,
said that IISchmidt was re leased because we
eouid see no further re ason for keeping him. II
SCHMIDT'S LOSSES WHILE IN POKEY
Several years before thiS, Schmidt had purchased 4 large corn pickers and shellers at a
cost of $4200.00, each, an investment of about
$16,000 to $17,000. When he was placed in the
mental institution, he still owed a balance of
$1300.00 on the machines. He had a foreman
who was handling the machines for him.
When word spread that Schmidt had been committed to the Hospital, the dealer who had
sold the machines to Schmidt, thinking that
Schmidt would be in the Hospital for several
years--repossessed the combines.
ThiS, of course, should straighten it se lf
out now tha t Schmidt is out of the Hospital.
But what about a ll the lost revenue from the
combines not being in use, the loss of salary
while in the institution, and the personal
mortification fr om being treated as a common
crimina I???
Several months a fter his release(Feb. 5,
1958), Schmidt claims that he was again driving along the highway near Kearney, and this
same ship settled down in a field alongside
the highway. The crew invited him aboard and
said that this was not a good place to talk to
him, so near to the highway, so they took off
and came down aga in about two miles away, once
again in the tree coverage along the Platte
River.
When Schmidt asked them how they were able
to find him again, the answer was, "We have
your bra in impulses on record and we can find
you anywhere. We use brain impulses, just like
you can trac e people through their fingerprints." Another que st ion which Schmidt says
he asked of the occupants was, IIWhat kind of
fuel do you use?"
The answer was, "We do not use fue 1, we use
energy from the earth a nd the sun!" This was
when they asked Schmidt these three ~uestions:
(1) What would the people of the Earth do if
the people of other planets launched sate ellites around the earth interrupting all
TV & Radio, also many other devices?
(2) What was the airplane carrying - other
than passengers that disintegrated over
the Pacific in November 1957?
(3) How would the people react if we were to
land a large fleet of these ships and
speak with all the people on a friendly
mission? Would we be accepted?
Schmidt asked a number of Nebraska people
~uestion number three.
One wa s a law official
. whose answer was, "I'd turn my machine gun on
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them." (Ed. Note-the above is no surpri se-In
f act, it's probably about par for the c ourse.)
To this contact, there are apparently some
witnesses. Two prominent business men were
out pheasant hunting near the Pla tte River and
saw Schmidt go up to the ship. They, to date,
have kept their names confidential, but did go
t o Radio St ation KGFW and make a tape recording , testifying to what they saw. The tape i s
under lock and key, and will certainly be a
va luable bit of eVidence, if and when the case
come s t o trial.
Schmidt's employers approve of his go ing
on a lecture tour, so a ll will know how his
Civil Ri ghts were violated.
Schmidt says that the men in the space ship
were about five feet six or eight inche s t a ll
a nd the women a little shorter, all were dark
of compl exion. That they wor e ordinary bus i ne s s Suits, and if you had never seen them before, you wouldn't be ab le to te 11 them from
anyone else you would meet on any city street.
So much for the claims of Reinholt O.
Schmidt. S.P.A.C.E., of course, does not know
if these claims are true or false. But this
much we do know--The Officials who handled the
case in Kearney, Nebraska, have had their
field day. It is only fair, in this democratic country, that Schmidt have his chance to
tell his side of the issue.
To your Editor there is far more involved
than the veracity of this contact claim. To
my knowle dge, there is no law as yet on the
books anywhere in this country, or any of the
s tates, which says that it is a crime t o fraternize with, or accept an invitation to enter
a space craft not manufactured on this planet.
Therefore, the worst offense which Schmidt

would be guilty of, if the claims were not
true, woul d be of having t old a whopper of a
lie. And t hr ough the various efforts we have
made t o inve sti gate this affair, no one suffered any l oss due to the lie (other than
Schmidt himse lf.)
Therefore , the 'luestion we pose is, "Why
did the lega l a uthorities in this case treat
the man who had viola ted no law--treat him
more shamefully than the Starkweather lad was
treate d . Starkweather, the juvenile terror,
who by hi s own admission murdered more than a
doz en hapless v ictims????
S.P.A.C.E. wi shed to thank the many individua l s who have cooper a ted in compiling this
story so we can pass it on to our readers.
Those of you having t ape recorders, and wishing the comp lete story direct from Reinholt
Schmi dt an~oth9 rB who have investigated t he
case, write t o TAPE RECORDED UFO INFOR~~T.ION
SERVICE, Dr. A. G. Dittmar, Director, AuSable
Forks, New York.
Dr. Dittmar and his service have been doing a wonderful service in bringing all sides
of the UFO picture to many people looking for
facts--not fiction. Send blank tape for an
hour and a halfs listening time, and something to cover mailing and packing expenses,
and get this tape.

* * * * * * *

We have a member of S.P.A.C.E. family here
in Florida, who wants to do her bit via t ape
recordings, as Dr. Ditt~ar is doing. Her organization i s called the NEW AGE SPACE CLUB OF
AMERICA, Gladys T. Waits, Originator, P. O. Box
7, Foley, Fla. Write for further details.
And Gladys, if business is slow , you just cooperate with Dr. Dittmar, AuSab le Forks, N. Y.
and you'll have a ll the work you want~

The Air Force says tha t it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, onl to have the U 0 st eak away a t a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
; H~ f:'''cry I
f\J
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1 NEw ~F POLICY???? - OR DEVIATION FROM OLD????

From a correspondent in San Antonio, Texas,
R. A. Mathews , we have received a newspaper
clipping which we believe to be highly indicative. Possibly a change in Air Force policy
is showing here. At least this is the first
time in a number of years that an active duty
AIR FORCE OFFICER, has made such statements
in public for all to hear.
Either there is a change in policy, or
Major Akin is willing to sacrifice his position, his future, and a future silver leaf on
his uniform.
Either way the fact that the Major was
willing to speak his mind publicly is import ant news, therefore, we will reproduce the
news article in its entirety.
UFO OVER HO LLOIvTAN TEST RANGE
At 1:30 p.m. on October 16, 1957, the above
object was sighted by Miss Ella Fortune, welfare Nurse at the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation, while driving north out of Tularosa,
on Highway 54. She went over the railroad
overpass, and saw the object to the Northnorthwest. She proceeded along the highway to
Three-Rivers, watching the object for at least
10 minutes, then stopped, and took one exposure
on Kodachrome, with her Kodak Pony 135, at 1/50
sec ond exposure.
She then got ba ck into her car and continued to her destinati on. The object appeare d to
Miss Fortune to be solid with white material
streaming or protruding from the south side of
the object. It did not move, but stayed in the
same pOSition during the observation.
Miss Fortune said the object definitely WaS
not a lenticular cloud, as she has resided in
Tularosa Basin for 20 years, and is familiar
with such cloud formations.
Mathematicians and professional analysts
at Holloman could not identify it. (Cre dit,
Coral Lorenzen, Editor, A.P.R.O. Bulletin,
1712 Van Court, Alamogordo, New Mexico.)

VISITORS FROM OUTER SPACE AIBEADY IvTAY HAVE
VISITED US, IvTAJOR SAYS
SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS, May 16, 1958
Intelligent visitors from Outer Space may
have already t ouched earth, and man may soon
take off for neighboring planets at the speed
of light.
Man may break his earth-bonds using a fantastic new type spaceship, one far more radical
in concept than present primitive rockets.
These were speculations outlined here
Thursday by Major Warren Akin, chief of education planning of the Officers Candidate School,
Lackland AFB, Texas.
Akin addressed members of the San Antonio
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Akin, soon to attend the Armed Forces
Staff College, and who holds a master's degree
from Ohio State University, said that distances
involved in space flight are so great that a
rocketship would be "entire ly inadequate. II
The new spaceship, Akin said, "WOUld have
to work on an anti-gravity or an electro-gravitic principle." In the new anti-gravity
vehicle, Akin said occupants would not feel Gforces (force of gr av ity), although accelerations would match or exceed the speed of light.
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Telescopic observations suggest that Mars
has an atmosphere Similar, though more transparent than that of the Earth. For more specific information on the Martian atmosphere,
astronomers have relied mainly on the spectrograph, though results so far have been inconclusive. The persistence of inconclusive results has led to lower estimates of the quantities of gases, such as oxygen, water vapor
and carbon dioxide.
Results do raise the question, however,
whether spectroscopic tests used a re delicate
enough for the purpose. Both theory and experiment indicate that much stronger bands
occur farther in the infrared, which may be
helped by spectrographs mounted in high-altitude balloons, rockets or artificial satellites.
- - - - - - - - - - (Ed Note. - Suppose one were taking a
spectrographic reading on earths atmosphere
from the planet ~ARS. And suppose you were
only getting an accurate reading from the
stratosphere or the ionisphere?
The spectrograph would tell the story that
life on earth was impossible -- maybe our
spectrographs cannot penetrate down to the
very surface of the planet, I do not know.
But this much we do know , man here on earth
without speCial equipment can only exist in
the atmosphere up to three or four miles.
WHY NOT, the same cond iti ons on the three
or four miles near the surface of the planet
~ARS?
- or any other planet for that matter?
These answers we shall have soon. When the
trip s to the various planets have been made , and the books here have been REWRITTEN -- yes,
sooner than you think.)

He indicated that once all the characteristics of anti-gravity are examined, "it is
remarkable how closely they coincide with the
so-called 'flying saucer' descriptions."
Akin said the Air Force position on "flying
saucers" is that there is no tangible proof
tha t the saucers exist. "I have no tangible
proof that they do", the Air Force officer
told his audience.
"I, as an individual, b lieve that visitors
from Outer Space have touched the earth. I'm
just a believer from circumstantial evidence,"
he said.
Akin said he thinks if manned vehicles have
come t o earth from space, t hey probab ly "WOUld
not have co~e from our own so l ar system. Other
planets in9~ system are not conducive to
life." Akin speculated these travelers may
have come from Alpha Centouri, a distance of
four light-years.
Forma tion of the universe, he explained,
took place in a very orderly fashion. He said
he be lieve s "there are a mi llion suns simi lar
to our own in the galaxy", and that it would
be "ridiculous to assume that fewer than
100,000 of these has an earth-planet Similar
to 0 ur own." (SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS , May 16,
1958 - Credit - R. A. Mathews, San Ant onio,
Texas).
- - - - - - - - - In the above article Maj or Akin is quoted
as stating that he thinks if manned vehicles
have come to earth from space, they probab ly
would not have come from our own solar system.
That "other planets in our system are not conducive to life".
After that oplnlon, it seems very appropriate to follow up with an article from the May ,
1958 issue of MISSILES AND ROCKETS, page 111
about recent Telescopic observations of Mars.
- - -- - -- -~
AIR ON ~ARS? -- YES -- BUT....
It seems pretty certain there's "air" on
Mars - but it is in such small amounts that
observers don't know how much.
In simple terms, the Mars visitor won't be
bothered by the humidity, or by breathing

n t1:fe pr-n - rssu6of -;P-;A: • • E-;-;-on the
front page was the photograph and the story of
the UFO which was dec l ared t o be a uthentic by
the Brazilian Navy.
Since that time, we have received additional infor w~ ti on from Senor J. Escobar Faria,
Editor of the UFO CRITICAL BULLETIN, of Sao

either, for a long period. Both water and

Paulo, Brazil.

Senor Faria's story is as fol-

oxygen are present, but in such small quantilows:
ties as to be virtually undetectable by pres"About the case, there are severa l stateent measuring methods. Same goes for gases
ments, including one from the Brazilian Navy,
like argon, neon, krypton and others.
hence official, which I'll mention; but must
Plants, like people, would probably find
begin thi s affair with the statement from Capt.
breathing a problem too, for the presence of
Jo se Teobaldo Viegas (Braz ilian Air Force Ret.)
carbon dioxide is still to be confirmed.
Capt. Viegas was aboard the Salhanha and saw
S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any news-clippings of UFO
reports or other interesting items for use in future issues of S. P.A.C.E.
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the UFO, as well as the photographs. The
alarm of the UFO's appearance was given first
by Capt. Viegas, who is Director for Civilian
Pilots Training of the "Aero Club" in Rio de
Janeiro.
"When he began to shout, Barauna who was
photographing the "Saldanha da Gama" putting
off from Trinidad Island, put his Rolleiflex
in the direction of the UFO and photographed
it six times. Fortunately four negatives
were pretty good. Other people ran to the
deck and saw the object; Cmmdr. Carlos EaceliIT,
Capt. Homero Ribeiro, a sergeant and several
mariners.
"Capt. Viegas told the press the first
glimpse appeared to be a disk shining by ~eans
of a phosphorescent light more intense than
that from the moon (however the sighting did
occur during the daytime.) Its diameter was
approximately a full moon. In its trajectory
toward the horizon where it disappeared in
some seconds, the UFO showed an inclination
by means of which the personnel could see its
clear-cut form against the skies. Its speed
was estimated to be about 700 mph. All of
this occured at approximately 12:00 noon.
"According to Capt. Viegas, Barauna deve 1oped the negatives in the ship's darkroom.
Excellent copies were developed, and the
people aboard saw them.
"ALL THE NEGATIVES AND THE PHOTOGRAPHS WERE
CARRIED FIRST FROM THE ISLAND TO THE NAVY
DE ~ MENT AND THERE WERE ENLARGED ON THE
P RT
,
SCREEN (ab. 3 ft.) TOGETHER WITH ANOTHER OFFICTAL PHOTO FROM THE USA., IN ORDER TO Jv1AKE A
COMPARATIVE STUDY. THEY WERE BOTH ALMOST
IDENTICAL.
"After the story and photographs were used
in the newspapers, Col. Adil de Oliveira, head
of the Brazilian Air Force bureau charged with
UFO's official investigation, was interviewed
by the Rio de Janeiro newspaper "0 Globo".
"He said: At present it's impossible to
doubt the existence of flying saucers.
About the photogra.phs, he said - I SEE NO
REASON TO DENY SUCH PHOTOGRAPHS.
"One thing is certain, THE FOUR PHOTOS WERE
DELIVERED TO THE PRESS BY ORDER FROM THE BRAZILTAN PRESIDENT! "On February 22, through
the American Embassy at Rio, some copies were
sent to the Pentagon, who asked for a study of
them.
"Some journalists, scientists and technicians have q,uestioned the photos authenticity.
Here are two definite answers: (1) The Brazilian Navy officially stated that Barauna
was aboard and took photographs; (2) It would
be imposs ible to perpetrate a hoax involving

the Navy. This would land the hoaxer in jail.
"From some sources who maintain liaison with
the Navy Department, it was said that at the
very moment that the UFO was sighted over the
island ALL SHIPS ENGINES ABRUFTLY STOPPED WITHOUT ANY APPARENT REASON!!! ~
"Interviewed by the newspaper "0 GLOBO" of
Rio de Janeiro, Dr. Castro Neves, Dept. Sect.
of the Sao Paulo Government stated: 'Till now
I have witnessed no flying saucer sightings,
but I do admit life on other planets. So, I
consider perfectly normal that some inhabitants
from there are coming here to visit us."
"Dr. Chaves Amarate is the Labor Dept. Sect.
of Sao Paulo; stated that he does believe in
flying saucers because of the amount of evidence, including the recent photographic proof
from Trinidad Island. He ended his statement
saying that such a proof doesn't involve any
problem of faith, but a real fact.
"Consider the other Governme nt authorities
around the world. At least here in Brazil
there is a freedom to make statements about
saucers, even through to the top official persona 11 ties. "
To th-e--l-a-s-t--p-a-r-a-g-r-a-p-h-,--y-o-u-r--E-d-i-t-o-r can only
add AMEN. How much better t 'would be, i.f that
attitude were universa l. Evading the truth,
only leads to telling another fabrication--1
th
th f' t
d th'
't
arger
an
e lrs! an
1S one m
urn
leads ~o another, untll you have a monster~by
the ~all, and your are afraid to let go. 00,
Washlngton, D. C. take warning you have a. monster by the ta'l---A MONSTER OF YOUR OWN ~AKING'
1

* * * *

.

S.P.A.C.E. owes a round of thanks to Senor
J. Escabar Faria, for his excellent followup
information on the TRINIDAD CASE. Tho se wishing to obtain an excellent UFO publication,
g iving news from S. Amer ica , particularly fr om
Brazil, write to Senor Faria, at Rua 13 de Maio
No. 1240, Sao Paulo, BRAZIL. He asks for donations from his subscribers to maintain the
costs of his publication. In his profeSSion,
Senor Faria. is a Government Attorney. Support
his sincere efforts.

* * * *

From Senor Faria's Bulletin also comes this
interesting article relative to Soviet reaction
to UFO's.
SOVIET REACTION TO THE UFO'S
Early in the flying saucer mystery, Prof.
Kukarkin, one of Russia's greatest astonomers,
is reputed to have said that "Flying Saucers"
were a case of pure war-mongering psychosis.
And Victor Tomarev of the Moscow Planetarium
claimed that UFO stories were fabricated by the
American Press. However, recently a q,uite
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different version about the Soviet reaction
was released in Germany,
In an intriguing story "UFO's from Venus?",
Neues Europa alleges that the information
comes from the Academy of Space Research in
Moscow, The statement of the U.S.S.R. Academy
of Space Research indicates that the UFO's are
not illusians or mirages but solid objects
made of unknown material, hard yet elastic.
~he scientists of the Academy consider that
90% of the flying saucers come from the planet
Venus, Because of the differences in gravity
on Venus and Earth, as well as in atmospheric
conditions, landings of the people of Venus on
earth are not safe for them at this stage.
However, the Soviet s.cientists who made the
statement are of the opinion that l andings of
"Venusians" on earth will be gin_ in approximately thirty years.
The report mentions space stations from
which "flying saucers" make their trips to our
atmosphere. It also claims that many flying
saucers have crashed on earth and the pilots
of~ the craft have been killed.
The UFO's are
using an unknown form of energy for propulsion
and are automatically and remotely controlled
from space stations. Space suits of various
designs are used by the visitors from space
in preparation for the day they will make an
"officia 1 landing" on our planet,
Professor Vladorov of Moscow does not think
we sha 11 see this "invasion" before 1985 as
it will take 30 years for the crews of the
flying saucers to get adjusted to the biological and physical conditions of the earth.
Another German publication, Neues Zeitalter
reported a message allegedly received from a
UFO at Irkutsk, Siberia. The energy employed
in making this transmission from a UFO was so
strong that radio e~uipment was burned and a
lot of interference cause-d -in the -air-. "This·"astrogram" read: IANDING ON EARTH IN 15 TERRESTRIAL yEARS ••••• DESTRUCTION NOT INTENDED ••
DEFENSE USELESS ••• PEACEFUL COLONIZATION ••••••
EXCHANGE POSSIBLE. (Credit UFO Critical
Bulletin -- MBr,-Apr, 1958.)

To the above, we can only ask the question,
are the Russians serious - or are they only
trying their hand at some timely SCIENCE
FICTION??? Either way this change in attitude
will certainly bear close watching,
Wouldn't we in this country suffer another
psychological defeat -- far worse than the
Sputniks, if the Russians were to come out and
state for the entire world that UFO's were
REAL ••• and were visitors from OUTER SPACE?
After our government soft-peddling the issue

all these years! One shudders to think of the
trap that our well meaning but NAIVE brains in
Washington could stumble into.

* THE
* GA
* LT* SAUCER
* *
last summer on July 30 a UFO report came
out of Canada. In various publications we
have read partial accounts of this interesting
story. Since it is such an interesting sighting, we are carrying it now, from Gene Duplantier, of Toronto, who interviewed Jack
Stephens personally, so the following should
be as correct as it is possible to be without
interviewing the individual concerned in
person .
On Tuesday, July 30, 1957, around 10:30
a.m., Jack Stephens, age 15, saw a flying
saucer land within 300 yards of him.
Walking with his dog Tex about 4 miles fr om
Galt, Ontario, J ack saw a bright light over
the Cedar Road coming in his direction emitting a humming noise. It was the light that
first attracted his attention. The hum sounded like that of a ball being swung around on
an elastic.
Hovering briefly, it dropped straight down
into a gully, part of a grain field, slightly
hidden by bushes and small trees.
Standing beside a tree on a hill on the
farm of S. J. Knapp, not sure of the unknown,
Jack watched the aluminum-colored object for
45 minutes while Tex growled and barked. Suddenly the saucer rose from the ground and flew
off into the direction from which it came.
He told his mother of his adventure and
Gerry Pawelko and another boy friend. The two
boys were 14 years of age. One Thursday morning the three went to the landing scene taking Tex along for company. There were two
small lakes, one on each side of the gully.
Ther~ -wrrs
path leatting from -the landing area
to one of the little lakes.
Could the visitors have gone down the path
to get water as in the Steep Rock, Ont, and
the Brush Creek, California cases?
Jack said he saw no one get out of the
spacecraft during the time he watched. Bushes
were cut off where the saucer had hit them on
landing. The bushes and grass were scorched
in the area. Indentations of three huge
prints with three tow marks in each were dug
into the ground two inches deep. Each was
about 18 inches in length. On the part that
would be the palm of the hand, or heel of the
foot, were rr.arkings, similar to the veins in
a maple leaf. These undoubtedly were marks
left by the landing gear.
Tex started barking at something in the
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bushes, and alerting the three boys, who took
V~. Duplantier, says that as more results
off as fast as they could go.
from the tests evolve, he will continue to
Here is a description of the landing as
give us the information. Thanks to Mr. Harttold by Jack. It dipped across one of the
man and his associates for the many tests ~bde
small lakes and hovered above the gully, then in investigating this case. Their experiments
descended to the ground and seemed to hover
have shown that on July 30, 1957, something
once more. Whether it actually touched ground unusual happened in a farmer's field in Galt,
at this time was hard to tell because of the I Ontario.
tall grass and weeds, which partly obscured
* * * *
(Editor's note)---I cannot help but notice the
the lower view.
It had a dome that was stationary, but the similarity here in the Galt case to the claims
of a sheep rancher in North Queensland, Auswide body was spinning very fast. As the
tralia in the summer of 1954. In his claim
spinning gradually diminished you could see
five UFO's flew over his ranch, and landed in
that the outer ring consisted of portholes
with a light shining from inside. No sign of the distance, what he claims to have been alife appeared, and no doors were seen either. about a mile away from him. He also states
that the grass in the area of the landing site
Some sort of overlapping came down from the
grew in the follOWing weeks to be several
dome of the outer flange in vertical lines.
As it was descending, there was a glow or ra- times taller than the surrounding areas. MUdiation coming from the undercarraige, but no TATIONS?????
flame. When it started t o rise there was no
* * * *
And while we are on the strange and unusual
sound. A radiation count was made later with
how does this one happen to be in Miami?
a portable geiger counter by Andrew Tarchuk.
MONSTER FROM DEEP KILLS TAMIAMI :COG
A slight increase in the count was detected in
the area, but barely noticeable in the circumROUTS CA T. SCARES RESIDENTS
Tamiami canal "monsters H which killed a dog,
ference area. The three-toed-prints were 14'x
15'x17' apart respectfully, not a perfect tri- routed a tough cat and scared a housewife nearangle. When Jack put his hand down on a prin~ ly out of her wits proved yesterday to be a
species of toad. Fright over the creatures
the hand started to turn a purple color. The
be gan building up more than a week ago when
area covered was 35' in diameter, and the
saucer was about 12 feet high. Jack has seen Miss Ethelwin H. Silkey observed her dog
carrying a strange-looking animal in its mouth.
nothing since then. (Credit Gene Duplantier,
She went outside to investigate and the dog
Editor of the Canadian publication SAUCERS,
suddenly leaped into the air and went into a
SPACE & SCIENCE, 1157 St. Clair Ave. (W.)
spasm. By the time the animal was taken to a
To~onto 10, ONTARIO).
veterinarian,
it was dead. A neighbor shot
* * * *
the strange looking toad.
After the report, soil samples from the
Friday night, VJ!' s. Dennis \-Tallace of Tamiami
area were tested by Mr. S. J. Hartman, who runs
Canal Road, heard her cat screaming with
a chemical analysis laboratory in Galt, Mr.
Hartman and his associates removed samples of
fright in the front yard. "That's a tough
the burned grain stubble, the ground, and took cat," related YJI'S. \-Tallace, whose husband is
tests of the three-toes markings found where
a Miami Transit Co. Vice-President. "It
the saucer landed. Further tests were conduc- doesn't take a thing off our two dogs, so I
ted especially in germination. If grain areas knew whatever it was must be pretty fierce.
"I stepped out into the yard with a flashaffected by the burned spots, or the rumored
radiation develop much quicker, he said, it
light, and this big thing leaped right at my
might prove the radiation to be beneficial.
face. If I hadn't ducked, it would have hit
Keep in mind that exposure to the area for a
me." Yesterday morning, the Wallaces found atirrB gave a slight purple tinge to the skin,
nother of the creatures in their yard, and
as reported by several people, including Jack
Wallace killed it. VJrs. Wallace called the
Stephens, the witness to the landing. When
Miami Serpentarium for information about the
animal and was directed to Dr. Miller.
grain samples were grown, they were healthier
and sturdier than the grain elsewhere in the
Dr. E. Morton Miller, dean of the College
field. More will be grown to test for mutaof Arts and Sciences at the University of
tions. Ants in the scorched area were larger
Miami, and a zoologist, made the identificaand stronger looking than ants in untouched
tion and explained that while the toads were
areas. Also the ant-hills themselves were much deadly to eat, they aren't dangerous on the
offensive. He said they were a type of neohigher than the ordinary ones.
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tropical toad known to scientists as bufo marinus. "They're native to the West Indies, parts
of South America, and South Texas," sa id Dr.
Miller. "I don't know how they got here."
(Credit the Miami Daily News, May 18, 1958.)
Below is the news photo of the MONSTER.

While the hunt wa s in progress residents of
the section kept children indoors and some
maintained an armed vigil. Several shctgun
blasts were fired at shadows and objects moving a cross yards.
One member of the hunting party, Eugene Pyle
of suburban Hapeville, said he flushed the
beast fr om a creek bed and got one shot at it.
However, he said, so many persons were in the
are a he was afra id t o chance a second shot.
Severa l persons who saw the creature sa id
it walked with a noticeable limp, indi cating
t hat two policemen who fire d at it Wednesday
may have scored a hit.
The mystery bea st has been reporte d seen in
various places in Northwest Atlanta in recent
weeks, leav ing in its wake dead chickens,
dogs, r abbits and pets. (rallas Times Herald,
May 2, 58 . Credit, Liz Borries, Irving, Tex.)

1 * * * *
Meanwhile up in Michigan these monsters
were rounded up:
BLUE SPACEMAN GROUNDED
BAD AXE, Michigan--(AP) --The little blue
man fr om outer space and his two satellites
have been grounded. Prosecutor James M.
Umphrey, relea sed Jerry Sprague 22, Don Weiss
23, and leroy Schultz, 23 on condition that
they stop play ing space ~an. Umphrey said
numerous motorists reported a man dressed in
blue cape, blue boots, l ong blue underwear and
a blue space helmet had a habit of bounding
(Editor ' s note) Maybe they were just vacation- in front of their cars just after dark. When
ing in Mi a mi---EVERYBODY ELSE DOES~ Or maybe
they stopped to investigate, he disappe ared.
they had "worked their way up" on a Banana
Sprague said he and the others decided to
Boat.---Or maybe it's all part of a cycle due
play space man as a prank with Sprague taking
t o changing climatic conditions. The oppossum the leading role because, "It was my underwear
is ranging ever farther north, why couldn't the and I was the only one it fitted." (Credit
t oads be following the same migratory influGene Duplantier, Editor, SAUCERS, SPACE and
ences? We may have a fe w oversize toads here
SCIENCE, Toront o" Ontar io, Canada)
in Miami, but in Atlanta, Ga., they seem t o
* * * *
have something bigger.
OUR SUN----IS IT A CCOL BODY???
ATIANTANS HUNT MYSTERY BEAST
During the past few years, some scientists
have been hinting at the possibility that our
Atlanta (AP) ~ay 2, 1958. The mysterious
beast that has frightened residents of Atlantas life-giving source, the Sun, may, indeed be a
northwest section is still a mystery today.
cool body, and even capable of supporting SOffie
form
of life. Before discussing this fascinHundreds of policemen and civilians, some armed
nating possibility, we must first consider the
with shotguns, searched a wo oded section last
night after residents reported seeing a creafunctions of the Earth in relationship to the
ture that was big, black an~ mean.
sun.
Several hunters maintained that only a panSome sources claim that if the planet Merther could have made the four-toed tracks that cury were a million miles closer to the sun,
were four and a quarter inches in diameter.
it would probably be completely diSintegrated,
and yet, we find that many comets travel much
But patrolman 1-Talt Jones, wh o use d his bearhunting dogs in the search, said in hi s opinion closer to the sun in their plunge through
there was no panther in the area.
space, than even t he planet Mercury ••• and these
He called off the dogs at 12:30 am soon af- are not diSinte grated but continue on into the

ter they treed a black house cat.

'darkness of space and then return again for
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another pass at the Sun. During a total solar '
eclipse, we learn, scientists are afforded a
better opportunity in their search for planets
and other bodies nearer the Sun!
We know that it is the angle of the rays,
and not the distance that determines the tempera ture. It is a known fact that the Earth
is a t a greater distance away from the Sun in
the summer months than in the winter. The only
determining factor is the angle at which the
sun's r ays strike the Earth. The Earth tilts
every year a certain number of degrees, and
this gives us the different angles at which
the Sun strikes the Earth.
The intense heat that we experience from the
sun is the heat caused by the friction of the
r ays r ap idly spee ding through the a tmosphere,
reflecting back up to the l a yer of hydrogen
surrounding the Earth, and then back to the
ground and so on.
What are solar prominences? Scientists say
that s ol ar prominences are clouds of gas, some
of which rise to great heights ---they resemble
sheets of flame which rise above the solar
disk. Have you ever seen our own northern
lights? They are ca used by electrical charges
in our atmo sphere. Imagine these in comparison
t o those of our immense sun. These solar prominences could manifest from much the same
common na tural cause. Only in recent years
ha ve our scientists learned anything of appreciable value of our own Earth's polar aurorae.
An interesting note on solar sun-spot activity; scientists have for centuries been aware
of the "sun spots", observed in the j;hotosphere, the intensely brilliant visible surface
of the sun. Above the photosphere is the red
chromosphers, fr om which rise the gre a t flamelike prominences.
There are no definite explanations f or this
sun-spot activity, although many interesting
effects and similar phenomena have been detected, both solar and terrestrial, to occur at
certain variations of time (e.g. Maximum sunspot activity occurs at a ll-year variable).
Similar variations (ll-year cycle) are noted in
the intensity of the sun's radiation, the percentage of Ultra-violet emission; effects have
been noted in growth of trees, in temperature,
rainfall, and of course, radio transmission.
More startling is the effect of sun-spot activity in relation to ••• economic fluctuations
(11 year business cycles, etc.). The sun spots
among the general physical manifestations
the Sun's radiation, once fully measured and
understood, may one day offer an impressive
clue to the basic explanations for the changes
in ma n's s ocial and natural environment. (Cr e -

;r---

d1t, ' leonard Kuberski in THE VISITOR, Detroit
UFO Research Group.)

* * * *

From Baltimore, Maryland has been coming
news of a Baltimore inventor, Otis T. Carr,
who claims to have invented a flying saucer
type of aircraft which will function on antigravitational principles.
To date we have no way of knowing if this
~lill turn out t o be a revoluti ona ry invention
or not, but this much we do know, V~. Carr,
is certainly serious and has firm belief in
his ~ baby. From Gray Barker, Editor of
the SAUCERIAN BULLETIN, (Box 2228, Clarksburg,
W. Va.) comes this f ollowup information on
Carr. Mr. Carr, ran a full-page ad in the
April 3, 1958 i s sue of the BALTIMORE ENTERPRISE i n which he outlined the claims for his
inventions and developments. In the body of
the ad, were a number of questions and answers
such as:
~. "What does the OTC circular-foil spacecraft look like; what will it cost and where
will it go? Il. "The OTC space craft wi 11 look
very much like what you have been hearing
people describe as a flying saucer. The first
experimental models will be fairly large, of
anywhere from 40 to 100 feet in diameter and
will cost millions of dollars as do the first
prototypes of any aircraft. "But unlike conventiona 1 aircraft, the OTC space vehic le s
will very soon be brought down to family size
of about ten-foot diameter, can be built to
sell for less than the cost of a modern day
automobile, and will take your family across
town, across the nation, or around the world
in absolute comfort and safety and in a fraction of the time ever before possible.
"OTC Enterprises will be ready within the
next six months to start licensing manufacturers allover the world to mass-produce the
OTC space vehicles in many sizes and for every
transportation need."
How will Mr. Carr's flying saucer affect
world economic conditions, the ad then asked ;
the answer was that, " it would bring more
prosperity to more people than any single invention in the history of the world. The
world is hungry for power, and power sources,
such as oil and coal, are rapidly dwindling."
Since the OTe invention uses a kind of free
energy obtained literally out of the air, undreamed of power would be avai lab le, "and we
will have undreamed of markets for every kind
of goods and materials and appliances our
factories and shops can turn out." The introduction of such free-energy devices will
not put people out of work, but crea te millkns
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of new jobs according to the ad. Which reminds'
us of reasons we have heard attempting to exp lain why people from space haven't landed
openly or why people haven't been told abo ut
saucers by their various governments. It was
speculated that the saucers surely utilize a
radically new and probably cheap source of
power , which would make obsolete the g iant
power industries, such as electricity and coal.
Such explainers may also find in the Governments co ld-shouldering of Carr the same reasoning ---a lthough such seems hardly likely in view
of the arms race and our competition with
Russia for the exploration of space. Surelyan
invention such as Carr's would make unnecessary
the building of cumbersome rockets to push
sate llites into orbits and reach the moon. The
f ollowing is a description of the actual princip l es of his invention. I hope we have some
of our physicists and scientists readers reexplain this to your Editor, so he will understand it.
"Any vehicle accelerated to an axis rotation
relative to its attractive inertial mass, immediately becomes activitated by free-spaceenergy and acts as an independent force. An
example of this principle applied in practice,
is the fact that the satellites now orbiting
earth have achieved space-energy activation by
an e~uivalent inertial velocity, and were it
not for their susceptability to internal or inherent physical deterioration, they would theoretically and factually be kept orbiting by
natural space forces until the end of time in
our solar system. "These statements in evaluati on of natural physical phenomena as first
discerned and made public by Mr. Carr, have
bee n physically tested in labora tory experime nt s and been confirmed as follows: "We have
shown that a charged body, accelerated to an
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axis rotation relative to its attractive inertial mass, indicates polarity in a given direction. The dip-needle points, say, up
toward the t op of the body. But mount this
whole rotating body, with its spindle, on another platform, and rotate this platform on a
spindle, then, if the counter-rotation is
greater then the initial forward rotation of
the body, a dip-needle on the second platform
will point down while the first dip-needle
points up, indica ting the complete relativity
of polarity. When the exact counter-rotat ion
matches the f orward rotation, the body loses
its polarity entirely and immediately becomes
activated by free-energy (tensor stresses in
space) and acts as an independent force. II
"Translated in familiar terms, this scientific
explanation means that the above described
assembly of counter-rotation charged masses becomes weight~ess and will escape the immediately attractive gravitationa 1 forces." All the
above, of course, according to OTC Enterpris es, Inc.
Of course we know that U.S. industry under
the sponsorship of the U.S. Government has
been working on anti-gravity projects for the
past several years. Would be some red faces,
if Carr does have the answer, which of course
he mayor may not. let's hope he i8 another
Einstein, 50 years ahead of the mob. This we
do know. None of the great inventions were
here to stay, or had a chance in the minds of
the people of their time. And that goes for
the automobile, airplane and TV as well.
(l'I!8.ny thanks to Gray Barker, Ed. of Saucerian Bulletin for the information on Carr and
the OTC ad in the Baltimore paper. Also, congrats--Gray, on the new format of the bulletiD.
Like it very much, it roo.kes the best even
better.)
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RESULTS OF "BREAK-THROUGH DAY"
As you are aware, a post card campaign to
get our Congressional leaders to lift the
veil of Governmental Secrecy regarding UFO's
has just passed. UFO clubs, groups, and pub~
lications allover the USA have cooperated in
this venture. In Miami the job was promoted
by the New Age Saucer Club, and your Editor
promoted the effort on his radio program,
SPACE STATION, on WMIE, 11:00 p.m. Saturday
evenings.
Many of us have received letters from both
Senator George Smathers and Congressman Dante
Fascell, our representative of the 4th Congressional District. For the benefit of
those who did not mail cards and receive letters in return, I am reproducing the return
letters. In the Senator Smathers letter, 1-1e
were very happy to see the Senator courageously mention the term "FLYING SAUCER".
UNITED STATES SENATE
Committee on Finance
June 26, 1958
Norbert F. Gariety
267 Alhambra Circle
Cora 1 Gab les, Florida
lf~.

CONGRESS OF ~HE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REFRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, D. C.
June 25, 1958
Mr. Norbert F. Gariety
267 Alhambra Circle
Cora I Gab les, Florida
Dear

W~.

Gariety:

As a member of the Government Information
Subcommittee for the past 3 years, I have
been fighting vigoro~sly for an end to
federal censorship of information concerning our government that the American
people have every right to know.
If there is any factual truth known concerning this subject, it should be ~£de
availab le to the pub lic.
Thanks for contacting me.
Sincerely yours,
S/rANTE B. FASCELL
Member of Congre ss

I

1 - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _....1

Dear Mr. Gariety:
Thank you for your card of June 16 urging my
support of "Break-Through :Cay."
The subject of flying saucers is one in which
we all share a great interest. No legislation is pending in the Congress at the present time to require that information on the
subject be made public, but you may be sure
that your interest in the matter will have my
attention should it come before the Senate.
With best wishes, I am

Bulletin No. 19

Sincerely,
S/George Smathers
U. S. Senator

In the belief that the above letters represent the sincere belief.g of our elected representative s to the Congre ssand that their
letters should mean the sao:.e thing to 6ach of
the citizens whom they represent we have taken
the prerogative to pub lish them in this publication.
However, since Senator Srrathers made so
bold as to mention the phrase "flying saucers"
I felt it only common courtesy to ask permission to reprint his letter.
MY letter requesting this permission is
reproduced here as follows:

o.r •.I-I..\.i.J!j.

-
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June 29, 1958
Senator George A. Smathers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
Dear Senator Smathers:
Thank you for your letter, in answer to my
card regarding secrecy relative to the subject
of UFO's. I am ver,y happy that you have the
courage to even place the word "Flying Saucer"
on paper and place your signature at the
bottom.
When dictating your letter, I am certain that
;you did not know of my particular position regarding this controversy. If you had, your
letter may have sounded a more cautious note,
although I hope not.
From my business address in Coral Gables, I
publish a small monthly newsletter called
S.P.A.C.E., in which I carry information on
UFO's from all points on the globe. A copy
of the June issue is enclosed. While this
newsletter is small, nevertheless it does have
world wide distribution, going monthly into
nearly everyone of the 48 states and into 10
foreign countries.
Knowing of Congressman Dante Fascell's fight
in the House of Representatives, against unnecessary secrecy in Government, I have had
Mr. Fascell on my permanent mailing list. I
am now placing your name on that list.
Herein lies my dilemma. I would like to use
your letter, in my July issue of S.P.A.C.E.,
which goes to press on approximately the lOth
of each month. Yet, I feel that in all fairness to you, and your position, I should have
your knowledge and approval beforehand. Your
opinions as stated in your letter, are extremely commendable. Florida is fortunate to
have a Senator thinking as you do, representing us in Washington.
In making your decision regarding my request,
I respectfully ask you to consider these
facts:
(1) Senator Barry Goldwater, one of your colleagues in the Senate, recently made a
public statement, on April 10, 1958 to
the Arizona REPUBLIC, that "Flying

Saucers, unidentified flying objects or
whatever you call them, are real."
As you know, Senator Goldwater is also a
jet flying Air Force Reserve Colonel.
His statement was made on April 10, 1958,
after several unexplained UFO sightings
in Arizona. The Sen\tor also disclosed ·
that two former flying buddies, now airline captains, had told him of a UFO which
flew alongSide their aircraft. Most significant of all was Senator Goldwater's
statement regarding official secrecy.
"The Air Force has a project to investigate these reports," he told the Arizona
REPUBLIC, "but when you ask about them,
they clam up."
(2) As you well know, during the past year,

our country has suffered a number of pe,ychological defeats at the hands of the
U.S.S.R. Wouldn't we in this country suffer another, far more important than the
Sputniks, if the Russians were to come
out and state for the entire world that
UFO's were REAL - and were visitors from
OUTER SPACE-,-"What would this do to the confidence in
our Government, after our own Military
leaders soft-peddling this and publicly
scoffing at the very idea? I shudder to
think of the trap that some of our well
meaning but NAIVE "leaders", could be
leading us into.
(3) True enough many of our citizens are not

ready for such an ego-shattering announcement that there may be races of people out
in space who are farther advanced than we
are. But the THINKING PEOPLE, are ready.
If the world had to wait for the majority
to give their approval before moving forward and advancing, we no doubt would
still not have the automobile and certainly not the airplane. Yes, it is even
likely that civilization would still
NOT HAVE THE WHEEL!
I sincerely hope that you will take the above
into consideration, in making your answer to
my request to publish your letter.

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Vail in any news-clippings of UFO
reports or other interesting items for use in future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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TIME FOR ANOTHER FLAP???
After the flap of November, 1957, reports
of UFO's dwindled gradually from the November
peak. Of course there were many good reports
in the following months, the Brazilian Navy
photo in January being the outstanding one.
However, April and May were rather dull months
UFO-wise, but June ushered in the month of
bride s, blossoms, and BALlE OF FIRE.

Sincerely and respectfully yours,
NORBERT F. GARIETY
Editor of S.P.A.C.E.
To my great pleasure, on July 9th the
answer to the request arrived in the mail
from Senator Smathers office in Washington,

**********

D. C.

I

UNITED STATES SENATE
Committee on Finance

---,

July 7, 1958

I

i Mr. Norbert F. Gariety

1267 Alhambra Circle
Coral Gables, Florida
Dear Mr. Gariety
I have your letter of June 29th, and you
have my permission t o use the letter of
June 26th addressed to you.
I might also add that I am very much
opposed to secrecy in government except in
those instances involving our nati onal
security and defense. The public should
have knovlledge of all facts affecting the
government.
With kind regards, I am
Sincere l y yours,
Signed/ George Smathers
United States Senator
Thank you Sir, Senator Smathers! I appreciate your prompt answer, and your approval to
publish these letters.
For those of you who say, "What good will
it do to write our representatives in Washington?", the above corre spondence speaks for
itself.
Your Senators and Representatives are
elected by YOU -- they are acting for YOU
if ;you do not let them lmow what you want don't be disappointed when you do not get it.
With an alert, interested, and informed
public -- Government--OF THE PEOPIE--BY THE
PEOPLE--AND FOR THE PEOPLE---shall not perish
from this land.
Thank you SENATOR

S~ATHERS!!!!!

GLARING LIGHT IN SKIES IS REPORTED BY AIruAAN
NEW YORK, June 28 (AP) -- A Royal Dutch Airline pilot told today of seeing a glaring
light which disintegrated into three parts as
the plane f16vltoward New York last night.
Capt. Peter J. Krouwel said he was two
hours out of Shannon, Ireland at the time. The
light was sustained and traveled diagonally in
front from right to left as the plane flew at
10,000 feet, he said the time was 10:17 p.m.,
(E:DT) •
"The light became brighter and crossed our
path in a low arc," Krouwel declared on arriva 1 here. "The moon was right up there, too,
so we could compare the illumination with the
moon. It started as bright as Venus and at
one time appeared brighter than the moon .
Then it suddenly burst into three parts, each
part still very bright. Two seconds later the
parts either burned out or became lost in the
clouds beneath us."
In the belief Krouwel may have seen the
death of the U.S. satellite Explorer III, the
airline messaged the information to the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge,
Mass. The Smithsonian said it was extremely
unlikely that Krouwel saw Explorer III since
the satellite never orbited above 35 degrees
north, and Shannon is ab out 62 degrees north.
(Credit Miami Daily News, June 29, 1958)

**********

GAINESVILLE SONIC BOOM "COSTLIEST YET"
GAINESVILLE, Fla. June 28 (UP)-An aeronautical engineering professor said today that damage caused by an apparent "Sonic Boom" here
last week was the greatest reported anywhere
in the country from such an incident.
The blast shook this university city June 17
when 84 reports of broken windows were called
in t o local officers. Damage was estimate d at
between $10,000.00 and $20 ,000.00.
J ohn W. Hoover, U. of Fla. instructor, said
generally "sonic blasts occur when aircraft attain speeds equal t o or f aster than the speed
of sound." But he said the spec ific reas on
for the explosions was difficult to explain.
(Ed. • Note -- vJHY?????)

S .p.A.e.E.
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A Navy spokesman at Jacksonville told
United Press International that a board of inquiry, headed by Rear Adm. Wendell G. SWitzer,
had failed to determine if the blast was caused by a Navy plane breaking the sound barrier.
(Credit Miami Daily News, June 29th, 1958).

***** ***

It seems to always be coincidental that
periods of sonic booms and cycles of UFO reports occ ur simultaneously. The above sonic
boom took place on June 17th.
- -O-n June 18th a rare sighting occured. over
Miami, in what must have been a mass release
of dozens of UFO from a gigantic craft just
to the north of Miami. The sighting was made
by three people, two sisters and the 12 year
old daughter of one of the sisters.
MOTHER SHIP AND FLOCK???
The evening of June 18 was a warm one in
Miami. Evelyn May, and her sister Carolyn YEW
Thurman, who operate the SLIM SHOP, in the
Douglas Entrance on Douglas Rd. in Coral Gables, decided to take a drive out the Tamiami
Trail to get out of the city.
With the m. went Nancy, Mrs • Thurman I s 12 yr.
old daughter. After the drive out and on the
way back into the city, Evelyn May who was
driving looked up into the sky and saw a peculiar shaped light in the sky. It seemed to be
shining brightly through the slight overcast
a bove.
The time was approximately 11:45. Evelyn
May stopped the car and all three sat and
watched this object from the car, (a convertible). The size of the object as compared
to a full moon, all three persons agreed to
be about the length of about six full moons.
It was cigar-shaped, and big enough that the
diameters of six full moons would fit into it.
Evelyn May, who was more or less the
spokesman for the three, said that the object
seemed to be "breathing", that is it seemed
to contract and expand. The color was a very
intense blue.
They started up the car again, still
watching and drove into the City, as they
have a good vantage spot from their yard and
decided that they could watch it from there
just as well as from out along the Tamiami
Trail.
While they were driving into the City, the
cloud cover passed away, and they could see
it a little better, but still not in sharp
outline. It seemed to have a fuzzy appearance.
During the drive into the city, Nancy, the
12 year old daughter, said, "Did you see that?
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An orange ball shot out from the big blue
object. " They then say at least a dozen of
these small orange balls of light shot out
from the object. Some would come out of one
end and some from out the other, and one took
off straight up, or so it seemed.
By this time they had reached home and
watched it some more, but shortly after reaching their yard the large blue object disappeared, just as if you turn off a light.
The t otal time elapsed was about a half hour.
The angle of elevation was almost directly
overhead.
After watching and seeing nothing for
about 15 minutes, suddenly it appeared again
farther north, this time near the Big Dipper.
It stayed stationary in this position for another 15 or 20 minutes, during which .time all
three watching saw 4 or 5 more of the green
lights leave the large object. Then just as
suddenly as the first time, it disappeare d
again.
Evelyn May stayed up for several hours to
watch, hoping that she would see it again and
wanted to see if the little green balls of
light would come back again and return to the
long cigar shaped object. But she waited in
vain, saw nothing and finally went inside her
home to get a very short night IS sleep.
Your editor received notice of this incident through the grapevine, went out and interviewed the three individuals involved and
have the report recorded on tape.
Just one more well documented report, by
Y~. or Mrs. Average Citizen.
Expect many reports during the summer months. We may be
entering another cycle of observation, by
extra-terrestrials.

****** ***

In the June issue we reprinted the article
in the Baltimore ENTERPRISE of April 3rd in
which Otis T. Carr told of his plans for a
circular type spaceship powered by a revolutionary principle of propulsion.
In the April lOth issue of the ENTERPRISE
was the following news story:
SPACESHIP DESIGNER OTIS T. CARR PREDICTS DIm;
CONSEQUENCES IF ATOM BLAST DISTURBS THE VDON
An Enterprise reporteT asked Otis T. Carr,
Baltimore inventor ;yesterday if he thought our
government's missile men could actually land
a warhead on the Moon. V~. Carr's answer was
completely unexpected, and gave us a profound
shock. He said, "I not only think they have
the know-how and the needed equipment, but I
am inclined to think they also have the dead.ly
poor judgment to go ahead and try it!"
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Our reporter, knocked completely out of
balance by this surprise answer, urged V~.
Carr to explain his theories further.
Here, he said, is a statement, deadly serious, and of "such vital concern to humanity
that I urge you to bring it to the notice of
every person you meet. Send this article to
your Congressman. Warn others of the terribffi
danger. Stop the threatened destruction before it starts."
V~. Carr added:
"When I read in the papers
a couple of weeks ago, that it was suggested
that our government outdo the Soviet propaganda competition by setting off a spectacular atomic blast on our Moon, I couldn't
sleep for three nights and have been wondering ever since what I can do to prevent such
foolishness.
"It is bad enough that they plan to aim
any type of missile in the direction of unexplored bodies in our solar system, but if
they should be successful in their effort to
set off an atomic explosion on the Moon, I
dread the thought of what can happen t o us on
Earth.
"The dangers of atomic experiments on
Earth are bad enough, with all hazards of
radiation and other frightful possibilities
that have never even been hinted in public,
and we sincerely hope with other thousands of
the world's scientists, that all such dangerous nonsense will be stopped immediately and
for all time.
"But this is nothing in comparison with
what could happen to us if they ever set off
one of their horrendous blasts on the Moon.
Let's look at the facts and c onsider the possibilities. The Moon has been hurtling in
space for billions of years. Our spectrographic analysis shows no atmosphere, yet an
element structure very similar to our own
earth. Think what this means.
"The Moon must have an electrostatic potential beyond imagining. Like the charge you
build up in your body when you walk across a
rug or slide across the seat of your car.
Only difference is that the Moon has had no
way to get rid of such a charge. When you
touch a doorknob or the handle of your car
door, you throw off a spark. Our earth, likewise throws off large sparks into the atmosphere which we see frequently and which we
call lightning. Our thousands of electrical
storms on earth every day keep us from building up an over-charge, or static potential.
"Also, II continued 1Y'~. Carr, "We know the
Moon has elements that are powerfully magnetic, having been subjected to temperature

changes from several hundrea degrees below
zero to hundreds of degrees above, with each
exposure to the Sun. It is conceivab le that
a four-inch chunk of iron off the Moon could
lift a locomotive by magnetic attraction as
easily as the moon itself lifts the earth's
ocean every day from its 240-thousand mile
distance away.
"Now what do you think would happen to us
on earth if anything should start a chain reaction on our moon ••• or even give it a hard
push tha t could knock it momentarily off rotation or out of orbit.
"I'll give you a few examples," said Mr.
Carr. "For one, we could be washed over ancl
drowned within minutes by a vast tidal wave
sweeping over our entire land mass.
"For another, we could be all burned to a
crisp in seconds.
"We could lose our atmosphere and immediately suffocate.
"Or alter our magnetic polarity and freeze
into ice statues.
"We could be caught up in great winds and
flung about like seed pods until we were battered into pulp.
"And it is even possible that our great
green planet Earth might leave this solar system entirely and go hurtling off into universal space at trillions of miles a second, with
us trailing along behind like sputniks.
"Scared??? You've got a right to be."
v~. Carr does not like to go around scaring
people or starting panics. He certainly believes you're entitled to know the facts, and
certainly a lot better off to know them while
there's time to do something about it.
(Credit, Baltimore ENTERPRISE, April 10, 1958.
Little Listening rost) \{as l:.ingtcn, D. C.)

** ***** **

(Ed. Note)-One might think V~. Carr was no more
than a prophet of doom, sounding off his horn
for a bit of publicity. Except for the fact
that he is a scientist in his own right, and
not only that but was f or two years an understudy of the great electrical Wizard, Nikola
Tesla, who invented the Tesla coil and contributed greatly to the field of electrical
science.

** ***** **

NICKERSON RESTORED TO

CO~AND

POSITION

WASHINGTON, July 2 - (AP) Col. John C.
Nickerson is being restored to a position of
command authority - but away from the Army
missile program.
Nickerson, a decorated veteran of Horld VTar
, II, was convicted a year ago of leaking
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technically secret information in an effort
to win support for the Army in a rivalry with
the Air Force over missiles.
The Army said yesterday Nickerson
take over next Tuesday as ordnance officer of
its Caribbean command with head~uarters in
the Panama Canal Zone. At the same time,
Nickerson will get back full security clearance which was taken from him after his conv iction and assignment t o a minor job.
(Credit Miami Daily News, July 2, 1958.)

wrn

the Barun Valley in the foothills of Mt. Everest, the Americans did discover caves they believe could have been inhabited by the Yeti.
They also found hair in the caves that did not
appear to come from any known animal. (Credit
THE VISITOR, 14315 Haggerty Rd., BelleVille,
Mich. Also credit Dallas Times, Liz Borries,
Irving, Texas.)

***** *****

TODAY TIME TEIESCOPES TOWARD A NEW DIMENSION
Van is confused for History sets him no precedent. For 6000 years if~n has shown that he
(Ed. Note -- Thank goodness! Unlike Gen.
does not know h ow to run his world. He is
Billy Mitchell, he didn't have to wait until
shackled by Fear, ridden with sickness and now
5 years after his death to be vindicated).
is So full of apprehension that nearly one out
of ten is said to be mentally ill.
*********
MYSTERY OF ABOMINABIE SNOWMAN SOLVED?
With 900 million Christians in the world
The following report was released by the
today Man i s still spiritually illiterate - he
feeds on feuds, he can't keep his ego in shape,
UPI from Kathandu, Nepal on June l4~
A strange creature, possibly a close relahe has murdered around two billion of his own
tive of the elusive Abominable Snowman, has
kind in armed warfare since the beginning of
history.
been killed in a rugged 14,000 ft. mountain
pass nea r the wild border of northwestern
Yet on this Planet is the raw material to
Nepal and Tibet, it was reported. There was
make a Paradise. vlliAT IS THE ANSWER? ••• If
speculation that the creature, described as
there's one chance in a million that someone
from OFF the Planet might now be coming here
four-and-a-half feet tall, bear-like and incredibly strong, might even be the fabled Yeti from whom he could learn something - that
itself. The creature was said to have run
chance better be GRABBED - because Man has
nearly a mile on its two legs, carrying a yak, worked himself into the place where he now
the size of a fullY-grown cow in its arms.
lives in the shadow of a 10,000 mile global
The Raja of Mustang dispatched some riflemen
missile---Russia and the U. S. have stockpiled
after the creature when it seized one of the
50,000 H bombs (enough to rock the Solar sysRaja's yaks (a sort of Himalayan ox) and
tem). And now China is about to enter the race
and complicate the balance of power and Dulles
carried it off.
make s the state ment , "We sha 11 have to go on
The Nepalese hunter who led the party said
living on the edge of an abyss."
he followed "what looked like a human footNo wonder Dag of the U.N. told the press he
print" into a craggy pass walled in by 50 ft.
"has a sense of urgency" -- TO LIVE UNDER FEAR
boulders. "The animal was cornered in the
pa ss with its prey", the hunter said. "We
IS NOT TO LIVE! (Editorial from the Little
tried to crush him by throwing down some boul- Listening Post, 48n Illinois Ave., N.W. Hashington, D.C. Also we wish to thank Clara John
ders, but we only injured him. He made a
of LLP for sending the newsclipping of the instrange whistling sound when he was hurt. He
terview of the Baltimore ENTERPRISE, re-Carr
tried to get away but we finally shot him
and the Moon. LLP presents the news in capsule
down. "
from the Nation's Capital.)
The hunter was in for a shock when he took
a c lose look at the beast. "Its face was like
*** * ** * *****
WILL REDS GREET US AT THE GATES TO THE MOON?
a bear", he said, "but its feet were human."
Airplane pioneer Alexander P. de Severslcy
The creature was covered with long, fine hair,
less coarse than a bear's. Tribesmen who have is no crank. His words are worth marking.
De Seversky says we are doomed unless we
live d in Nepal's mountain villages for three
generations said they have never seen anything change our course and catch up with Russian
Communists in scientific developments. He
like the creature. Despite its close resemsays they were months ahead of us in developblance to a bear, they said the creature was
ment of jet aircraft, hydrogen bombs, intersomething else.
continental ballistic missiles and earth satA four-member American expedition team was
making its way toward Kathandu with evidence
ellites.
He says the Reds are going to win the race
that might point to the actual existence of
to the moon, too. He say s , - "no matter ho''''
the Snow-man. During their three months in
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u rs- • DAL~S TIMES HERALD, June 18, 1958 --- Liz
fast we move, it is going to take us 12 Ao.
1 ' ..
B6~rje~,. Texas Correspondant.)
to get there--one hour to fly and 11 to ~r~:
.'
*********
through Russian customs."
I
'· ,
,
l
dQr.[C.E.
received many good news items
**********
from Texas. Texans seem to maintain their comU.S.TO BUILD NETWORK FOR DETECTING SATELLITES
posure in spite of the big blow, of soon being
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Defense Dept. said
only the second largest state. However, some
Thursday, it plans to have in operation by
times they get mad - incidents such as this
the end of the year a radio-radar network
one below cause it:
that could detect even a silent satellite
passing over the United States.
PENTAGON'S SECRET STAMP UPSETS CONGRESSMEN,TOO
It said that one of the main purposes is
WASHINGTON (By Robert E. Baskin)- The brassto insure that silent satellites, which could
abundant Pentagon last week came under scathpose a military threat will not be able to
ing criticism for censorship, propagandizing,
orbit over the U.S. without being detected
unnecessary secrecy and an arrogant attitude
and tracked.
toward persons seeking information from it.
(Ed. Note--but I distinctly remember seeThe report reflects sadly on the military
ing Pres. Eisenhower on TV in October, after
mind at work. It recites instance after inSputnik I---seems to me he said--- "now let's
stance of either absurd or capricious actions
not get excited about this---The Russian satin the restriction of information.
ellite poses NO MILITARY THREAT--Gee you boys
Not only the press has been denied informain the Defense Dept. weren't paying any
tion which had no security value, but also
attention. )
members of Congress. The subcommittee conNew techniques could lead to satellites
cludes somewhat angrily, that there isn't much
becoming space spies virtually incapable of
interception, signalling back information to
prospect for improvement, that the pulling together of Defense Department information into
their masters, they said.
one agency is creating even greater restricThe APRA director, Roy W. Johnson, distions. The subcommittee's report deplores
closed the new project June 1. He told a
Senate Armed Services subcommittee then that
what it called "management of the news."
"The handling of missile and satellite inscientists were perfecting the kind of radar
that would detect any satellite passing over
formation is an outstanding example of management of the news," the report says. "Securi ty
the U. S., no matter how small. The plan is
to send up radar signals which would reflect
has been perverted as a tool for the manipufrom any ob.iect stealing through ~.
lation of information. Nonsecurity informa(Ed. Note--Interplanetary space ships-maybe.)
tion has been withheld solely on ground that
it could be embarrassing.
Credit DALLAS MORNING NEWS, 6/20/58 -- Liz
"The Dept. of Defense has attempted to govBorries -- Correspondant.)
ern
and contro 1 the reporting of news in a non* ** **** **
"JUMP BELT" ROCKET SPRINGS INTO SPACE
security area in order to produce a desired
ROCKAWAY, N.J. (UP)- A 23-year-old test
propaganda effect. This is a dangerous preceengineer has ushered in the Buck Rogers era of dent which must not be allowed to continue unspace travel for the common man by flying
challenged by the publiC, the press and the
around "like a bird" in a rocket powered jump
congress. (Credit DALLAS MORNDTG NEWS, June
belt. The belt is reported capable of spring- 15, 1958--- Liz Borries, Irving, Texas, Cor.)
ing a man into space at the speed of a race
**********
horse. It is also capable of propelling man
EARTHLINGS ARE NOT ALONE IN THIS BOUNDLESS
up mountains and across rivers.
UNIVERSE
The operation is called "Project grassBy Dr. Benjamin Benincasa
hopper. "
The Army got a glimpse of the space-age
Is there but one self-rotating, sper1cal
vehicle recently at Columbus, Ga. when the in- world of two-legged, intelligent human creaventors showed movies of their progress. Army tures---our own little world? Or, are there
officials say they are very interested. Asked thousands maybe hundreds of thousands, of similarly-composed, man-inhabited globes whizzing
how far the belt could be developed, the inventor said, "When aircraft was first invented through the wide-open spaces of our seemingly
boundless universe?
trips of thousands of miles were unheard of.
Nearly 2,000 years before the construction
You know how far they can go now." ( Credit
•
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of Russian "Sputniks" and American Moon-scanning "Big Eyes", a learned and respected member of the Athenian chief court of judges,
unafraidedly spoke and wrote to the effect
that our tiny, insignificant Earth was only
one of several peopled orbs planted in the
celestial regions of All Things.
The Athenian justice's name was Dionysius
of Areopagus. A convert to Christianity -thanks to the preaching of st. Paul the Apostle, he was in turn, consecrated Bishop of
ATHENS, put to death because of his faith,
and finally declared a Saint of the Church.
Holy clerics of the Middle Ages who saw no
heretical danger in espousing the multiplic ity of worlds theory were Saint Isadore of
Seville, Blessed Duns Scotus, and St. Thomas
Aquinas.
Many scientific minded clergymen wrote
on the subject of plurality of worlds. Among
them were Cardinal Bandini, Archbishop Ascanio Piccolomini, Bishop Francis Godwin, Bishop
John Wilkins, and Dr. Emanuel Swedenborg.
Present day theologians who have expressed
the doctrine of countless worlds are O. E.
Viking, G. Jacobi, K. Staab, M. Schmaus, D.
Romig, W. T. Wood, B. Ferris, and RJ. Connell.
In conclusion, I would like to stress an
important point in view of this long roll call
of scientifically disposed religionists. It
is the fact that true theologians and true
scientists have never been in real conflict;
true religion and true science have never
been really incompatible. To be sure, true
science has always sought painstakingly and
methodically to point out the beautiful and
orderly things of the universe and to prove

Omniscient God. (Cond. from an article in the
Jan-June issue of CSI of N.Z.) CSI, Harold
Fulton, Ed., P.O. Box 72, Onehunga, S. E. 5,
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEAlAND, one of the best foreign
pUblications available.

they are the handiwork of an Omnipotent and

let I s GO!

*********

Dr. Benjamin Benincasa, noted Theologian is
currently finishing a book entitled, "The The ologians Approach to Re ligions of Other Wor Ids ."
Will notify you when it is available.

*********

Your Editor is still holding forth ut the
microphone on Saturday nights, 11 to 11:30 on
the SPACE STATION, WMIE, Miami, 1140 on your
Dial. In the past six months we have had many
visitors before the mike in person, including
Dr. Holloway, Capt. Wm. Nash, and Capt. George
Farnham, veteran airline pilots, Bryant and
Helen Reeve and M.K. Jessup, internationally
known authors; Art Aho, lester levenson, Dr.
Smith, Neva Dell Hunter, and Dr. Williamson.
By tape recording, such personalities as Desmond leSlie, Dr. Darbyshire & Rhineholt Schmidt.
Our sponsors who have done the most to
keep this program on the air are, ~ACE HARRIS
APPLIANCE CENTER, 249 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, (Household Electrical Appliances),
GABLES LETTER SERVICE, 158 Valencia Ave.,
Coral Gables, (MIMEOGRAPHING, etc., Complete
Letter Service), & DEE & BILL BOOKSHIP, 221 NE
1st Ave., Miami--(UFO Books-plus all others)-Please patronize these good sponsors, and
do your part --- help us get more sponsors, so
we can keep this flow of information and guests
coming to you. Tell your friends in business
about this program -- for as low as $5.00 a
month we can put them on the program.

The A ir F orce says t hat it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something yo u can touch ' ) t hat such t hings even
exist. In th e words of Ca pt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served t hree years at Wr ight Field , Dayton, Ohio , as Chief Investigator for Proj ect Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF ?? - Does a UFO have to la nd a t the River Entrance to the P entagon,
n ear the J oint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar S tation detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, th e pilot sees it, and lock s on w ith his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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DR. CARL JUNG, PSYCHOLOGIST, SAYS UFO'S REAL
AIAMOGORDO, N. M. , July 29, (AP) - Dr. Carl
J ung , Swiss psycho l og i st, says in a report
that Unidentified Flying Objects are real and
"show signs of intelligent guidance by quasihuman pi lots. "
"I can only say for certain these things
are not a mere rumor, something has been
seen," Jung sa id in the report. "A pure ly
psychological explanation is ruled out."
Jung, who started his r esearch on UFO's in
1944, released his report through the UFO filter center of the Aerial Phenomena Research
Or ganization here. It was released by L. J.
Lorenzen of Holloman Air Force Base.
"I have gathered a mass of observations of
Unidentified Flying Objects since 1944," Jung
sa id.
"The disks do not behave in accordance
with physical laws, but as though without
weight. If the extraterrestrial origin of
this phenomena should be confirmed, this would
prove the existence of an intelligent interp l anetary relationship. WPB t such a fact
might mean for humanity cannot be predicted."
(CREDIT MIAMI DAILY NEWS, 7/29/58)

* * * * * * *

The above article distributed by Associated
Press, was carried much more in detail in the
July issue of the A.P.R. O. Bulletin, 1712 Van
Court, Alamogordo, New Mexico, and in the
FLYING SAUCER REVIEW, of London, England.
Congratulations are certainly in order for
Coral lorenzen, Editor of A.P.R.O. and her
husband, L. J. Lorenzen, for this release being carried by the Associated Press to newspapers allover the country.
Mr. Lorenzen is a supervisor of electronic
maintenance for Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
at Holloman Air Force Base. In this position
he does come indirectly under the control of
the Air Force. We can only hope that this
release means that the Air Force is cooperat-

ing with serious UFO Researchers in getting
the f act s to the pub lic. If so, this would
certa inly be a wonderful "unofficial" way of
releasing information.
It would be in line with the present poli cy of "b low hot" and then fIb low co ld" - - but
"keep blowing". That way when the time comes
for a public announcement, the subconscious
minds of the American public would be conditioned, and Jl/J!'. J ohn Q. would say, "Why it's
no surprise to me, I knew it all the time."
As stated before, the statement made by Dr.
Jung was much more elab or ate than the AP release. These further elaborations, we believe
are well worthy of your time and consideration.
Dr. Jung cont inue s, "The Amer ican Air Force
despite its contradictory statements, as well
as the Canadians, consider the observations
to be rea l and have set up special Bureaus to
compile reports.
"What astonishes me most is that the Amer ican Air Force, despite all the information in
its possession and its so-called fear of creating panic, seems t o work systematically to do
that very thing, since it has never yet published an authentic and accurate account of
the facts, only occaSionally allowing information to be dragged out of it by journalists.
"This being so, it is impossible for the
uninitiated to form an adequate picture of
what is happening. Despite my own eight years
of compilation, I must admit that I still do
not know what these Flying Saucers are.
"Observations read so strangely that one
might be tempted - if one wished to deny the
reality of the facts reported - to compare
them to parapsychological phenomena.
"So-ca lled scientific explantions, such as
the theory of reflections by Dr. Menzel, are
not possible without abstracting, for convenience l sake, any reports which fail to fit in.
"Should the extra-terrestrial origin of the
phenomena be confirmed, this would prove the ,
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existence of an intelligent interplanetary rel a tionship. What such a fact might mean for
humanity cannot be predicted. But it would
put us, without doubt, in the extremely precarious position of primitive communities today in conflict with the superior culture of
the whites; the rudder would be removed from
our gr a sp, and we should l ose our plea sant
drea ms.
"Naturally, it would be chiefly our science
a nd our technique which would ha ve t o be consigne d to the dust-heap. What such a catasrophe would mean on the moral plane we can in
some s ort judge by the ruin of primitive culture s of which we are witnes ses.
"If we wish to avoid such a catastrophe,
the authorities in posses s i on of important in- forma tion should not hesitate to enlighten the
public as soon and a s completely as possible
and should above all stop these ridiculous a ntics of mysteries and vague allusions.
"Tha t the construction of these machines
proves a scientific technique, and one immensely superior to ours, admits of no two opini ons.
"So, after a 11, there is nothing out-of-the
way in the statements of ancient documents
tha t all sorts of signs and miracles appear in
the skies, or that people look to the skies
for a marvelous intervention coming to the aid
of human incapacity. Our present day observati ons of Saucers coincide with the many reports going back into antiquHy~ though not in
such astonishing frequency as in these times.
But the possibility of the destruction of a
whole planet, which is today in the hands of
the politicians, has never existed previously;'
So conc:ua.es-- e statement on tlFO '-s-by-Dr~
Carl Jung. Dr. Jung was born in 1875 in Basel
SWitzerland, and studied mecidine there. Dr.
Jung was influenced by the work of Sigmund
Freud, the noted founder of psychoanalysis,
but broke away, and formulated his own theory
that the libido (energy, driving force) is a
will to live rather than the sex drive; He
is known as the founder of Analytical Psychology, and coined the terms extrovert and introvert. Dr. Jung is world famous, has contributed to his field via many books among
which are "Modern Man in Search of a Soul".
(Editor's Note - Thank you Dr. Jung, for
contributing so nobly to the field of rational
thinking in the all important investigation of
Unidentified Flying Objects.
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Not to be outdone by the Miami Daily News,
the Miami Herald also came through with an excellent UFO story and photograph. August 1st
the story appeared and on August 2nd the
photograph.

U.S.CAMERA CATCHES HUGH SAUCER-SHAPED SOMETHI1D
AIAMOGORro, N.M. (UPI) Aug. I - A Photograph of an "unconventional aer1a 1 object"
saucer shaped a nd an estimated 4,000 feet
a cros s -- was relea sed Thursday by a group of
civilians a t thi s missile test center.
The Aeria l Phenomena Research Organization,
which has government employees in its membership, but has no official status, said a government ~ho tographer took the picture on Oct.
16, 1957.
The weird, huge object hovered for 15 minutes over the north missile test range near
Holloman Air Force Base, the APRO claimed.
L. G. Lorenzen of Alamorgordo, spokesman
for the APRO, said the name of the photographer ca n not be revealed. He said the Hatch Act
forbids government employees from becoming involved in public controversies such as the
decade-long debate about whether flying saucers exist.
"Experts have examined the negative and all
prints and are c onvinced of its authenticity".
Lorenzen said. He quoted the photographer:-"I've never seen anything like it before or
s ince. It definitely was not a cloud."
Lorenzen said APRO members calculated that
the object was 4000 feet across, its longest
axis by computing angles drawn between it and
fixed objects - telephone poles, mountains and
such - which appear in the photograph. He admitted- i-t-wa only an educa--ted 'guess, since
the altitude of the saucer "was not known.
The photographer didn't disclose the photograph until March of this year. The APRO
spokesman said the picture was released because
the unofficial organization had made all the
use of it from an information standpoint that
could be made. (Credit THE MIAMI HERAIJ), Aug.
1, 1958).
The following day, Aug. 2nd, the HERAIJ)
followed up with a 4 column photograph of the
UFO. They are to be congratulated for printing this photograph.
However, they are not to be congratulated,
for having the information on their desks for
6 weeks and doin~ absolutely nothin~ about it.

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gable s , Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any news-clippings of UFO
reports or other interesting items for use in future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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In my June issue of S.P.A.C.E. on the front
page I carried this photograph with the complete story, thanks t o the coopera tion of the
Lorenzens, of A.P.R.O. Bulletin, of Alamogordo, N.M.
Two issues of S.P.A.C.E. go regularly t o
the Miami Daily News and two go to the Miami
Herald. The recipient s at the NEWS a re the
Editor, V~. Bill Baggs, and Mr. Milt So sin,
Aviation Reporter.
At the HERALD, one copy goes t o Mr. Bert
Collier, Science Editor, and one t o y~. Jack
Be 11, co lumnist.
Four newspapermen on two Miami newspapers
passed this advance information up as not being newsworthy enough to pick up and publish.
I have a n origina l black a nd white print ,
made from the original color transparency ,
and would have been more than happy t o cooperate with either or both papers in giving
this news to the public, would gladly have
loaned them the photograph.
But they would rather play it safe and
wa it for the United Press Release. Is this,
my fellow newsmen, what you call a "nose f or
news"?
I would suggest that all four of you men
he ad f or the nearest corner, pull up a chair,
face the wall, and put on the long pointed
cap.

* * * * * * *

"APE MEN" S EN IN MONGO LIA
MOSCOW UPI) Soviet Scientists Friday reported the existence of Neanderthal-type
"ape men" still living in the deserts of centra 1 Mongo lia •
Prof. B. Porshnev, writing in the Communist yo uth organ Komsomolskaya Pravda, , ~uoted
a Mongolian colleague on the appearance of
the creatures.
"They very much resemb le human beings, but
their bodies are covered with a thin reddishblack hair through which their skin can be
seen," he wrote.
'
"They are a more primitive form of ape man
which has developed on a purely animal' level,
as distinct from a human level."
Neanderthal man lived in the time of the
Stone Age.
Porshnev based his report on the finding
of a Mongolian scientist identified as Prof.
Rinchev, who called the creatures "Almas".
The Almas are about the same height as the
people of Mongolia, but they are round-shouldered and walk with bent knees," he said.
"They have powerful jaws and low foreheads.
Their superciliary arched brows are protruding
a s compare d with the Mongo Is • "

Recently, Porshnev said, similar ape men
seem to have been f ound in other areas of Asia
linked to Mongo lia by mountain ranges.
A Tass News Agency dispatch noted that
"Neanderthal man went on living a very long
time after men of modern type had come into
being, and the Soviet scientist presumes that
the l ate st prehistoric Neanderthalers have
been preserved t o this day in inaccessible
mountains and deserts."
Remote Mongolia, consisting largely of unexplored desert s and mountains sandwiched between Sov iet Asia and China, abounds in land
which might support an unknown race. (Credit
CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, 7/]2/58 - Clipping tha nks
to Pa ul Trent of Argo, Illinois).

* *

* * * * * *

Is this fellow the illusive Abominable
Snowman? We have been wondering what the
latest i s f r om the expeditions into the Himalayas, when this clipping arrived from our
Texas correspondant.
TEXAS-FINANCED HUNTER CONVINCED SNOWMAN EXISTS
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) July 13, 1958 . An
abominable snowman hunter is back home from
As ia, saying he had seen the creature's fivet oed footprints.
"We found footprints and bodily excretions
that convince me that two types of Yeti do
exist," said Norman G. Dyrenfurth, 40, Swiss
born photographer.
He said he doesn't believe that native
hunters of the Himalayan mountains have killed
one, as recently reported from the Nepalese
capital of Katmandu.
Dyrenfurth, who was with an expedition financed by Texas oil roan Tom Slick, said he saw
some hairs of the creature that was killed.
"I am convinced that it was a Himalayan red
bear." (DALLAS TIMES HERALD, 7/13/58, Credit,
Liz Borries, Irving, Texas.)

* * * * * * *

" ' PLUTO DISCOVERER CITES ' STUDY NEED '
LAS CRUCES, N.M. (AP) Astronomer Clyde
Tombaugh, who discovered the Planet Pluto 28
years ago, says it is urgent that this nation
find out as soon as possible "all that we can,
about the other planets."
"We know, for instance, that Mars' low
atmospheric pressure makes it marginal,
whether a man wears a space suit or not. He'll
definitely need one on the moon, but not on ,
Venus.
"We must know more, so we can properly
e~uip personnel."
Tombaugh will begin a study of Mars on
Sept. 1, with a $20,000 twin 16-inch reflect-
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ing telescope he has been building the past
17 years. (DALLAS TIMES HERALD, 7/18/58,
Credit Liz Berries, Irving Texas.)
Of course we all know why Clyde Tombaugh
wants to find out as soon as possible all we
can about the other planets. He saw and reported a UFO of his own some 8 or 10 years
ago, (early in the seas on you might say), so
he himself know s that there is intelligent
life on other worlds.
In his opinion that a space suit would be
neces sary on the Meon, but NOT ON VENUS, we
are very much interested indeed. Upon what
does he base hi s opinion, since other astronomers do not seem to accept such a theory?
How about an elaboration upon thi S, Mr.
Tombaugh? S.P.A.C.E. readers would be very
very happy t o have further comments fr om you
on this.

* * * * * * *

BRAZILIAN ASSEMBLY ON UFO'S
Sponsored by the Brazilian Interplanetary
SOCiety, a UFO meeting was h~ld in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, on May 1, 2 & 3. About 50 investigators discussed the main issues of the problem.
Delegates from four states were at the
meeting, including a top officer of the Brazilian Air Force. The assembly was secret to
avoid press sensationalism and the usual presence of crackpots.
The meeting was presided over by Prof.
Flavio A. Pereira, acting as moderator was
Eng . T. P. Bun. Some of the partiCipants were
Dr. Olavo Fontes, Eng. Joao Martins, Cmmdr.
Hulvio Brant Aleixo, Lt. Col. Aldo Vieira da
Rosa, Cmmdr. A. B. Simoes, Eng. Mario Cintra
Gordinho, and several others - phYSicists,
engineers, lawyers, etc.
J. Escobar Faria, Editor of the UFO CRITICAL BULLETIN, of Sao Paulo, presented a thesis
on the various contact cases in Brazil and
many other nations of the world, including the
U.S.A.
The most i~ortant part of the above is,
of course, the participation of the Brazilian
Air Force and the Brazilian Navy in UFO conferences with civilians doing research on the
UFO situation. In the United states, this
would be unthinkable! --- HORRORS --- PERISH
the very thought!
Which brings me around to another subject.
About a month ago, your Editor had the opportunity to talk with for about an hour, the
U.S. Navy Chaplain, stationed here in Miami,
at the Opa Locka Marine Corps Air Station.

Naturally the SUbject of conversation was
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of UFO's and their possible Extra-terrestrial
origin. The Chaplain was naturally following
the line of public relations proper for him,
as a loyal Naval Officer, and pooh-poohing the
outer-space origin. Most of the reports,
according to him, were sheer imagination, not
a shred of substantial proof in the entire
lot of t a le s and storll:1 s.
So I confronted him with the Prazilian Navy
Trinidad Island report and the fact that the
BRAZILIAN NAVY had pronounced the photograph
as authentic, and that prior to release to the
newspapers , the photograph had crossed the
desk of and had been examined by the PRESIDENT
of BRAZIL.
NoW brace yourselves for the answer!
The Navy Officer came back with this statement. "Doesn't mean a thing -- you can't
trust tho se pe ople down there".
Now readers, you be the judges. Is this
one isolated case of one single Naval Officer?
???? Or is this the attitude of the majority
of our Military and State Department Officials
in dealing with and speaking of our Latin
American neighbors to the South of us?
If you the reader can figure out the answer
to this question, you will no doubt be able
to understand some of the reasons why the Latin-Americans threw ROCKS at Vice-President
Nixon on his tour of South America some months
ago.
In a recent news release, Senator Smathers
of our State of Florida, made the flat statement that our Latin-American policy had developed into a sad state of deterioration in
recent years.

*

*

* * * * *

MORE JUNG???

Exactly as was predicted in many quarters,
an official denial was released by--or for-Dr. Jung. Immediately after the initial AP
release made the headlines, Bryant Reeve, coauthor of FlYING SAUCER PIIGRIMAGE, told this
writer to look for a folloW-Up story denying
the first one.
The reason, of course, is quite simple -blow hot--and then--blow cold--but KEEP BIDWING. As Mr. Reeve states in chapter 8 of his
book, this is the best way to keep the subject
controversial - but alive, until an official
announcement is made.
Those who have investigated and know the
story can accept the first statement. Those
whose ego prevents acceptance can cuddle up to
the second release.
But many others will wonder why a man with
such a reputation as Dr. Jung~ would become a
party to such a conspiracy. ~ven at the
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age of 83---or is this factor a part of the
explanation? Surely, thinking people are
not expected to accept both statements -while in such violent contradiction. Dr.
Jung we respectfully suggest that you clarify
the statements - maybe a visit to another
psychologist for consultation?
We wish to thank the many who sent clippings on the Jung issue and also the HollowBn
UFO picture and statement. There are far too
many to thank individua lly, but keep the
clippings coming in. If you donlt some day
we may miss a very important clipping because
each will think the other will mail one in.

* * *

* * * *

In the July issue was carried the story
of the large cigar-shaped object seen over
Miami discharging a number of small ob jects
which then took off in various directions.
The date was June 18, just before midnight.
Another reader has come up with a varification, not of the same Sighting, but of another one of a single disc about half the
size of a full moon which crossed the Miami
skies from N.E. to S.W. at 2:00 a.m. the same
night.
Her report follows: "The night of June 18
I was awakened out of my sleep by a sound I
thought was the doorbell. It was around 2:00
a.m. I asked my husband if he had heard anything. He said NO, but I decided to get up
anyway.
"I checked all the doors, then went out.side to check on our cars. Everythin g was
all right so I walked back to the front door
patio. It was a beautiful clear night, so I
paused a moment before entering the house.
"I fe It a strange sensation. I looked up
and saw a most brilliant white objec t completely circular and about half the size of
the full moon. To best describe the brilliance would be in comparison to the ignition
of white phosphorus. It was traveling at a
very fast pace from Northeast to Southwest.
I saw this object in the sky for about 8 seconds." (Credit ~J!'s. Elone A. Watters, North
Miami) •

* * * * * * *

THREE YEARS TO MATCH REDS - SAYS DE SEVERSKY
Major Alexander P. De Saversky, military
analyst and aviation pioneer said on Aug. 3,
on the Mike Wallace ABC program that the U.S.
has three years to prepare to match Russia's
armed strength or face ~ossible enslavement
or atomic ruin.
The Russian-born former air ace and founder of Republic Aviation Corp. said this country has made very little progress in military
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preparedness since the Soviet sputniks were
launched.
He suggested the armed service stop their
missile rivalry and become integrated into a
single military force operating as part of a
department of AIR AND SPACE. (Exactly what
your editor recommended in this bulletin three
months ago.)
De Seversky said both the Truman and
Eisenhower admini strations assured the nation
that the U.S. would never have to fear the
Russians militarily ; but then, he said, "all
of a sudden" Russia forged ahead first in the
"key" mi li tary system and then in rockets.
Pres. Eisenhower should have told Congress
and the public exactly what dangers were presented by the Russian sputniks, he said.
"And what happened? he asked. "They just
laughed it off. It was just a little ball.
It couldn't do anybody any harm."
(WE HAVE THREE YEARS TO CATCH UP ••• Let's not
waste them. Ed. Note.)

* * * * * * *

ANCIENT BONES FOUND
GROSSETO, Italy, Aug. 4 (AP) The skeleton
of a child-size man, f ound 600 feet down in an
Italian soft coal mine, may prove man didn't
descend from apes , according to Swiss scientist Dr. Johannes Hurzeler of the Basel Museum
of Natural History.
The skeleton, found after two years of
digging, pushes the beginnings of man back to
at least 11,000,000 years ago, he said.
That would mean, he explained, that man
descended in the same period as the apes, or
even before them, perhaps from some common
ancestor which resembled neither.
The previous oldest known man was Australopithecus, the so-called southern ape found
in So. Africa. He dates back only half a
million to a million years, and the Java and
Pekin men go back only about 300,000 years.
Two young miners, Enzo Boccalini, 22, and
Arzelio Giusarini, 26, found the nearly complete skeleton last week. The bones jutted
from a coal strata in the Bacinello mine, located 15 miles northeast of Grosseto.
Dr. Hurzeler said the coal strata where
the skeleton was found is in a deposit at
least 11 million years old. (Credit Miami
Daily News, 3/4/58).

* *

* * * * *

DISEASE ON MOON COULD PERIL SPACE TRAVELERS
The possibility that low forms of life
could be perilous to the first men to land on
the moon was voiced recently by Dr. Burgess L.
Gordon, president of the American College of
Chest Physicians.
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The comments by Dr. Gordon add weight to
the suggestions that some UFO Investigators
have made (including this one S.P.A.C.E.)
that the peril of disease could be one factor
preventing mass UFO landings.
Dr. Gordon said, "We must be alert to the
possibility that spaceships can bring us new
diseases that we don 't lmow how to fight."
(Credit NICAP, July i ssue -- thi s seems a
very good time t o give the l ate st information
on NICAP. Major Keyhoe is now publishing a
sma ller edition than was originally planned,
and coming out more often. This advice I am
sure he received from many sources including
this one. Also the membership fee ha s been
dropped from $7 .50 to $5.00.
NoW there is no excuse f or anyone who seriously wishes an end t o official secrecy on
UFO's to not add his weight. Being a member
. of NICAP will help end that secrecy much SOOIr
ere While many of us around the country are
but "voices crying in the wilderness"- Major
Keyhoe and NICAP are the "Voices crying on
the steps of the PENTAGON", and from there he
can do much more good than we crying in the
wilderness.
So join N1CAP now - send your $5.00 yearly
, fee ' to N1CAP, 1536 Connecticut Ave. NW, W.D.C.

* * * * * * *

INFORMATION ON OTHER PlANETS BY E.S.P.???
In past records of this planet, there have
crept up writings and information, which
could not possibly have been so accurate by
mere mathematical chance. A ,critical analy. sis of ·'the information brings one to the conclusion that the author of the information
most" certainly had to receive this information
through extra-sensory-perception.
Thci il}ustra-iTion -I like most to use is the
case of Jonathan Swift, who wrote "GULLIVERS
TRAVELS" in the year 1732. In his account s,
among other things he describes the two moons
of Mars, describes their size, distance from
the planet, and their period of rotation.
Astronomers discovered these two moons with
their improved telescopes over 150 years
later, with every detail, as Jonathan Swift
described them.
The odds against his being able to do this
purely by mathematical chance are astronomical.This being the case, then how was he
able to come up with the right answers 150
years before our astronomers??? By E.S.P. f?'l
DWELLER ON TWO PIANETS and OAHSPE are two '
other typical :~ examples or':this type of writing. All " of which1\ leads ) me
to the follOWing
,
letter ,received at S.p.A.e.E. head~uarters,
by the .father of a 10 year old girl, here in
Miami. ..· I have personally talked to this 10
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year old girl and am impressed to say the
least. The infor~Btion she has come up with,
I am sure you will agree did not co~e out of
her classes in school.
If you cannot buy this information as coming from E.S.P. sources, you will have to admit that at least the girl is possessed with
a far more vivid imagination than most 10 yr.
oIds. The following letter is written by the
young firl's father, regarding her statements
of conditions existing on other planets.
TO THE EDITOR OF S.p.A.e.E.:
Everyone who has done individual research
on Saucer Phenomena has become aware of the
psychic aspect. E.S.P. or extra-sensory-perception is being publicized by a TV program
and everyone i s being made more aware of this
aspect of the human ability. There is no
doubt as to its authentiCity •
For this reason I am writing to tell you of
the unusual experiences of my little girl aged
10, during the past two years.
She has been telling me that she could hear
voices talking to her. (Ed. Note - for the
doubting-Joan of Arc claimed the same phenomena, and she ended up being burned at the
stalee. )
In view of the fact that she is a good student in school, accepted by the other children
and a help to her teachers, it should be obvious that this child is not abnormal. ' Also
it should be readily understood why she must
remain anonymous. We do not want her subjected to publicity of a nature which has brought
disaster to everyone who has made a public
statement of any contacts with space people,
or anything coming from a super-natural source.
The following information has been brought
together bit by bit as the result of asking
questions about the moon and the other p~anets
of our solar system.
,
THE MOON. The moon did not originate with
our so lar system. A very long time ago ~ an- '
other sun larger than ours, came close '·to our
sun. Parts of our sun broke away forming '
planets, comets and meteors. The moon; however, was left behind, by the other sun'," and
eventually took up an orbit around the earth.
The atmosphere of the moon is about "' 1/5th
carbon dioxide and 4/5ths nitrogen. '. There are
also some smelly gases called cometroid and
oxydate in small amounts.
.; !
There is a large ~uantity of a mineral in
rock formations called kryptonite. This substance is being mined on the moon by beings
from other planets in our solar system and '
from the other solar systems. It is particularly desireable metal in building space ships
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and electronic devices.
MERCURY is still very hot.
URANUS. If we ever reach Uranus the Earth
will be changed completely - no explanation
was given for this statement.
JUPITER is being readied for human beings.
The Martians and Venusians are working together to build it up. Th~s will take about
10 years.
Nitrogen is a natura l re source on Jupiter,
but carbon-dioxide is not. Various plants
are .being tested and carbon di oxi de is
brought from other planet s to create the
ca rbon-dioxide oxygen cycle.
There is a grea t deal of lightning on
Jupiter. This is being enhance d by the space
people. The lightning is forced and in thi s
, manner the q,uantity of oxygen is being increased. In about 10 years green patches
will begin to appear on Jupiter, as they expect ~ to have the vegetation readied fo r use
by' then'.
It is anticipated that the planet Earth
' may have its atmosphere destroyed by H bombs.
In this event many thousands of pe op le will
be liftsd into space and taken t o other planets .
Jesus Christ predicted this two thousand
years ago. He spoke of warning Signs. People
will go by free choice. But not everyone
will be asked. Jesus said, "Two men will be
working in a field - one will be t aken - the
other will not".
. To students of psychic research the explanation to this statement is simple. The
human body is an electrical machine. As such
it emanates radiations. These radia tions are
referred to as the "aura". The Co lor of the
a ura reveals the state of he a lth a nd a lso the
spiritual q,ual1ty. My little girl can see
auras clearly.
There is no definite date or time f or this
to happen. It depends on mankind.
(Ed. note - Several years ago, the AEC had
scheduled a shallow water test - and also a
deep under water test at the Pacific testing
grounds. The shallow water test was ~Bde and
the deep water test was called off - just 12
hours prior to detonation. Scientists in
charge changed their minds at the last minute,
apparently assuming that the risk was too
great.
RISK OF WHAT??? It was presumed that with
the tons upon tons of sea water pressing down
upon the nucleus of the bomb from above that
the intense fury of the atomic reaction -would be contained underwater f or possibly a
tenth of a second. And a tenth of a second
is a very long period of time in dealing with
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nuclear .reactions where the .'norm' is -measured ,'
in micro- seconds . This temporary containment';,
could be long enough to initiate a chain re- '
action upon the molecules and atoms of hydrogen in the sea water--H20.
'r
,
Subsequently this theory was proven to be
true when we detona ted our first Hydrogen bomb"
a norma l a t omic bomb, with hydrogen contained
in a jacket aro und it. This containment all owing the splitting atoms of uranium to chain '
react upon the hydrogen atoms, causing fusion ' ~
inste ad of fis i on, thereby releasing thousands .,
of times the energy of the original atom bomb.
If this deep -wa ter experiment had been rrBde
severa l years ago - and the chain reaction had
t a ken place in the sea water, with the earth's
surface made up of 3/4's water area, there
wou ld undoubtedly be two suns now blazing in
this solar system instead-;fonly one. A
large central sun, with a smaller one orbiting it at 93 ,000,000 miles out. What our astronomers refer to as a double star, maybe???
Now you know why 9,000 scientists from all
nations asked for a ban on a t omic experimentations about a year ago.
.
And if a GREAT MASTER said, ' almost 2,000
years ago , "Two men shall be working in a
field, one shall be t aken - the other shall be
left", let's not rush the date of this eventPLEASE! Your Editor doesn't want to take the
chance-He doesn't want to be one who is LEFT.
----- -- -- --- --- -- ---MARS -- With regard to Mars there were some
start ling reve l a tio ns • Shown a copy of the
Sept. 1955 issue of National Geo graphic magaZine, with a color photograph of MBrs, my 10
year old da ughter came up with s ome interesting information . ..
By pointing t o various areas and asking
questions the following information was obtained: In the a rea of the equator there are
some gr ay - green patches. These patches represent a vital source of nourishment. A fruit
is grown there called MYUCTA. This looks like
part tomato and part mango. What little cooking the Martians do is by high-f'requenc y short
wave.
There are large desert areas also. In the
temperate zones there are grasses growing
called SONGUTAN. Some berries grow on these
grasses, but not often.
Toward the extremes of the temperate zones
there are oceans. At the poles which border
these oceans are the ice caps.
Some canals using simple cascades carry
water for irrigation t o the farm lands. The
lines which have been speculated over, are not
canals but are tremendous r oads.
~Brs is still a very young planet.
Its
terrain is very rugged and it is still
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For some unknown reason, I am happ~ that
the item came to your Editor instead, .,as I
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settling, It will become smoother with ag e.
The roads are not paved because of thi s
settling as the y would constantly be breaking
up. For this reason wheels are not used.
The inhabitants wa lk a gre a t deal. With their
bouyance and good health they can walle great
di stances very eas ily. They walk to their
farms .
Transportation is by means of anti-gravity
vehic le s which do not t ouch the ground in
trave l. Only officials nor ma lly use thi s
means of transportation.
The roads a re very wide a nd dug very deepl y because of the rugged terrain. There are
l ong s loping embankments.
When it rains, it r a ins very hard. Most
of the rain occurs at the eQuator, although
the deserts also get some rain.
At the eQuator, the temperature ranges
fr om 80 0 F. to 112 0 ,F. At the polar ice caps
the average is 30 0 below zero· F.
(Ed.Note -- And so 'ends this 10 year old
g irl's account of the other planets as she
sees it. ' I hope you will bear with me for
this divergence ', from ,the "usual format of this
pUblication. Som~ , of you may have found it
very interesting - others will take issue with
it.
'
For myself I caqonly chuckle t o think
of the attitude ' of the Public Board of Education were this thesis, along with its source,
submit,ted through a fifth grade teacher, then
to the School Principa,l, and then to that
august body~ the Public Board of Education.
; ' , . '
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DANIEL W. FRY IECTURE
You will receive this issue of S.P,A.C.E.
somewhat later in the month than usual. The
reason being tha t on Aug. 8, S.P.A.C.E. presented t o the people of Miami, in a public
lecture at the Dade County Auditorium, Mr.
Daniel W. Fry, White Sands Rocket technician
and author of White Sands Incident.
1100 Miamians turned out to hear Fry, and
the lecture program was a complete success.
Of course, there were the usual number who
came in skeptical and left the same way, but
by a nd large the majority were very much impressed by Dan Fry.
The most freQuent comment heard since has
been, "If the Government doesn't believe his
story, and if he is not reliable, why do they
buy the deli cate electronic control instruments from him f or use in their guided missiles 1" Mr. Fry :fs now employed as the Superintendent of Research for , the Crescent Engineering and Research Co. whose headquarters are
in El Monte, California.
In this pOSition he deSigns many of the
guidance instruments used in our Governments
missile program, 60 percent of the production
of the Crescent Engineering and Research Co.,
are sold to Convair who is one of the major
contractors making the ATLAS missile,
The Government can hardly call a man a psychoceramic, and at the same time buy the product he is manufacturing, and use them in some
of their largest missiles. Therefore, the Government makes no statement regarding his claim
of a ride from White Sands to New York and
back, and in the meantime they continue to purchase the products which his firm manufactures.
In doing thiS, I believe the Government is
giving a silent but firm acceptance of his

claim.

~IMre

AloNE WILL TELL TEE TAlE.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') tha.t such t~ings eve.n
exist In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at WrIght FIeld, Dayton, OhIO , as ChIef Inveshgato; for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the RIver Entrance to the ~entagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough wh~n a ground Radar StatIOn detects a UFO, sends ~ Jet ~p t.o mterce p;
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed. WhIch IS PROOF.
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SKY ~UAKES ARE BACK-----SO ARE SAUCERS
Whether the Saucers do it, or whether the
jets that chase the saucers do it---it always happens. Waves of UFO reports and mysterious sky quakes a lways seem t o come t ogether. Here are several recent examples:
BLAST SHAKES GIRL'S CAMP---U.S. PROBE ON
HARVARD, Mass.--Military authorities are
in~estigating the source of an unidentified
object that landed in Bare Hill pond at 8
p.m. Wednesday with an explosion that shook
a Worcester Girl Scouts' camp about 100 yds.
away.
None of the girls were injured. Miss .
Joanna Sayre, crafts director, said a unit
comprising 16 campers, three counsellors and
herself was closest to the blast.
A helicopter sent by an ordnance disposal
unit from Ft. Devens searched the pond area
for several hours. Later its crew reported
recovering metal particles that they said
would be studied further.
Late Wednesday night Major Noah King, Ft.
Devens public informati on officer, said an
Army explosives team had searched Bare Hill
p ond without finding evidence of an explosion. He emphasized the nearest Army Artillery was more than ten miles away. (BOSTON
HERALD, July 31, 1958, Credit lorna Donovan,
West Newton, Mass.)
(That was near Harvard, ask Prof. Menzel
surely he would have the explanation!! !l)e
BOOM JO ms ABEA AT SA Dr rAKE CITY
SADr LAKE CITY, Utah, August 9, 1958--(AP)
An explosion like a heavy thunderola};l shook
the Salt Lake Valley Thursday. Utah's adjutant general said it was a sonic boom caused
by a jet plane but that all other information
about it was classified.
About the same time the explosion rumbled

across the valley, a _number of residents reported having seen what they thought looked
like a black missile with two jet planes in
pursuit.
However military sources said that no
missile had been fired in the direction of
Salt lake City.
A National Guardsman who answered the
telephone at Air National Guard headquarters
here said he had orders to say nothing and
declined to call an officer to the telephone.
Maj. Gen. Max E. Rich,Utah adjutant
general, checked guard headquarters at the
request of the AP and reported that the explosion was caused by a jet plane cracking
the sound barrier.
"All other information about it is classified," he said. (THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS,
August 9, 1958)
(Credit Liz Borries) Irving, Texas)
(Ed. Note---Naturally---if the jet were indeed chasing a UFO--the information would be
classified--so you see--the General is right.)
EASTERN AIRLINES MECHANICS SIGHT UFO'S
MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
August, 25, 1958---The following eyewitness account was turned in to S.P.A.C.E.
headquarters by Mr. A. P. Grams, Eastern Airlines mechanic:
"I work at Eastern Airlines as a mechanic,
and while we have a great many who believe in
UFO's, we are in the minority in comparison
to the skeptics. So when one of the ske};ltios
told me this afternoon at 2:30 that there
were a great many flying sauoers visible, I
frankly sus};lected that he was ribbing me again. But I went to look anyhoW and for the
first time in my life, I saw many UFO's in
operation.
"vle had to observe them by looking at the
sun, using a roof edge to shield us from the
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direct rays. In other words we looked as
close as we could at the sun. Sooner or
later an object would pop out and either return or fly farther out into outer space.
Near the sun they were highly illuminated
and when they flew away from the sun they
changed to a darker color until they faded
away.
There were dozens visible all afternoon.
Many men coming in on the afternoon shift
reported they had seen them on their way to
work. For my own check, I asked Mr. James
Coons and Mr. Frank Wilson to look and they
both verified what I had seen, and many
others had also seen the UFO's in action.
The only thing that can be said with certainty is that they flew at tremendous speed.
Since we had no comparative value, neither
the size of the objects nor the distance
from the ground could be accurately computed.
The follOWing day, Tuesday the 26th, we
again saw the same type of a display, but
the number of objects were not as great.
I live in North Miami, and my wife watched for them from there on the second day.
She saw a number of the objects and from her
viewpoint they appeared to be elliptical.
From our viewpoint at the Airport the objects appeared to be round. However, the
distance involved, between our home and the
airport is 11 miles, and the objects being
viewed from a different angle would account
for the difference in shape.
Signed/ A. P. Grams
North Miami, Fla.
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newspapers because of unfavorable publicity
he has seen in the papers here in the past
regarding UFO information.)
~

And still another sky-quake remains a
mystery:
ROCKING "BOOM" OVER WIDE AREA OF IOUISIANA
RElv!AINS MYSTERY
A big boom thundered over southeast and
central Louisiana Monday, but no one could
say for sure what caused it.
Many thought a jet plane, or possibly several jets, had crashed through the sound barrier and set off the blast, which was heard
at 11 a.m.
Air Force sources agreed it was possible
that it could have been a sonic boom but none
knew of any jet aircraft in the Vicinity.
Whatever the cause of the noise, it shook
the courthouse in Amite and was heard and
felt in the communities of Clinton, Greensburg and Angola. There were even reports of
it having been heard in Bogalusa and Alexandria. The concussion shattered windows in
the latter city.
At Alexandria an England AF Base officer
said the Air Force be lieved "we have figured
out what it is,'' but the Base Pub lic Information Office denied any knowledge of the comment, and added; "If we release anything, it
will not be speculation."
Some reported having heard two blasts, one
immediately behind the other.
Sheriffs' departments and police departments were flooded with telephone calls from
persons inquiring about the noise.
Other communities reporting the sound were
Hammond, Boyce, Tioga, Paradise and Echo.
(Credit-TIMES-PICUYNE, Aug. 12, 1958 -clipping from S. T. Watson, Metairie, La.)

(Ed. Note - Upon receiving this information
your Editor asked Mr. Grams if he had called
the newspapers or the Air Force Filter Cent~
and reported the sighting. He had not done
so, so he then called the Filter Center.
* * * * * * * *
They did not show much interest in his reCALIFORNIA SENATOR'S lETTER ON UFO'S
port - well verified as it was - so we both
Max Miller, of SAUCERS, and Ed. of FlYING
assumed that their own personnel had viewed
SAUCERS - FACT OR FICTION, P.O. Box 35034,
the mass demonstration and were not interestLos Angeles 35, Calif., wrote to Senator
ed in additional reports.
Kuchel relative to official secrecy on UFO's
During the late afternoon a flight of
and received the following answer:
F-100's were reported to be circling the
May 8, 1958
Miami area, undoubtedly at the request of
the Filter Center. This flight of 4 F-lOO's
Dear Mr. Miller:
was reported by Thomas Tucker of Perrine, on
I have discussed your letter relative to
his way home from work. Tucker is an exUFO's with members of the Senate Armed SerNavy Jet pilot.
vices Committee.
Grams did not make a report to the Miami
The Committee has in its possession
---S-.-P-.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. lvl.ail in any news-clippings on UFO
reports or other interesting items for use in future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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reports on the investigation of several
thousand UFO sightings. These indicate that
the Air Force - which is responsible for the
air defense of the United States - act~ally
does investigate all reports of unusual aerial objects over the United States. I am
advised that the services of outside scientists and technicians are definitely utilized by the Air Force in these many investigations.
You probably know that approximately
4,000 weather balloons and upper-air-research balloons are released in the United
States every day. Many reports of "flying
saucers" prove to be based on these balloons.
I can assure you that those of us who
serve in the United States Senate will insist that the responsible officials of the
government do not take anything for granted
regarding the possibilities of invasion by
outer space aircraft.
Sincerely,
Signed/ THOMAS H. KUCHEL
United States Senator
(Ed. Note - It is most interesting that even
on the Senatorial level, we always have to
look for and expect the worst. Not a word
about the possibility of wiser and more intelligent beings inside outer space aircraft.
Only the mention of the possibility of hostility and invasion.
Along these lines, I prefer Desmond
leslies statement, "If they were hostile,
they could have taken over anytime they
wanted to in the past 3000 years. They could
have taken over any day they chose - between
breakfast - and lunch!)
AF HEALGUARTERS ADMIT

1, UFO's PER DAY

AIR FORCE HEALG»ARTERS: U. S. interceptors
have never caught them at it, but officials
here say there is reason to believe Russian
planes occasionally "spoof" our DEW line
Radar. It can be done with electronic devices that create fake images. The Russians
might be testing our reaction and their
eqUipment. Such "spoofing" could account
for so~m of the thirteen FIXING OBJECTS
Sighted each day, but never identified despite quick "scrambles" by our fighting
planes. (NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE - credit Jeanne
Gregory, San Francisco, California.)
The above report coincides with the report carried in the latest issue of the NICAP
Bulletin, to the effect that the Strategic

Air Command does not always send up bombers
and fighters when radar shows up blips coming in our direction, and they are not ours.
If they were Russian and meant bUSiness, we
would certainly be sitting ducks on the
ground with our defenses down.
So the only conclusion is that SAC has
been able to make a positive identification
of certain blips and know that they are not
"earth trade" aircraft from the returns on
the scope.
This admission by SAC was cleared by top
level Air Force and refense Dept. censors
and published by United Press on April 7,
1958. In at least one case, said the Pentagon cleared article, SAC bombers were scrambled when defense radar picked up strange
objects flying toward the United States .i n
precise formation. The bombers were recalled by special code Signals when the Air
Force realized that the objects were not
Soviet planes. These mysterious formations,
said SAC have never been explained.
If Gen. Powers, SAC's chief, had believed
it even remotely possible that the objects
were Soviet planes or missiles, hundreds of
SAC bombers would have roared aloft from
U. S. bases within minutes.
Radar reports continued to pour in from
the picket ships, DEVl stations and radar
planes. The UFO formation had almost reached the coast, when the radar blips suddenly
disappeared from the scopes.
If General Powers knew that these objects
were not earthmade, it would fully explain
his action. It would also mean that all
high U.S. commands must Imow this problem -that erroneous identification of UFO's could
start World War III.
If the UFO's actually were a spacecraft
forme,tion, why did the radar blips So suddenly vanish? One possibility, based on CAA
Radar experts' opinions, is that the UFO's
suddenly climbed to a high altitude - completely out of the radar beams - as was recorded over Washington, D. C. in 1952.
Als ') a UFO's propulsion system may be able
to repel radar beams, as recently suggested
by Pres. Eugene Gluhareff of the Gluhareff
Helicopter Corp. At full power, he sa1d,
electrons ejeoted by a nuclear reactor would
create an electronic field which would divert
radar beams. No image would be reflected
back to the scope. If this theory is correct, sudden acceleration to full power could
have caused the UFO formation's blips to
disappear.
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Regardless of this, it appears certain
that SAC is now able to distinguish between
the radar blips of UFO's and of earthmade
aircraft. If UFOs can be so completely identified as non-hostile craft, then the secrecy
should be ended.

* * * * * * *

U. S. SEEKS CONTRO IS BY BRAIN WAVES
An amazing series of projects looking toward the amplification and control of "brain
waves" is under study in the research branches of the U.S. Armed Forces. "Brain waves"
are measurab le low intensity electrical impulses. The idea is to employ the brain
waves for long-range transmission of messages
and even for the near fantastic purpose of
moving or influencing objects at great distances. The projects originate with scientists of the highest repute, some of whom believe the so-called brain waves are something
roughly akin to radar but not fully explained
by any existing theory.
One group attached to the Army's arsenal
and ballistic missile center at Redstone,
Ala., believes brain wave amplification offers a possible means of communication between space ships. If successful, the projects would fill the gap between practical
instruments such as the electro encephalograph used to detect epileptics and drug addicts by recording the pattern of their brain
waves, and more shadowy advanced studies
dealing with "extra-sensory perception" and
menta 1 te lepa thy.
Dr. J. B. Rhine, chief of the parapsychological laboratory at Duke University, has
convinced many scientists that a special
group of humans have the power to transfer
thought from mind to mind or influence the
dice in a game of chance.
One who believes that Dr. Rhine's calculations are sound and open the door to elec~
tronic advances is Dr. H. J. Rand, Pres. of
the Rand Development Laboratory of Cleveland.
Dr. Rand's laboratory is developing instruments which use the change of electrical potential occurring in heartbeats of a person
under anesthesia to flash a warning light to
the surgeon should the subject become overanesthetized. In collaboration with Sheridan
Speeth, a brilliant young Cleveland SCientist,
Dr. Rand proved that specific brain wave patterns could be created repeatedly by external
stimuli.
Col. William Bowers, director of biological sciences in the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research, said he and his staff
have "an open mind" on whether messages and

even energy emanating from the human brain
can be transmitted over thousands of miles.
(Credit the DETROIT NEWS, 7/13/58, and THE
VISITOR, 14315 Haggerty Rd. BelleVille, Mich.)
(Ed. note - What does the above article do to
those of us who may have doubted the abilities of mental telepathy in general??? And
the claim of Rhineholt Schmidt--- that the
occupants of the craft in the Kearney incident were able to contact him the second time
by tracing him through his "BBAIN IMPUlSES"
just as we trace people by their fingerprints????? Remember - in February of 1958,
when Schmidt made that statement -- he had
absolutely no way of knowing that these experiments were going on in our own Armed
Forces. )

*** * * * *

.tv1AN WrrH GILlS AIM OF SCIENTJSTS

IDS ANGELES (AP) Space scientists are
weighing the idea of trying to breed a special type of man or animal who could breathe
water or gas instead of air.
In the place of lungs he might have gills
like a fish. Or he might have lungs which
could be filled temporarily with water and be
converted back to air breathing later. Even
some kind of breathing organ which would enable him to stay alive in an atmosphere of
ammonia or methane gas is an item for consideration. These far-reaching possibilities
were brought out today by Dr. Blaine levendahl, zoologist from the UniverSity of California in los Angeles.
To produce a creature like thiS, scientists would have to speed up enormously the
process of evolution. Dr. levendahl made no
specific suggestions as to how it should be
undertaken. He expressed the belief, however,
that researchers already have the means to
make a start in that direction. (DALLAS
TIMES HERALD, July 9, 1958. Credit Liz
Borries, IRVING, TEXAS.)
(Ed. Note - Great Balls of Fire - WHAT NEXT???

* * *

* * *

*

*

BOMBER SHIE LD BEING TESTED
WATIrHAM, Mass. (AP) An invisible
"electronic shield" developed by Sylvania
Electric Products, to protect the nation's
first supersonic bomber - the Air Forces B58
Hustler - from enemy attack is being tested
in flight.
The company said the shie ld is a "light
weight electronic countermeasure system which
provides an invisible electromagnetic shield
which protects against electronically guided
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weapons. It stands ready to baffle enemy
ground and airbourne radar, as well as radar
seeking t o guide missiles against the aircraft. " (DALLAS MORNING NEWS, July 29, 1958,
Credit Liz Borries, IRVING, TEXAS).
(Ed. Note--'Vlliile the Air For ce denies their
very existance, they continue to copy everything possible from the spacecraft visiting
in our a tmosphere. This is just the be ginning in experimental work with force fields.
And if it had not been for the information
gained by observing the UFO's our scientific
knowledge in this field may have been decades
longer in getting started. Yes, the UFO intelligences are helping our scientists very
much indirectly--and one can only surmise
the help which may be given in a more direct
manner. )

* * * * * *

CATHO LIC POSITION ON EXTRA-TERRESTRIAIS
In April of 1958, the Roman Catholic
Church appo inted a committee of le ad ing the ologians to study the duties of the church
toward creatures in outer space. This came
at the heels of a closed meeting of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences in the Vatican.
Literature dealing with the spiritual
problems of supposed beings on other planets
dates back to the 15th century in the Catholic Church.
The central prob lem: 'Vlliether inhabitants
of outer space have need for sa lva tion. It
is possible that origina l sin is not known
beyond the earth.
Joseph Pohle, noted German the ologian summarized the Church's possible pOSitions in
four theorems:
(1) Jesus appeared simultaneously to all
inhabitants of the universe. (2) He appeared at different times. (3) Earth is the
only planet inhabited by "sinners". (4)
Jesus appeared only on Earth, but the Gospel
must be made known to all.
Fr. Celestine Testore, Italian Jesuit
writer, cited the gospel of St. John, implying there were other creatures on planets to
whom Christianity must be brought. Jesus
stated: "And other sheep I have which are
not of this fold; them also I must bring and
they sha 11 be one fo ld and one shepherd."
Fr. Francis J. Connell, American Jesuit
caused some controversy when he claimed that
extra-terrestrial beings may be living in a
state of grace---in a world of spiritual and
~aterial well-being, and implied that they
would be in no need of salvation. (CREDIT---
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PEORIA JOURNAL STAR, 4/6/58, and the VISITOR,
14315 Haggerty Rd., Be llev 11e, Michigan).
Many individuals doing research, do not
want to approach the UFO problem from the
many and varied angles, which the situation
necessarily presents. However, the the ory
that flying saucers are actually spaceships
from another planet or planets, does pose a
difficult the ol og ica l question. One so
delicate that many clergymen refuse to even
cons ide r it pub 11 c ly • In my own many le.ctures t o vari ou s church groups of all religi ons, I find this reticence to be predominant. So when we find such statement s as
the f oregoing , we are certainly going to air
them in S.P.A.C.E.
Protestant writers have also expressed
their views on this a ll important subject.
In the November 1955 issue of the Christian
Hera ld appeared an article by John W.
McKe lvey, entitled, THOSE PEOPLE IN OUTER
SPACE .
The following are a few excerpts from the
article:
"Man is on the way toward conquering the
distances of space. When we do, we will
find, not only peop le, but living beings
who could be closer t o God than we are."
"In the Book of J ob, God interrogate s
puny arrogant men, asking, 'Canst thou bind
the sweet influences of Pleades, or loose
the bands of Orion? Can'st thou bring forth
Mazzaroth in his season? Or Can'st thou
guide Arcturus with his sons" Knowest thou
the ordinances of heaven? Can'st thou set
the dominion thereof in the earth?
"Why not believe that God is at work in
all points of His universe, and wherever
human life is possible on the uncounted
planets of the star-spangled heavens around
us. He has created men in his own irrage, in
the image of God?
It was Bernard de Fontenelle who summed up for us this argument
from Intuitive data in his book, La Plurallite des Mondes, translated in 1688---To
think there ~ay be more worlds than one is
neither against reason nor Scripture. If
God glorified Himself in making one world,
then the more worlds he made, the greater
must be His glory."
"In any case, it is both intriguing and
reasonable to conceive of the beings in outer space as a people remarkable in character
and possessed of the noblest virtues and
capacities. On the basis of what we know of
God, and of what we might have become if
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Earth-man had not stray ed through disobedience, it is possible to go further and suggest something of the civilization and culture t o be found in these worlds farther out.
"Living lives of strictest obedience to
God's commandments, they may well have s olved
the profoundest secrets of the natural l aws
of the Universe.
"Untouched by the constant devita lization
which our anxieties impose on us, they rray
well posses s a seemingly limitles s physical,
menta l and spiritual energy - an energy
which has enriched them with a lmost mag ica l
endowments. They may have a vi gor ous life
span of fo ur or five hundre d years, be capa ble of t ot a l reca ll, be able t o perform six
different mental t asks simultaneously, have
the fac ulty of telepathic communication, require only two or thre e hours of sleep a
week, a nd have the capac ity of developing
useful devices of unbelievable power and ingenuity.
"And they may have a n even greater endowment; the ab ility t o resist the human vanitya s we ll as the enslavement--inherent in the
development of ingenious machines, and to
live lives of utter simplicity and tranquility. In short, it may well be that these
pe op le in outer space have atta ine d a spirituality akin t o that envisioned by the Creat or
when first He crea te d Adam and put him in
dominion "over all the earth" its creatures
a nd its natural re sour ces and for ce s .
"What then if we should l and on the ir
p l anet? Awe d and baff led by their immense
s uperiority - and with our childish propenSity f or distrusting what we don't yet understand - will we try t o subjugate them with
our powerful weapons or brute force?
"Or will they - through their superior
intelligence and perhaps even more powerful
devices - succeed in conquering us?
"Or is there a third alternative? By
peaceful contact with these pe ople, will be
quickly derive from them the great spiritual
insights and cultural advancements which they
have developed through devout and reverent
living?

* * * * * * *

STARS WHISPERS BOMBARDING THE EARTH
Radio waves from the stars constantly bombard the earth. To tune them in better, the
U.S. Navy has announced plans for a radio
telesc ~pe that will be the biggest in the
western world. Costing $60 million, the huge
instrument should enable astronomers to probe
deeper than ever before into the mysteries of
the universe, the National Geographic Society
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says.
The new radio telesc ~p e will be set up at
the Nati onal Redio Astronomy Observatory near
Green Bank, Ii . Ve, . The West Virginia mountains pr ovi de excepti onally l ow radio-noise
levels--an important consideration when scientists are try ing t o detect the faint murmurs
of the stars.
The instrument, capable of picking up radio
s igna ls originating billions of billions of
miles away , may help astronomers to answer
many important questions. For example, it
may show whether the universe is curv~d or
fla t. It may a l so indicate whether the cosmos is inf inite, or co mes t o an end somewhere.
It may a lso support-or weaken-the the ory
that the universe with all its stars, planets,
and ga ses was created in one huge explosion.
If the radio telescope finds no galaxies beyond a distance of six billion light-years,
scientists may ac cept the explod ing -universe
hypothesis.
The western worlds biggest radi o telescope
now in operation belongs t o the University of
Manchester in England and has a 250-foot reflector. Russia is operating a radio te lescope with a 350 f oot reflector. The exact
size of the American instrument will be determined after preliminary surveys.
Long ha mpere d by l ack of funds, radio a stronomy now is progressing fast. Military
men are interested in the fact that a radio
telescope can be used in bouncing radi o signals off the moon. These Signals are almost
impossib le f or an enemy to "jam". (DALlAS
TIMES HERALD, Aug. 1, 1958. Credit Liz
Borries, of IRVING, TEXAS.)

* * * * * * *

Along with the Sonic Booms, unexplained in
most cases comes the other enigma of the
skies, chunks of ice coming out of nowhere,
equally as unexplained by the authorities.
So aD per usual here comes the ice:
ICE CPA SHES THROUGH ROOF vlHERE DID IT COME FROM?
MADISON TOvINSHIP, N.J. - (AP) - A 70 pound
cake of ice was delivered at the home of DominicIc Baciga lupo and the family still has the
shivers. The ice came by air... It hurt led.
through the roof, crashed through the attic,
burst through the kitchen ce i ling and landed
on the kitchen table. Pieces of flying ice
splintered two kitchen chairs. Bacigalupo,
50, had been sitting in one of the chairs
only seconds before the roof caved in.
Authorities were at a loss to explain
where the ice came from.
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The 14-year old son Richard told police he
saw two airliners pass over the house just
before the ice arrived. He suggested that's
where it may have come from. But airports in
the area gave this theory the cold shoulder.
They said airliners do not carry ice.
Furthermore, the Newark Weather Bureau and
the Rutgers University Meteorology Dept.
agreed that atmospheric conditions could not
have f ormed the ice. The Baciga lupos had no
pet theories. They merely pointed to the ice
and t o the three-foot square hole in their
r oof as cold facts that could not be ignored.
(MIAMI HERALD, 9/5/58)

equal right to know what's being done with
the ' taxpayers , money are vital to the conduct
of ' a democratic form of government. More
the right to criticize, to demand an accounting from any official--no watter how high his
position--are more than rights, THEY ARE
DUTIES" •

The family may not be ab Ie t o ignore the
ice , but conventional science can. It has no
explanation, theref ore, does n ot talk about
it. But it has been go ing on f or a ll of recorded history. H. P. Wilkins, noted English
author covers this very nicely in his book on
Flying Saucers.
H. P. Wilkins writes, "On this subject of
ice falling from the sky, and other mysteries
of na ture, one may regret that scientists do
not pay more attention t o the history of science. In the case of this phenomenon, they
wou ld find that it is not new! For example,
pieces of ice with a sUlPhurous odor fell
fr om the sky over the Orkneys on July 24,
1818 . On two occasions at Pontia c, Canada ,
on July 11, 1864, and a t Dubuque, Ohio in
June of 1882, a farmer in one case and the
f oreman of a n iron w~rks in the other case,
found small frogs in the middle of the ice.
A most biza rre and inexplicable discovery.
"Ice as large as pumpkins fe 11 at Banga l ore , India on ~ay 21, 1851. Pieces of ice
so large that they killed thousands of sheep
crashed from the sky over Texas on May 3,
1877. In Upper vlasdale, Cumberland, blocks
of ice so large that they looked like a fl ock
of sheep fell from the sky on March 16, 1860.
"One here can cite but a small percentage
of such cases happening allover the world.
They form a reminder of our ignorance of nature, and the matter is not helped by the
natural tendency of scientists to discard and
forget phenomena they cannot explain, and
which fit into no theory of the workings of
the strange cosmos."
Yes, a s one British astronomer said:
"Anything can happen out in space."

From time t o time there are claims made by
ha m radio operators of strange signals c oming
in on their sets which are unexplainable from
what they know of amateur radio opera tions .
Your ed. knows nothing of ham operations, but
has had several personal friends who are hams
tell him of these experiences, So we know
first hand that these things do sometimes
occur. Therefore, this account of such an
occurance to a radio operator at a commercial
airport is especially interesting.
On April 19, 1957, the crew of a plane belonging to the Ra,nsa a irline s which was enroute from Kingston, Jamaica, to Maiquetia,
Venezuela, saw a strange glowing object which
after first passing the plane, maneuvered ar ound it and afterwards vanished in the distance at incredible speed.
Upon arriving at Maiquetia, Capt. Oscar
Matute made a full report to Lt. Col. Estaban
Guzman Roa, of the Maiquetia International
Airport. He also stated that it was not the
first time he had seen strange objects on the
air route and he was not taking seriously the
reports of flying saucere from all parts of
the world.
On the same night and at the same hour the,t
this incident took place, a series of strange
messages were received on the radio receiver
of the P.A,A. system at the Vaiquetia International airport.
Mr. Rafael Benitez, the technician who
heard the signa Is to Id reporters: "When I
heard the Signals, I knew that it was the
wierdest thing I had ever heard in my 17 yrs.
on the job. Attempts at deciphering the
emissions are being made and the results will
be sent to Washington, D. C. I am being examined by specialists because of the effect
those sounds had on my hearing." (CrecH t UFO
BULLETIN, Sydney, Australia, June 1958).

* * * * * * *

Stolen by S.P.A.C.E. from tp~ Editor of
Missiles and Rockets, in the Sept. 1, 1958
issue, the following Editorial Viewpoint:
"The right to know the truth, and the

* * * * *

* *

Dr. Wernher Von Braun, now vacationing in
Hamburg, Gertr.any, made this statement, "I am
convinced that man will be in Space in five
years, a nd I am equa lly convinced that within
the next 10 to 15 years we will have a man on
the moon."
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SPOOKS INVADE MAN'S PHOTOS
lONDON, Sept. 9. T. L. Taylor, a 42-year
old electrical engineer, whose hobby is photography thought he was photographing empty
choir stalls inside Winchester Cathedral,
but the pictures came out with people sitting
in the stall, Ghosts he said, crept into the
photographs.
Taylor took two pictures inside the
cathedral nearly a year ago. The first
shows the choir stalls empty. The second,
taken an instant later, shows 13 figures in
the stalls, most of them dressed in medieval
costume. Taylor swears he saw no one there.
Taylor's Wife, their l6-year-old daughter
Valerie, and a girl friend of Valerie's said
they were with him when he took the pictures.
They say they saw nothing in the sta 11s. "It
gives me the creeps," Va lerie said.
The South Staffordshire Metaphysical Society, which keeps tabs on ghosts in Taylor's
part of England is interested. "It seems a
genuine case warranting investigation," society president A. Mills said. Many of the
figures shown in a photograph published by
Taylor were facing the camera and have recognizable features. (MIAMI DAILY NEWS, 9/9/58)

* * * * * *

NOTE: England is noted for its weird happenings in Cathedrals, Castles, and ancient
buildings. Many is the time the Church of
England has been called upon to exorcise
some stUbborn spirit who seems to prefer some
such earthly location, instead of the one
which humans and church dignitaries feel he
should be inhabiting.
The reason for carrying such items in
this publication, is that your Editor be-
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lieves that such phenomena as this will some
day be explainable, as we cross over into
new thresholds in this the most fascinating
age of all--THE SPACE AGE!
In the case above, if the account is a
fraud, then 4 individuals are involved, which
makes it all the tougher to perpetrate, to
say the least.

* * * * * *

NEW SAUCER FLAP PREDICTED BY EWING
All who have been investigating this UFO
phenomena know the sightings occur in cycles.
After the peak of Nov. 1957, there was a
gradual tapering off of reports. However
many feel that the lull of the first half of
1957 has come to an end, and another peak is
Just around the corner.
Bob EWing, Editor of TEE NEW ERA, and coworker with Miss Enid Brady, who claim contact via mental methods, sees it this way.
"Expect a great amount of sightings of
ventlas beginning in August, and continuing
for five months following that date.
"The Venusians plan to fly worldwide,
they never endeavor to confine their flights
to anyone particular area. Many times we
have been told that they wish the world as a
Whole to see them, then to understand that
they are living, breathing, flesh and blood
beings. When people of all countries have
assimilated this, then they hope that these
people will accept the fact that the
Venusians come in peace, plan to land in
small numbers at first and then in greater
numbers to show and teach the inhabitants of
Earth a better way of living--in peace and
wi th due regard for the rights of others."

* * * * * *

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Rupp elt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?

Bulletin No. 22
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AN EDITORIAL
In publishing a newsletter of this type,
we know it is impossible to please everyone.
We try to present as many current happenings
and as many views and aspects of this mystery
as space will allow.
To those who believe the contact stories,
wholeheartedly, S.P.A.C.E. is far too conservative. To those who demand absolute
proof, which one can handle, dissect, measure
and weigh, we are far too radical. So we
have complaints from both sides, that we are
presenting mostly inforrr£tion slanted toward
the opposite opinions from the ones held by
the individual who happens to be writing the
letter.
Sometimes our readers, even make us happy,
and write that we are doing a credible job.
Whatever your views, we like to hear from
you, so if you have any ideas and opinions,
send them a long to us. We sha ll be happy to
publish as many as we can, but keep your information as brief and concise as possible.
Also, have patience with us in answering
your letters. Unfortunately we have to make
a living, and the demands of operating a
bUSiness, have of neceSSity, first priority.
Also keeping prepared for a weekly radio program takes up valuable time, and we are now
currently appearing as a guest on a TV program, about once a month on WSPT-Channel 10.
And the monthly deadlines for S.P.A.C.E. seem
to roll around at least 24 times a year.
So we ask of you, only one favor, when it
comes to correspondence - patience - P~SE!

* * * OPPOSITION
* * * *

~ ~

Once again, on November 8, 1958 Vars and
Earth will come into opposition. This time
the distance will be 45,000,000 miles, but
man is in hopes of learning more about our
red neighbor than in any previous opposition

in the past. The reason is that this time the
U.S. Navy, with Project Strato-lab, will
carry a 16-inch telescope up to a proposed
height of 15 miles.
Now, at last, we may get a really good
look at the one planet on which astronomers
have observed what many consider eVidence of
life. We're about to break the vision barrier, which has for so long kept us from-penetrating the mysteries of ~ars.
Almost a century ago the Italian astronomer Schiaparelli first reported the existence
of a network of "canals" on }II.ars. Astronomers have been arguing- furiously since this
theory was announced, but the existence of
"canals" has never been satisfactorily confirmed or denied.
Until the dawn of the space age there
seemed no hope that the controversy could
ever be resolved. Now, quite unexpectedly,
there is hope that some of the mysteries
surrounding our little red neighbor may very
soon be stripped away -- years before men or
even instrument-carrying rockets can make the
journey to Mars. We may also find the explanation of the marking and Color changes
which have sometirres been interpreted as signs
of life.
A giant plastic balloon of the type that
carried Vajor David G. Simons on his 32-hour
flight to the borders of space in 1957 will
carry the spherical gondola.
The telescope will be mounted on top of it,
all the controls being worked by the observer
in the sealed cabin. Navy Commander Malcolm
Ross who has already tested the gondola in
three successful flights will pilot the November ascent.
An observer 15 miles up would have more
than 95 percent of the atmosphere below him,
and the remaining few percent will be !itt le
hindrance to observation. It may seem surprising that a balloon can provide a steady
enough platform for observations of this
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kind. But the great bubble of helium - when
fully inflated - rides the winds of the
stratosphere as smoothly as a cork floating
on a quiet stream.
The special telescope to be used has been
designed by Prof. John strong of John Hopkins University and will make observations
of Mars at night by infra-red light. These
rays will be analyzed by a spectrograph and
recorded on high-speed photographic plates
which can be examined at leisure when the
expedition returns to Earth.
The main task of the observer is to check
that the instrument is pointing accurately
at Vars. Most of the aiming will be done by
automatic electronic equipment, but it will
be necessary to have a human supervisor
standing by to check focus, to change film,
and to make sure that everything is working
satisfactorily.
The entire ascent will last about 24
hours, allowing two or three hours for
II shoot ing" Mars.
About the main Martian features there is
now no serious disagreement. At each pole
there is a brilliant white cap, which waxes
and wanes with the seasons. There is little
doubt that these polar caps consist of ice,
indicating that Mars possesses some water,
and therefore naturally some oxygen.

reporting things other than the satellites,
and other than meteors, traversing the heavens. We have recently received a number of
such newsclippings.
LIGHTS SEEN ON SPUTNIKIS PATH

----

--

A series of lights, following a path similar to that of the Sputnik rocket, were seen
on three occasions this week by Adolphus
Crevier of 321 W. Chestnut St.
The lights were first seen Sunday, at 8:05
P.M. There were three of them and were also
seen by two neighbors of Crevier. He describes them as resembling tracer rockets and says
they were moving much faster than the Sputnik
rocket and showed-a-constant light as they
crossed the sky.
Another series of five, between 8:05 and
10:25 P.M. were observed Monday. There was
another group of 12, about the same time, at
intervals of about five minutes, Tuesday
evening.
The lights followed a course from northeast to southwest, and were fairly high in
the sky, to the right of the Big Dipper. An
additional light wa~ also seen Tuesday, traveling from east to west. (Clipping from Roland
O. Baird, Walla Walla, Wash., from the Walla
Walla newspaper, 8/13/58.)

* * * * * * * *
And along with Mars oppositions always
seems to corre our old friends the Flying
Saucers. It happened in 1952, and again in
1954, not so noticeable in 1956, but who
knows what may happen during the 1958 opposition.
For this is the first Earth-Mars opposi- -tion of the "POST-SATELLITE" age. We had a
minor flap in November 1957, the month following the successful launching of the first
earth satellite. That flap may have been a
quick observation by space intelligences of
our first step into space via the sputnik
route.
It may be that opposition time 1958, will
be the tourist season on N~rs, with everyone
who owns a space-buggy, going out on a weekend cooks tour, of the prison-planet EARTH.
This may not be as fictiony as it sounds,
for after a few months of relative quiet on
the Saucer Front, reports are already picking
up. Moonwatch teams around the country are

UFO IS OVER NEW YORK STATE AND PENNSYLVANIA
Between the dates of August 9th and 16th,
dozens of unknowns were reported sighted over
northwestern Pennsylvania and western New
York. This information comes from Bob Barry,
Newscaster for Radio Sta~ion WMNS in Olean,
New York.
In addition to his duties with WMNS, Bob
is also Civil Defense Director for Olean.
Reports poured in from the cities of Olean,
Salamanca, Red House, Cuba Lake, Cheektawaga,
Tonawanda, and Amherst in New York State, and
from Eldred, Pal
It all started on Aug. 9, when residents
of Olean were out watching for the scheduled
passage of the rocket carrier of Sputnik III,
which was due to pass over the area at 9:54
and again at 11:37 P.M.
At 9:00 P.M. three residents on the satellite watch reported an object which came out
of the east and headed in a westerly direction.

---------------------------------------------~------------------~------------------------

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate, $3.00 per year. Nail in any news-clippings of UFO
reports or other interesting items for use in future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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Those seeing the object said it appee,red to
be at a low altitude, and described it as
cigar-shaped and being brightest in the
;.-front portion. They described it as being
shaped somewhat like the photograph recently
carried by the news services of the UFO over
Holloman Air Force base, photographed on
Oct. 16, 1957.
A second UFO appeared shortly before the
second appearance of the rocket carrier at
11:37 P.M. Eight persons in one section of
Olean sighted the object in the northern
sky. It appeared to be pulsating. It appeared to be perfectly round with a very
bright glow. The object was very high, and
in view for about 4 minutes. It disappeared
in the ea stern sky.
On August 11th, another object was sighted over Olean at abo ut 3:40 in the af ternoon. Bob Barry, Olean's Civil Defense Director, relayed word of the local sighting to
the filter center at Canton, Ohio. He l ater
learned from Public Relations Officer Capt.
Christen Criss, of the Niagara Falls Air
Force Base, tha t an Amherst resident reported a UFO traveling in a southe asterly direction - the same direction the UFO was traveling when it passed over Olean. The Olean
report was made by V~. William Ring, who was
preparing to install a TV antenna on his
roof at 3:40 P.M.
~ Also on the 11th of August in Olean, the
daughter of a well-known couple in Olean was
sunbathing with her little nephew on the back
porch of their home on the second floor. The
time was around 3:30 P.M. to the best of her
recollection. As she was sitting near the
railing of the 2nd floor back porch, she saw
a gray mass, partially oval-shaped ••• with
round dark circles and a small silver dot in
the middle of each dark circle. This gray
mess with the circles, (she said they looked
like a group of eyes staring at her) moved
along the sky changing shape and form occasionally. The mystery appearance of the gray
mass was visable for around 15 to 30 seconds.
She said this gray mass was like a 4th
dimension; it was there and yet you could see
through it.
After g8ing in the house, she remarked to
her parents that it would be funny if they
found out a flying saucer was in the area at
the time of her sighting. Shortly after her
remark she relaxed to listen to music over
radio station WMNS, Oleen and was surprised
to hear a news bulletin of an Unidentified
Flying Object reported by v~. Ring, around

3:40 P.M., right in the same time element as
the sighting of the mystery mass, whatever
it was. This was also the s aree genera.l time
as the report of a UFO in the Buffalo area,
the one received by the Niagar a Falls, Air
Force Base around 3:30 P.M.
Below is drawing of the mystery mass as
seen by the young lady, who does not wish to
have her name used. She is 30 years of age,
daughter of a local Doctor, and was home on
summer furlough. She is a civilian instructor to the children of overseas Air Force
families in Turkey.
B

A.
B.
C.
D.

--

black.
Rim outline
Inside area -- gray.
Black circles.
silver.
Center of circles

--

ELDRED, Pa ., Aug. 16--Four residents in
the Eldred, Pa t are a sighted a UFO e arly on
the morning of Aug . 16, and two Olean, N. Y.
~ ham radio operators picked up strange sounds
on the 20 meter band, all about the same
time.
~
Bruce Ganoung and Gino Anesi were listening to their short-wave receivers to various
overseas radio stations during the evening.
Around midnight, the two were listening
with their sets tuned to the 20 meter ba nd
when they heard the strange sounds. Anesi
sa id the sound started with a far- away effect
and increased in volume until it was so loud
tha,t the loud-speaker to his set vibra ted.
He said the entire 20 meter band started act ing up.
Both said they had never heard anything
like it before in their years of ham r ad io
activity. Pt first Anesi thought his set was
going bad on him. The strange sound continued for ne arly a minute and then it ceased.
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Neither of t he operators knew of the UFO in
the area at the time. However, as ne ar as
can be determined the mystery object and the
unusual sound heardby Ganoung and Anesi, occurred at about the same time. (Credit for
the N.Y. and Penn. flap reports goes to Bob
Barry of Radio Station WMNS, Olean, N.Y.,
who is also Civil Defense Director for that
area. )
AIR FORCE ADMITS UFO REPORTED OVER DESERT
CENTER CALIFORNIA ON NOV. 20, 1952, DATE
OF GEORGE ADA10.sKI' S CONTACT CLiUM.
The above claim is made by Richard Carl
Ogden of Seattle, Wash. in a letter to Sena.tor Henry M. Jackson, member of the Senate
Committee on Armed Services.
The following is an excerpt from a letter
from Richard Ogden, to Senator Jackson:
"For a number of years I have been making
an impartial investigation of the claims of
Mr. George Adamski. He and six witnesses,
who signed affidavits, claimed that they saw
a space ship on Nov. 20, 1952, near Desert
Center, Calif. This ship launched a saucer
that landed, and its occupant conversed with
--------------~~~==--==
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"The fact is Senator, we are not getting
the true facts. Instead, we are getting
fraudulent fact sheets that the Air Force
gives to the press to fool the people. My
letter I feel proves this conclusively. None
of my questions asked for information that
would reveal the names of prinCipals, intercept any investigation procedures, or anything that might reveal a military secret,
unless of course, the Air Force knows that we
have visitors from outer space and that this
is a top secret. Consequently, there is no
valid excuse for not answering those questions.
"The American people have a right to see
the details of that UFO sighting near Desert
Center, and then decide for themselves as to
their beliefs. Pres. Eisenhower and the Air
Force, by refusing to give out those details
so that an intelligent decision can be made,
are in contempt of the American people.
"I sincerely hope that you will consider
it worthwhile to have this complaint inserted
into the CongreSSional Record for all to see.
SINCERELY YOURS,
RICHARD OGDEN

Mr. Ada mski.

"This may sound like fiction, but there is
important evidence to support these claims.
Adamski and his witnesses claim that Air
Force pilots were witnesses to the event.
"On July 19, 1956, I wrote A. T. I. C. about
the matter. I received a letter dated Aug.
3, 1956 from 1st Lt., U.S.A.F., Asst. Adjutant, Wallace W. Elwood. He said, 'In response to your letter of July 19, 1956, we
are enclosing a summary of Project Bluebook
Special Report No. 14, which was released in
October, 1955. The full report statistically
covers all reports up to that date, including
a report by an Air Force pilot on Nov. 20,
1952, from the general vicinity of Desert
Center, Calif ••• '
"On August 15, 1956, I wrote another letter to A.T.I.C., asking additional questions
about the report of the Air Force Pilot, on
Nov. 20, 1952.
"I got an answer from Major T. J. Connair,
Jr., U.S.A.F. Adjutant, in which he said-'It is Air Force policy not to release details of its UFO investigations. This policy
is based partly on the volume of inquiries,
partly on a desire to protect the privacy of
our sources and the information they submit.'
"WHY DOES THE AIR FORCE DESIRE TO PROTECT
THE PRIVACY OF THE INFO~ATION THEY SUBMIT
IF IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE GIVING THE PUBLIC ALL
THE FACTS?

,
Seattle, Washington
(Credit FLYING SAUCER REVIEW, London, Eng.)
Congratulations, N~. Ogden, for having the
courage of your conVictions. This admission
by the Air Force, of a pilots report in the
ViCinity of Desert Center, California is indeed of the utmost importance.
Just one more instance of information
which this writer believes that the -Air Force
should share with the public.
And regarding your statement that the
President and the Air Force are in contempt
of the American people, I will restate an
opinion previously viewed in these columns.
"The right to know the truth, and the equal
right to know what's being done with the taxpayers money are vital to the conduct of a
democratic form of government. More, the
right to criticize, to demand an-accounttng
from any official-no matter how high hie poeition-are more than rights, THEY ARE DUTIES".

**********

~

~ONGRESSIONAL UFO HEARINGS REVEALED
Special hearings on the UFO problem, involving classified official information, have
been revealed to NICAP, by Rep. William Ayres
(Rep.) of Ohio. "Congressional investigations
have been held", stated Rep. Ayres, "and are
still being held on the problem of unidenti-
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"Since most of the material presented to
the Committee is clas sified, the hearings are
never printed. When conclusions are reached,
they will be released if possible." The Congressman's disclosure threw light on a statement made March 8, 1958, by Air Force Assistant Sec. Richard E. Horner. In a letter to
Mike Wallace, which was read during Wallace's
TV interview of NICAP's director, Sec. Horner
insisted that no Congressal hearings on UFO's
had been held or were planned.
The extreme seriousness of the Congressional hearings is indicated by Rep. Ayres'
statement that all the information presented
was classified. This means that all the
hearings are in execut i ve or closed door sessions. The Air Forces'determination to keep
the information from the public is proved by
the fact that no printed records are kept--not even confidential copies for the committee members.
This is the first documentation fro m Capitol Hill which proves the Air Force policy on
UFO's, namely ; the secret admission of a serious UFO problem while publicly denying the
UFO's existence.
To date the Air Force has remaine d silent
regarding Rep. Ayres' disclosure. NICAP is
in possession of statements from a number of
Congressmen who disappr8ve of AF secrecy
about unidentified flying objects. Congressional support for an end to the censorship
is steadily growing. We again suggest tha t
all NICAP members write their Representatives
and Senators urging that the present secret
hearings be made open to the press and the
public. (Credit NICAP, 1536 Connecticut Ave.,
N.W., W
ashington 6, D. C.)
And once again your Editor urges you to
become an active member of NICAP. Membership
has been reduced to a low $5.00 per year.
Major Keyhoe deserves every UFO researcher's active support. Not only will you get
one ofthe best scientific publications on the
UFO problem, but you will be making a real
contribution toward ending the present Air
Force policy of censoring this vital informaL..--- -"'t ion. Frankly, many of us would 1 ike to se e
NICAP adopt a broader scope, and adopt a policy of airing some of the landing and contact
cases. This we feel will eventually happen.
In the meantime, NICAP is the one Voice
which is making itself heard above the confusion in the Nation's Capitol. The hearings
currently being held are a direct result of
the efforts of NICAP and Major Keyhoe.
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Major Keyhoe is working against terrific
odds in th is struggle against the policies in
CITY HALL. Only in this case it is a far
tougher nut to crack than city hall ever was.
Also, the only way Major Keyhoe can continue his wonderful work is with increased
subscriptions to the UFO INVESTIGATOR. Unless
revenue in the form of new subscriptions comes
in, Keyhoe may be forced with the deciSion to
suspend operations of NICAP; just at a time
when Keyhoe is nearing NICAPs first goal,
that of getting Congressional investigations
on an open basis. If that happens, you and I
will be the losers, and t o a far greater extent than you may realize. Many is the discrepa ncy in our Government in the past which
has been resolved by a CongreSSional Investigation.
In a Democratic Government the Legislative
branch is the voice of the people. Don't pass
up this golden opportunity to support an organization which is trying to do more for you
than you can get anywhere in the country for
the sum of $5.00 per year.
Send your check to NICAP, 1536 Connecticut
Ave., N. W" Wa sh ington 6, D. C.

***** *****

From time t o time we get letters from our
readers giving their opinions on the UFO mystery. We appreciate them, and will use them
whenever possible. This week just before going to press a most interesting article came
in the mails. It is too long to include in
one issue, but too thought-provoking to pass
up. Therefore, will give it to you in in~
stallments. Writer is Mr. A. P. Grams, Miami,
Fla.
Dear Mr. Gariety:
Here are the conclusions reached by me
after 10 years of flying saucer research:
"UFO's or flying saucers are a fascinating
study for ~any reasons, the chief one being
that the student has nothing earthly for comparison. In a manner of speaking he must
leave the earth behind and expand mentally, to
where he can indulge in, for lack of a better
phrase, Pure Thought.
Let us use an example: Assume for a moment
that an individual ha s been born and reared in
a place as completely isolated as Key West.
It is reascnable to say, therefore, that his
actual world is limited to the range of his
vision, anything beyond that so far as he is
concerned is either pure heresay, or printed
propaganda. If he has the desire to remain
ignorant, (tha t tendency is so eVident in so
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many people) he can deny the existence of
anything that isn't in Key West, because he
has no concrete evidence otherwise that he
can see or feel.
Now, you could say that this fellow is a
stupid jerk, and completely blind to facts,
but before your ego gets too inflated from
being So much smarter than he, let us increase the size of Key West to the size of
the earth and there you are! You have the
same situation only magnified, when you deny
the existence of anything beyond your vision
or sense of feeling. When one studies UFO's
you certainly meet a lot of people from KEY
WEST.
Since 1948- this student has rea d man¥
written accounts of UFO's. All public lectures on the subject in Miami have been attended. All pictures, either still photos
or moving pictures that could be viewed have
been Viewed, and all possible angles have
been explored, mystical, scientific, religious connections and plain common sense.
The process of absorbing this tremendous
mass of information and distilling it to a
small essence of sound probabilities is an
extremely interesting and lengthy pastime.
One meets all sorts of people, those who are
unalterably opposed to any such nonsense,
those who weave all kinds of fancy mystical
ideas into the subject and those who try to
come up with a perfectly sound explanation.
Sooner or later one is forced to reach
some sort of a conclusion. As one reads and
digests so many interesting theories, experiences and in many cases downright fabrications, one gathers a little bit of thought
here and a little there. One literally has
to thresh a ton of straw to glean one grain
of truth. Eventually one basic truth stood
out as clearly as the fact that 2 plus 2
equals 4, and since it always has, it always
will.
UFO's are as ordinary as a bus on a street
or ship coming in from a foreign port. The
only mysterious thing about them is the mystery that has been attached to them by earthly beinss in the many contacts and sightings
that have been made. People are inclined to
reason that since these viSitors are alien to
us and apparently have accomplished the impossible by coming here, it is only natural
that they would be viewed either with alarm
or as super beings. We will find when we
have learned more about them that they are
superior to us in many ways, but they will
fall far short of being a super race of
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people. Obviously, since they are humans,
they will no doubt be suffering from the same
shortcomings that the reet of us have to acknowledge and contend with.
About this time you are probably asking
yourselves as to why haven't these beings contacted us more thoroughly. It could be that
they might cons ider the earth as ~ fit place
to land on. Despite our great medical advances-or-the past 50 years, a great many places
on earth are teeming with all types of horrible and highly contagious diseases.
ConSider for a moment Europe, where people
have congregated for so many years that the
original landscape has been built upon and
fouled up so thoroughly by man, that few
places have water safe enough to drink.
Look at overcrowded China and India, that
are, to put it bluntly, open cesspools. In
this country, take a ride on the Long Island
railroad, or any railroad for that matter, and
look at the dreary landscapes through the eyes
of a stranger, and in Florida a trip down U.S.
highway No.1 should be highly illuminating.
So in looking our old world over we can
offer these strangers very little. There is
also the danger of their getting a load of
buckshot, or something stronger from some misguided individual or nation.
It is within reason though to assume that
when they feel the time is right they will
visit us, and inCidentally, we will visit
them.
One of the most interesting facets to this
puzzle are the many instances reported in the
Bible. The Bible in addition to being the
Word of God is also the only written historical thread we have with the past. The narrators were people with a very lim~ted command
of language, describing events and occurances
to the best of their ability and because the
idioms in which they expressed themselves have
long since been discarded, we late comers are
faced with the problem of correctly interpreting their meaning.
However, it is quite clear that these ancients not only saw things 1n the heavens but
conversed with people from these craft about
earthly matters, and upon occasion took off
from the earth in their original earthly form.
Put yourself in the shoes of these early
writers. They saw something come out of the
sky, they conversed with people not of this
earth, and So quite naturally they dubbed them
angels or superior beings. Many of us today
would be inclined to look upon any such visitors with a great deal of awe and reverence.
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You can without any difficulty find other
parts of the Bible over which to quibble and
split hairs, but as a rule the portions relating to heavenly visitations are so clear
in description that no doubt can be left in
one's mind as to the authenticity of the
story. In due time as all the great truths
of the bible become completely clear to us
all, these visitations will likewise become
perfe ct1y normal."
A. P. Grams
N. Miami, Florida
As we stated before, we are only giving
you the first half of Mr. Grams letter. The
second half with his additional observations
and conclusions are even more interesting.
Second installment coming up next month, we
have to save the balance of the bulletin
for late news coming in just prior to press
time.

*********

EARLY MORNING SIGHTING SOUTH OF MIAMI

Sept. 24th. Early in the morning of the
24th, George E. Phillips, the desk clerk at
the Miami Springs Villas, saw what must certainly have been a space craft to the south
of Miami. Here is his story:
"Last Wednesday morning, I had occasion
to rise early. Sitting on the edge of my
bed and looking out the window to the south,
I saw what appeared to be a plane far off in
the distance. Two lights were blinking and
at first I thought it was a plane. However,
on watching it for two or three minutes, I
was surprised to find that it did not get
any closer, but seemed to remain in one
spot. After watching for a while the lights
suddenly disappeared. I kept watching and
after about three minutes the lights reappeared still in the same location.
I would estimate that the lights were
about 2 or 3 thousand feet up and in the
vicinity of Cape Florida. I got my field
glasses and looking through them the lights
seemed closer and larger. One light was
either green or blue (like neon lights,
these colors are sometimes hard to tell apart), and the other was red. They kept
flashIng on and off with the same regularity
as the lights on a plane except that they
remained stationary.
At this point I awoke my wife, and after
watching for several minutes, she said -"This is weird, don't you think we had better call someone and tell them about it.
It was 5:00 A.M. and we had been watching

the lights for about 25 minutes when I oalled
the Miami Herald. After telling the man who
answered what we were watching, he said he
would turn the call over to the Editorial
Dept. Just then my wife called to tell me
that there was a plane heading out toward
where the lights were. The lights went out
again, and about 5 minutes after the plane
went by, they reappeared - still in the same
spot.
Feeling that the reply from the Herald did
not satisfy me, and feeling that someone
should be notified I looked up the Civil Defense number. Three numbers were listed, and
I called the southwest one, because I figured
they would be closer to the lights.
The phone rang for a long time, and I finally decided that there was no one there. I
then called a Miami Beach Civil Defense number and got a recording telling me that the
number I was calling was no longer in use,
and to be sure that I was calling the right
number.
I went back and kept watching the lights
again feeling frustrated at not being able to
get anyone. So I called the last C.D. number.
A girl answered and I explained what I had
seen. She took my name and telephone number
and said she would call me right back. This
she did and then gave me another number to
call. I called this number and a man answered. I repeated my story and he said he would
check on it. I came back to look for the
lights and by this time it was daylight and
they were no longer visible. It was now six
o'clock and we had watched the lights for a
total of an hour and a half, always in the
same spot.
The reason I know it waS the same spot, is
that there is a TV antenna on top of the
building, and we lined up the light with it,
and were able to keep a fix on it at all
times.
Others I have talked to suggested it may
have been a star, but it was too large to have
been a star. Also it was two lights, not one,
and they blinked on and off continually. Looking at it through field glasses the two lights
seemed to be close together.
I make no claims to what I saw. I just
don't know What it was. I really would like
to know as it has bothered me ever since. I
do know it was not a plane nor was it a star.
George E. Phillips
Miami, Florida

***********
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From the facts as presented by Mr.
Phillips an interesting conclusion can be
drawn. The fact that he used the TV antenna
across the street for a fix, proves that it
was not a star.
In an hour and a half, a given spot on the
earth rotates 1500 miles toward the east because of the earth turning eastward on its
polar axis. Translated into degrees, this
would mean that a given star upon which a fix
was bein~ made--would have changed its position 22- 2 degrees with relation to the earth's
horizon. In an hour and a half, the star-if it were a star--would have moved 22~ degrees to the west. This object seen by Mr,
Phillips--was maintaining a fixed position
with reference to the earth--not a fixed
position among the stars. This means that
whatever the object was, it was not an astronomical body out in space. It was close to
the earth, and maintaining its fixed position
relative t o the earth itself.

* * * * * * * *
From England comes word that Dr. George
Hunt Williamson, has had an audience with the
Queen. Here the Miami Daily News found this
news as an opportunity to ridicule with the
following:
TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER
Queen E11zabeth gets briefed today on the
little people with pin heads who like to
order: "Take me to your leader".
Her instructor will be a flying saucerminded American anthropologist who made such a
hit with the Countess of May that she steered
him to the Queen.
The Countess, a confirmed saucerite, heard
Dr. George Williamson, of San Francisco University, in a London lecture. Williamson now
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hunting relics of ancient Druids in Scotland,
claims he has seen dozens of saucers.
The Queen is also in Scotland, which tickles the Countess. "Cosmic activity in the
highlands is So intense. It helps the saucer,
you know. There's no limit to what cosmic
power can do," she said.
(Mi ami Laily News, Oct. 2, 1958)
Note: It would appear that when the QUEEN of
one of the leading nations in the world takes
the subject of SPACESHIPS seriously enough to
grant an audience to an ' authb.r of several
books on the subject, that our local gossip
sheet, could take the subject a littre-seriously also.
However, if you look a little deeper into
the psychological reasons for the ridicule as
handed out by the writer of this article, it
is easier to understand. People whose ego
cannot accept other intelligences farther advanced than ours--need an eseape mechanism.
And ridicule is the usual manner of employing
this escape mechanism. So I say to the Miami
Daily News; take a quick look---YOUR ESCAPE
MECHANISM IS SHOWING.

* * * * * * * *

MYSTERIOUS OBJECT IN CENTRAL PA, SKIES

HARRISBURG, Sept. 29 (UPI) Olmsted Air
Force Base today received reports of a mysterious object shooting across the central
Pa. skies early today. The descriptions from
nine individuals reporting to the base varied,
but most agreed it was a bright object, emitting sparks and spouting an orange colored
flame and traveling east to west. In addition
reports were received by newspaper and radio
stations. An AF Spokesman said no search was
insti tuted at the base, but the informa ti on
was being sent to A.T.I.C. at Dayton, O. for
analysis. (EVENING COURIER, Tamaqua, Pa.)

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist . In the words of Capt. Edward J . Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the P entagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only tR .hcu(~ jJ:le JJFO s! re~k ~away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
UKI'1 ... 1. ,b I I . i "~ ' blP
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1958 FLAP IN FULL SWING
Those watching the sighting cycle over the
past years have all anticipated another increase in UFO activity, during the 1958 EarthMars opposition period. And at the time of
this writing that flap is well under way.
Excellent reports are crossing the desk at
S.P.A.C.E. headquarters. Like last year undoubtedly at this early stage the best reports are yet to see the light of day. However, some important signs are very evident.
First, local editors in areas of concentrated
activity are coming through with some excellent news coverage of the reports.
However, the AP and UP are firmly holding the line and excellent reports are aired
only in the area involved, and the general
public in other parts of the country, reading
their newspapers, remain oblivious to the
stepped up inspection of our prison planet,
by intelligences from outer space.
Operation Hoodwink still holds the reins.
It all started in earnest on Sept. 29, with
sightings concentrated in Ohio. Columbus,
Toledo, Newark, Akron, Canton and Cleveland
all getting the treatment. But the hottest
report of all took place only 17 miles from
the Nation's Capitol, at a Nike Base in Maryland.

I'ront seat for the exhibition.
"It was about 5: 30 l a st Monday, II Scanlon I s
story goes. "I was walking from the sentry
box to the barracks to sound reveille when I
heard a humming noise above me.
"When I looked up, there was this thing
only about 100 yards up and mov1ng very slowly. It was sort of like a jet, mostly green
with white trimmings but no markings of identification. "
"It skittered over the tree tops, broke
branches and then landed,sending up a shower
of sparks and casting a weird glow over the
whole area.
IIBy the time we got to the landing spot
the craft was gone but broken branches were
strewn around and there was a scorched strip
on the ground for half-a-mile. II
Scanlon described what he saw to his CO,
Capt. William Turley.
The story came out of the Nike base just
as the Air Force again was discounting the
validity of flying saucer reports. (New York
JOURNAL-AMERICAN, Tues. Oct. 7,1958, Credit
F. J. Greve, Brooklyn, New York).

GI TO TELL BRASS OF "SAUCER"
A Jersey City soldier will go to the Pentagon this week to repeat - in front of high
brass - his eye-witness account of the landing and take off of a mysterious "space ship".
Pvt. Jerome A. Scanlon, 21, of 210 Olean
Ave., Jersey City said he saw the fire-belching phenomenon last week while on guard duty
at a Maryland Nike base, 17 miles from Washington, D. C.
Scanlon's guard sergeant, Riney Farriss
and several other GI's on the post also saw
the unidentified flying object but Scanlon

FLYING OBJECT'S VISIT REPORTED
Washington, Oct. 6. A wingless, teardropshaped object landed and took off near one of
the Nike batteries defending Washington, two
soldiers say.
The soldiers , Pvt. Jerome A. Scanlon and
Sgt. Riney Farriss, of the 4th Missile Battalion, said the thing they saw last week had
a ball like nose, tapering to a blunt tail
without propellers or wings. The men are
stationed about 17 miles from Washington, at
Derwood, Maryland.
A number of Maryland resid~nts also

The same account was carried in the BALTIMORE EVENING SUN on October 7th with a better
description of the unknown.
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reported seeing an unidentified flying object
September 29th.
The sighting by the soldiers was relayed
through channels to AF Headquarters. A team
of twelve investigators worked two days on
the case. (Baltimore EVENING SUN, Oct. 7, 1958 - Credit Jack L. Friedland, Baltimore,
tvIaryland. )
By an ironic cOincidence this story broke
the same day that the Air Force put out their
annual explanation report. "We have been
able to explain all but 21 of the reports in
the past year, of which there were 1270 reports investigated." (Ed. Note - How rrany
were never investigated?)
So naturally they had an explanation for
this one. What was it?????
Nothing more than a truck and so~e arcwelders torches as Potomac Electric ?ower Co.
men were working on nearby high-tension lines.
A NICAP representative checked with the
Potomac Electric Co. and received the answer
that no men worked at that hour (5:30 A.M.),
and no men were even in the area at the time.
So you see, there it is. Now it's official - now we have FLYING TRUCKS-UNIDENTIFIED
FLYING TRUCKS.
Most loyal Americans who have not seen
service with one of the Armed Forces would
shrug their shoulder, accept the explanation
and go about their business. However, your
Editor likes his explanations a little more
plausible.
Flaw No.1 in the explanation. If a truck
were on the base ~~king repairs to high tension lines this would be common knowledge to
the Sgt. of the Guard, as well as the OD
(Officer of t-he ray). No inve stigat-ien- fffi?
two days, by 12 officers from the Pentagon
would be necessary. 12 men for two days investigating is a total of 192 man hours! And
if 192 man hours is not enough, take the
Soldier nearest the TRUCK - (pardon me-flying
TRUCK), to the Pentagon to tell his tale and
waste more valuable man hours.
Flaw No.2. Other Maryland residents reported seeing an unidentified object in the
skies on the same date, Sept. 29th. If it
were indeed a truck on the base, how could it
been seen in other parts of the State?
Flaw No.3. Pvt. Scanlon stated that when
he first noticed the object it was about 300

feet above him, emitting a low humming nOise,
and moving slowly. I might ask here, "What is
a Power Company truck doing 300 feet in the
air?"
You are an intelligent citizen, you have to
be to follow this enigma, so take your choice
of these conclUSions, in the case of the flying truck: (a) the soldiers saw a real UFO,
a craft from outer space.
(b) They saw an experimental craft of our own
Air Force, operated by AF technicians making
test flights at an hour when most likely not
to attract attention of the sleeping population. (And this is now a definite possibility.)
(c) The Air Force is right - it was nothing
more than a truck making repairs - and we have
some of the stupidest soldiers ever mustered
into our armed forces in over 250 years of
volunteer and selective service.

**********

And within the same 24 hours as this dra~~
was being enacted outside Washington, D. C.,
a

FLYING OBJECT STOPS TRAFFIC AT COLUMBUS
Columbus, O. - An unidentified flying object
sighted over the city Wednesday night brought
a wave of telephone calls to law agencies and
snarled traffic.
Police reported motorists tied up traffic
in spots by stopping to watch the object.
Eastside residents reported a brightly
lighted object, with a row of windows, swung
at a high rate of speed around the east and
south sides of the city and disappeared to the
west.
Officials were unable to come up with any
identi:f±cation-or-explanation.
Lockbourne AF B8se spokesmen said they had
no planes in the area. However, one fighter
was sent up to check t he sightings. Airliners bound for here also were asked to check
but no aerial sightings were reported.
Weather bureau meteorologists here said
conditions made it unlikely that the object
could have been an illusion of the atmosphere.
(The NEWARK ADVOCATE, Sept. 29, 1958 - Credit
Mrs. Carl E. Taylor, Newark, Ohio
(Ed. Note - Another high flying TRUCK - with
a row of windows already?)

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety , 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any news-clippings of UFO
reports or other interesting items for use in future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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TOLEDO HEARS THUD:

REPORT OBJECT IN SKY

Toledo, O. Sept. 29th - A loud window rattling thud that aroused many Toledoans early
today rewBined a mystery as police and firemen searched in vain for the cause.
Just after 5:00 a.m. the police and fire
department and the switchboard at st. Vincents Hospital began receiving phone calls
from people who had heard the sound.
One policeman, ~etective Lt. William
Wiener, said the noise sounded like an explosion followed by a prolonged hissing sound.
Ohio turnpike police at Berea received reports that three motorists saw a strange
object in the sky at about 5:00 a.m. One
motorist described it like a plane on fire.
At the Wauseon exit of the Ohio Turnpike
another pair of witnesses saw an object in
the sky about 4:30 a.m.
Highway Patrolman Forrest Ventura reported
he saw a strange object flying over Springboro in Warren Co. about 4:30 a.m. and that
burning pieces appeared to be falling from it.
Ventura said the object appeared to be
traveling slowly but that when he turned his
cruiser's spotlight into the air the object
appeared to speed up and disappeared going
north. (Gleveland Plain Dealer, Sept. 29,
1958-Credit Y~s. Carl E. Taylor, Newark, 0.)
MYSTERIOUS OBJECT JOINS MOON IN SKY OVER OHIO
There was more than a full moon in the sky
over this area before dawn this morning!
A mysterious object, first sighted at 4:30
a.m. (EST) has been described in practically
every shape except hammer and sickle and every
color except lavender.
Numerous reports were made to the Ohio
Highway Patrol at Massillon and most of the
observers described the object as resembling
an aircraft.
At 5:13 a.m. three truck drivers and a bus
driver at the east gate of the turnpike at
Berea saw the object break into three separate
lights with a hazy ring around each.
Similar descriptions were reported from
Canfield at 5:09, and from Warren at 4:31 a.m.
Wilmington observers reported a blue light
traveling north at 4:30 and Youngstown Airport
said a livery weird-looking object" had been
sighted.
(Calls surmising the object to have been
Soviet spies, men from Mars or visitors from
Pincus No.7, have not been officially recorded). (Canton REPOSITORY, Canton, Ohio Credit - Y~s. Carl E. Taylor, Newark, Ohio

We wish to thank our subscribers for these
well documented reports on the OHIO FLAP. We
have only given you the best in detail, here
are additional headlines on other sightings
in tha t area:
SAUCER SEER BAS BUSY rAY AFTER SCARE
(Cleveland Plain Dealer, Sept. 23, 1958 -Y~s. William H. Fitzgerald claims that she
saw a saucer 8 feet wide hover over her
driveway at 3:00 a.m. Sunday morning. Y~s.
Fitzgerald lives in the Sheffield Lake area.
HOUSEWIFE SEES MYSTERY OBJECT AS SHE
BANGS UP CLOTHES
(Alliance , OhiO, REVIEW, Sept. 15, 1958.
Mrs. A. J. Campbell said she was hanging up
clothes when she just happened to look up
and spotted a circular object in the sky.
"It kind of looked like Saturn, since it
seemed to have a ring around it. ")
Dozens of other reports have come in from
OhiO, but we have given you the ones with the
best newspaper coverage. However, the best
report from the central part of the country
comes from Indiana. From Frank Edwards, News
Commentator at TV station WTTV, in IndianapoliS, this sensational account:
FOUR UFO I S FLAY TAG WITH FREIGHT TRAIN
On Friday, Oct. 3, 1958 shortly after 3:00
a.m., Freight Train Number 91 on the Monon
Railroad was scuthbound through the little
town of Rossville. At approximately 3:10 a.m.
the fireman, Cecil Bridge, no~iced a formation of four oddly glowing white lights crossing the tracks ahead of the train. The engineer also saw them.
Bridge saw the lights turn and come toward
the train at an estimated altitude of 2000
feet. He picked up the microphcne and over
the radiO intercom he alerted the three crew
members in the caboose. The conductor, Ed
Robinson was in the cupola and had already
spotted them.
He told me as did the others that the objects came down lOW, possibly 200 or 300 feet
and swept the length of the freight. Since
they had 51 cars that means about half a mile
in length. The objects changed color as they
changed speed, from white when they were moving rapidly to orange red or deep red when
moving slowly. After traversing the entire
length of the train, the things wheeled in
formation and sped away to the east ••• then
they came rushing back and followed the train.
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Robinson said they were very low at times,
scarcely more than above the treetops. They
appeared to him to be about 40 feet in diameter, and 8 to 10 feet thick, although no
specific conformation could be discerned
through the glow.
At times the crew said, the things would
speed up and approach the caboose from behind the train. Robinson had a powerful
flashlight. He shined it on the things and
they fled, only to return a few minutes later
and repeat the eerie performance. Finally
they moved off slowly toward the northeast
and were lost in the distance shortly after
the train had passed through Kirkland.
The five crew members on the train agreed
in what they had seen and what had happened.
The things had been performing around that
train for one hour and ten minutes overall.
I had Robinson and Bridge on the air with me
Friday night. Both Associated Press and
United Press called and interviewed both men
at length.
UP never sent out a single word of copy
on the story. AP carried it on State wire
only.
Bridge is a former Air Force man ••• with
450 hours as a crewman on heavy bombers.
Robinson is also a veteran but has no flying
experience.
Here are the names and cities of the men:
Fireman, Cecil Bridge ••• Lawrence, Indiana;
Engineer, Harry Eckman ••• Indianapolis, Ind.,
Brakeman, ~orris Ott ••• Indianapolis, Ind.,
Flagman, Paul Soshey ..• Lawrence, Ind.,
Conductor, Ed Robinson ••• Indianapolis, Ind.
(signed) Frank Edwards
News Director, WTTV
Indianapolis, Ind.
Thank you Frank Edwards for passing on
this excellent, well documented report.
This was the same week as the Nike Base,
FLYING TRUCK incident. Guess this one can
be explained also. If trucks can fly in the
first place ••• I suppose they could fly
formation just as well.
Seriously, these UFO "train investigations" are not new, several have been
reported from England from time to time.
During the same week as the Nike Base
incident and the Indiana train case, Westover AF Base in Massachusetts announced that
they were going to do a little UFO investigating themselves. The following article
appeared in the SPRINGFIELD UNION morning

newspaper of Springfield, VBSS:
INVESTIGATION OF UFO'S LAUNCHED BY WESTOVER
Westover AF Base officials are investigating reports of UFO's over Greater Springfield,
it was announced Tuesday at the base.
The announcement recalled that sightings of
flaming objects in the sky had been reported
in the press last Friday morning.
"In its job of providing aerial defense for
the United States, the AF conducts investigations and analyzes all reports of unidentified
objects as a matter of policy," it was stated.
"On receipt of such reports, official or
otherwise, investigations are initiated."
A Westover offiCial, asked if there were
any precedent for such an invest i ga tion at the
base, said this was apparently the first, the
result of new Air Force regulations.
Last Friday morning the Union carried reports from a Southwick man, and another man
living in this city who said they saw flaming
objects that definitely were not meteorites or
falling stars.
Stanley Lightfoot, 38, of Vining Hill Rd.,
Southwick, told this newspaper at 1:20 a.m.
Friday that he had seen the object about 20
minutes earlier.
He said it had a "flowing red head that
disintegrated in a burst of flame but with no
sound of an explosion." Long red and green
flames were a part of the object, he said.
(Springfield UNION, 10/1/58 - Credit, V~S.
Virginia Maratea, Putney, Vermont.

**********

But the real sensational report of the
month of October was yet to happen. But it
did occur on Sunday night the 26th, and once
more the scene- shifts back to the Ba ltimore
area, the vicinity of the Nike Base and the
FLYING TRUCK incident.
On Monday, Oct. 27th , the BALTIMORE NEWSPOST carried these inch high headlines:
MONSTROUS, EGG SHAPED "THING" OVER LOCH RAVEN
PROBED BY AIR FORCE
Two Claim Face Burns by Heat From UFO
A monstrous egg-shaped thi ng from space
was reported hovering over Loch Raven last
night by two me n who said they watched it for
a minute before it shot skyward with a clap
like thunder and vanished, leav ing a wave of
sickening heat in its wake.
The men re ported their faces had been
burned by the intense heat as the strange ship
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shot skyward and vanished.
The Air Force Offi ce of Special Investigation at Ft. Holabird, in charge of checking all unidentified flying objects in this
area, has begun an investigation.
Phillip S~all, 27, of 3735 Reisterstown
Rd., and Alvin Cohen, 3348 Avondale Rd., reported the affair to police.
In a statement to Cpl. Kenneth Hart~~nn,
of Towson, Small said:
"We were driving along Loch Raven Dr., toward the Dulaney Valley Rd., about 11:30 P.M.
"As we approached the No.1 bridge, just
above the dam, we saw this big, white eggshaped thing about 100 feet long floating or
suspended over the bridge.
"As we approached to within about 75 fee t
of the bridge, the motor of my car cut out,
and the lights went off. We got out of the
car and watched the thing for about a minute.
"Then it began to glow intensely and threw
off a lot of heat. The object then shot
straight up in the air and a loud clap or the
sound of an explosion, and went out of sight.
"We got back into the car. It started
right up when the ignition switch was turned
on and the lights came back. We drove away
and telephoned the police. The heat was so
great that I thought one side of my face had
been burned.
Mrs. Small said today when her husband
returned 'home one side of his face was bright
red and hot, as if it had been subjected to
a flash of intense heat.
Sgt. George Lowes of the Baltimore County
Police received the call from Sw~ll and
aSSigned Cpl. Harman and Patrol~an Richard
Fink.
They drove out to Loch Raven, but were
unable to find any signs of the UFO. The
police then called J. E. Bavis, special
agent for the Office of Special Investigation
at Fort Holabird.
Cohen supported the story told by Small.
He said they were returning from a fishing
trip when they saw the strange thing in the
air. He added:
"It was certainly a most unusual experience. I don't understand it at all, but I
know what I saw and I consider that it was
certainly an unidentified flying object.
"I can offer no explanation for the event.
If I am contacted by the Air Force investigators I will cooperate with them in every way
possible. My face was slightly burned by the
intense heat thrown off by the object.
"We made a full report to the police, a nd
I have nothing to add or change in the
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information we gave them."
Contacted at Ft. Holabird today Davis said
he was not permitted to give out any information on investigations of unidentified flying objects, and he referred the in~uiry to
the public relations officer, Air Force Research and Development Command at Andrews Air
Force Base.
A call to Andrews brought only the suggestion that a call to the Pentagon be made.
A ~ajor Tacker, who handles public relations
on UFO investigations said that the Loch Raven
episode will be fully investigated, and a
statement will be ~ade as soon as all available information can be evaluated. (Baltimore NEWS-POST, Monday, Oct. 27, 1958 -Credit, Jack Friedland , Baltimore, Maryland).
Below is an artist ' s concept ion of the UFO
which appeared in the NEWS-POST along with
the news story:

Artist Conception of Loch Raven Space Ship.

The intense heat in connection with a UFO
at close range is not new. All such reports
from the Desverges Scout Leader case since
have described the heat element. Another
such case involving a pilot in the country of
Uruguay has just r oached this country via
NICAP in Washing ton, D. C.
PILOT FEELS INTENSE HEAT FROM HOVERING UFO
A bright silvery UFO, hovering over Uruguay on ~ay 5, 1958, created such intense heat
in the cabin of a plane that the pilot was
forced to open the windows and door, and remove his jacket.
Carlos Alejo Rodriguez, flying his Piper
aircraft fro m San Carlos to Montevideo, saw
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the brilliant object a pproach on a n easterly
course a nd apparently stop , wobbling slightl y . Rodriguez, an experienced pilot and
parachute i ns tructor, closed to within 800
ya r ds a nd saw a metallic -appea ring "topshaped" ob ject, its f orm symmetrical above
and below.
Then, as t he object toolc of l' at fantastic
speed s outh towa r d the sea, intense heat
filled the cabin of the pl ane. A slight
vapor-like tra il was noted t hough both the
UFO a na the plane were only a t about 3000
feet a ltitude.
A tea m of inve stiga tors for c.r.o.v.r.,
UFO group in Uruguay, saj.d that Rodriguez had
always been skeptical about UFO's. After
thi s experience, however, he reported the incident to the Dire ctor of Aeronautics and Air
Force a uthorities. La ter he de scribe d it
publicly over the radio.
Rodr i guez said tha t the heat from the object was so intense tha t it caused him to
"sweat profusely II. The outs ide tempera ture
was only a bout 77 degree s F. He estimated

mystery of t he logg in g country of Northern
California .
His footprints measure 16 inches long ,
5 inche s across the heel and 7 inches acro ss
the ball of the f oot.
So far no one has seen him and just wha t
he is, is still a mystery. He s ee ms to be
curious about newly bull-dozed trail s in the
mountains, and his tracks are found in the
soft dirt. Soft dirt which has bee n bulldozed the previous da3T .
His stride measure s 50 inches when walking
a nd foot s te ps 10 f eet apart when he is r un ning .
The lo cal experts think t ha t he may be an
Ind i an gone wild . A mentally de fici ent Indian
boy who was lcept chained by his parents , and
escaped the cha ins 28 years ago - when he was
17 ;year s old.
Thi s a ll sounds very well, but how coul d
he have kept h imsel f hidden so well for t hese
pas t 23 ;years, i f t he theor i e s are true? Th i s
one will bear wa t ching until it i s solved .
(Re ceived so ~any clippings on this, can 't

the object, which was hovering in the vicin-

poss:LblJ list cred.its on it -- Thanks to all

j.ty of a Naval Air Base, was about 50 to 60
feet i n d i ameter. (Cre di t NICAP, November
1958 issue.)

of

* * * *

And along with all the current UFO reports comes this wierdy in the mails:
SIX LEGGED BULLFRCGS PUZZLING
Tunica, Miss. (AP) Lovers of frog le gs
listen: Six-legged critters by the thousands
have shown up around a nearby lake.
The extra pa ir 0 f hind le gs ha ve gr01m out
on the right side of the bullfrog's back.
Dr. J. E. McClurkin, b i ology professor at
Memphis State University reported they are
about as large as the regular legs .
Individual freaks can be found in all
creatures. But what puzzles McClurkin a nd
other biologists is that these six-legged
frogs have hatched in such numbers.

"There must be thousands of them, all several months old of the same gener a tion," the
professor said. . "It re mains to be seen
whether the y will be able to reproduce sixle gged f rogs."
The f reak f rogs live aro und an 83-acre
l ake on the J. Vance Norfleet far m. (rALLAS
TIMES HERALD - Oct. 28 , 1958 - Credit Liz
Borr ie s, IRVING, TEXAS.)
And while we are in the freak department,
a word about ~IGF22!, who i s the current

~ou

who maile d them in.)

* * *

l(.

SPACE SHIP LANDING IN NEW ZEALAND?? ?
From CSI of New Zealand co mes t hi.s re port
of strange gOing -ons a t the ba se of Mt .
Egmont, l a st June 7t h .
On the night of June 7th a t approxi m~t el y
9 :35 p.m., Edmon d R. McCutcheon, M.axwell Ford
a nd Ron Hilletts and three young l adie s of
their company re ce ived a fright tha t won't be
f orgotten for s ome ti me to come. At a point
six miles out from Nevl Plymouth on the Carrington Road, on a clear, calm night, t hese
six Ta r anaki fol k ob served a mos t unusual
phenomenon. There were other witne sse s a lso.
The party had jus t le f t the home of two
of the men a nd were abo ut to motor back to
New Pl ymouth when all sighted a large ground
ba s ed da rk-red glow. The ground glare was
rad ia ting 1 i ght into the sli:;y from a po int some
estimated 8 miles distant at or near the base

of Mt. Egmont.
The unusual lighting, colori ng and siz e of
the phenomena captured the witnesses I a ttention for some ten minute s , when suddenly a ll
six observed a l arge white oval ob ject r ise
quickl y but flatl y f rom t he center of t he red
glow a rea , pause moment a rily , the n r apidl y
climb away s tee pl y over their heads. The obj e ct paused again brie f l y a t some 3 or 4
thousand feet and then shot vertically into
the heavens to disappear a llilost immediately.
Tllis ,.,hite oval ,.,as up and a way in a fe w
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seconds, claim the witnesses.
After watching the ground illumination
for a little longer and determining that it
in no way resembled the Aurora Australis,
the three men decided to try and make an immediate investigation. They returned to
town with the very frightened young ladies,
refueled their car and returned to their
earlier observation pOint.
It was now some 45 minutes since the
strange glow was first sighted and it now
appeared or showed signs of reducing in brilliance. Some 15 minutes later all signs of
the glow had completely disappeared. The
men decided to postpone the investigation of
the moment, but with every intention of investigating the site of the glow at the first
o:r;:portunity.
The Taranaki Daily News for June 12th
gave prominent mention to the unusual observation, brought to their attention by Vrr.
McCutcheon. By this time the men had learned that a resident of the Pioneer Road had
also seen the strange red glow, but not the
white oval object. The Press stated that
the men had equipped themselves with Lands
and Survey rraps and magnetic compasses in
preparation for an investigation of the red
glow site, which they were convinced must
have left some scars or other trace.
The three men spent the next weekend
searching the area for clues. It transpired
that the searchers found no worthwhile evidence, but had observed two blue flashes of
light from the bushes near their camp site
in the early hours of the Sunday morning,
June 15th.
Messrs. Ford and HUletts again observed
two lighted flying objects in the same area
on Tuesday, June 17th, between midnight and
1:00 a.m. From their Carrington Road residence they watched these objects flying
"willy-nilly" maneuvers in the sky, showing
sudden great bursts of speed for short intervals, and changing color from blues to
reds at regular intervals.
The two men also noted that a bull in a
field nearby seemed terrified while the objects were overhead and only quieted down
when the strange aeroforms disappeared.
Vrr. Howard Fulton, Director of Civilian
Saucer Intelligence of New Zealand, after investigating the incident and talking with the
men makes this sta tea:.ent:
"We believe, that on the late evening of
June 7th, a 'Spaceship' of alien origin made
a temporary sojourn near the base of Mt.
Egmont, Taranaki, New Zealand. It may have
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hovered at a very low altitude or actually
touched down. Its presence was either deliberate for purposes unknown, or it had suffered some technical failure.
"The large oxblood glow, either indicated
the power was still on (attendand phenomena
to hovering saucer) or an accident of a fiery
nature had occurred. The white oval object
which hurriedly left the scene may have been
a companion craft, w~king off following rescue operations and having destroyed all evidence of the unfortunate sister vessel.
"The white object could have been a smaller satellite ship which had achieved a similar function. If no accident had occurred,
then the witnesses had unwittingly observed
the departure of one or two or more spacecraft. The presence of objects sighted again
in the same area ten days later could indicate a continuing interest in this particular
spot for purposes unknown or to ensure that
all traces had been removed, if such had
occurred." (Credit Howard Fulton, Director
of CSI publication SPACE PROBE, Auckland, New
Zealand. This UFO periodical rates along
with FLYING SAUCER REVIEH as being one of the
best foreign publications on the market.)

* * * *
Due to the unusual number of excellent UFC
reports already rrBking the news in this late
1958 flap, we are unable to finish the excellent article written for S.P.A.C.E. by A. P.
Grams of North Miami. The first part of this
we carried last issue, and the rest we will
bring to you as soon as the current flap is
over. At this time we believe it best to
keep out readers up-to-date on the current
happenings.
ELGAR CASEY LECTURE
For those S.P.A.C.E. readers in the Miami
area, there will be a lecture by Hugh Lynn
Casey, son of Edgar Ca sey, on Vecember 2nd.
The place - Bayfront Park Auditorium, at
8:00 p.m., Tuesday evening, Iecember 2nd.
Bayfront Park is at Biscayne Blvd. and 5th
st., for those who may not know.
Edgar Casey was the man who confounded the
American Medical Society. The celebrated
psychic who could enter a self-hypnotic state
whenever he wished and could discourse at
length on an;y subject or question asked him.
For many years most of the information requested of him was in the field of medicine.
The incredible accuracy of his diagnosis and
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the eff ctiveness of the sometimes unorthodox treatments he suggested made him primarily a medical phenomenon.

Don't miss this chance to hear a talk by

his son Hugh Lynn Casey, telling of the Edgar
Casey phenomenon and his father's experiences.

* * * *
GIVE S.P.A.C.E. FOR CHRISTMAS
Subscribe for a friend. $3.00 from your
Christmas spending budget cannot be better
placed than subscribing for a friend who may
not otherwise keep up-to-date on current UFO
developments. With the December issue, we
will mail a card telling who is sending the
gift subscription.
Or if you want your $3.00 to reach more
friends, send three names and we will crail
each a 4 month trial subscription, with you
as donor. Like NICAP, funds are needed, if
we are to continue. Now is the time to rally
your support with Christmas gift subscriptions.

* * * *
Pres. Eisenhower recommends prorrDtion of
Admiral Rickover to VICE ADMIRAL, after NAVY
passes him over for promotion. Also he was
not invited to the star-studded ceremony marking the passage of the Nautilus, first nuclear subwBrine, across the North Pole on a
voyage under the polar ice-cap.
The Navy later apologized. At that point
Rickover's wife jumped into the controversy by
assail ing top Navy Brass as "stupid windbags"

who were out to "hurt my husband for his indepent and free spirit."
~~s. Rickover was said to be miffed be-

cause the Navy had not invited her to christ-

en one of the subs her husband pioneered.
The Navy reacted by saying she had been on
the list to christen one of the vessels all
the time, but she hadn't been told about it.
(Ed. Note - Three cheers for Mrs. Rickover - without her husband - there would be
~ atomic powered submarine.
He had to push
this project in defiance of top brass, and
that's why they have no use for him.
There's only om thing worse than be ing
wrong in the Military - and that's being
RIGHT. Being right - when your superiors
are~.
This in my opinion is one of the
great weaknesses of our Military system. It
was this same weakness which threw our country for a LOSS, in the court-~~rtial of Gen.
Billy Mitchell - and also in the "ostracism"
a little over a year ago of Col. Nickerson,
to the Panama Canal Zone.
Conditions are improving in this respect.
But its a slow change. Let's hope in the
current world situation - that we grow up
whi~e

there is

s ti~1

time.

Those who read the story of Rhineholt Schmidt
in these columns must have been impressed by
his stability and also his humor. When he
was released from the Hospital at Hastings,
Neb. after two weeks of tests, he was given
a Certificate of Sanity. Now when somGone
questions his story, or is a doubting Tho~~s,
or believes the story untrue, it is rumored
that he pulls out his Certificate of Sanityand says-"HEBE'S MINE - "mERE'S YOUBS??1??

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'somethi?g you. can touch') that such t~ings eve.n
exist In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at V'. nght FIeld, Dayton, OhIO, as ChIef Invest!gato; for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to .rand at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends; Jet ~p t.o mtercep;
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, ~Tfl1f~~ t'flJ:r.<o . s~,,~ofirway at a phenomenal rate of speed . WhiCh is PROOF.
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MORRISTOWN NEW J RSEY, U. S. A..
SKYQUAKES, MONSTERS, AND STRANdE FALLS ~~0M
had just made a call ~o the schooner the
THE SKIES ACCOMPANY 1958 SADCER FLAP
Northern Light, undergoing repairs and anchored in the Miami River.
GHOST BLAST JOLTS EVEN EXPERTS
A workman named Healy told Mr. Texcel of a
A mystery explosion rocked Dade County
strange sight he had witnessed the previous
Thursday night, puzzling the police, fire denight. Healy and another workman were sitting
partment, U.S. Air Force, Miami International
out on the deck at 11:30 p.m. the night before,
Airport, and anyone else who felt or heard it. Thursday night. They happened to look directThe concussion was heard distinctly in the
southwest part of the county at Homestead, and ly overhead and saw a very bright white light
high overhead and stationary.
as far north as Hollywood, a distance of 45
They watched the light, which remained
miles.
stationary for a few seconds and then moved
Hundreds of persons, told police and The
away to the west, and then curved to the northMiami Herald of hearing two blasts about two
west with what ~~. Heal~ describes as JET
minutes apart, at about 6:25 and 6:27 p.m.
SPEED. While the observation was fairly short
Houses shook, plaster cracked, dishes ratin duration, both men believe that what they
tled, a few windows broke, and thousands of
saw was not an aircraft.
alarmed citizens ran outside to look for everything from Russian bombers to an unannounced
Messrs. Healy and Baker did not realize the
moon shot.
possible tie-in with what they had seen and
Miami International Airport Control Tower,
the mysterious skyquake of 5 hours earlier.
which keeps track of all aircraft in the area,
But thanks to the ir report, we do know there
said flatly no jets were around.
~" er e
UFO's in the vicinity the evening of
To ~~ke sure, the Tower checked and recheck- the quake. How many other sightings there
ed. Homestead, Key West, Opa Locka and Patrick were reported, we have no way of knowing.
military bases said they had nothing in the
But unexplained skyquakes we always bave at
air .
time of UFO activity, therefore logiC tells us
Police found no debris, or holes in the
that there is a definite connection.
ground.
A few days later the mail brought a clipBlake Norris, watch supervisor in the airping from the Los Angeles Examiner, of a
port tower, said he doubted the explosion came
seve re blast which rocked Los Angeles on Nov.
from the breaking of the sound barrier because
13, the same day as the Miami quake. The time
of the terrific shock wave.
in L. A. was 12:42 which corresponds to 4:42
"No aircraft could shake up the whole
Miami time. So the time differential between
county," he said. (Miami HERALD, Nov. 14,
the two unexplained quakes was only one hour
1958)
and 45 minutes. The clipping follows:

-

The following day the HERALD carried the
following headline---BIG BOOM STILL BAFFLES,
CITY and COUNTY.
And the following day, your Editor received
a telephone call from lf~. Ralph Texcel, who is
in the Marine Service business in Miami. He

SEVERE BLAST ROCKS LOS ANGELES
A sonic blast (from a high flying jet aIrplane??) "one of the worst in recent months"
rocked the northern area of Los Angeles yesterday.
4
The blast was felt at 12: 2 p.m. from
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Highland Park to Hollywood; from San Fernando
to Chatsworth, and from Northridge to Sherman
Oaks.
Workers at the Van Nuys City Hall said the
shock wave was felt for two or three seconds.
Joseph J. Smith of 7228 Hazeltine Ave., an
auto worker, reported he was asleep and "the
blast practically threw me out of bed".
R. O. Hunter of 8515 Rubio Ave., Sepulveda,
told police the shock wave caused a 10-foot
crack to appear in the ceiling of his front
room. Others reported to police that dishes
and bric-a-brac tumbled from shelves under the
force of the blast. (LOS ANGELES EXAMINER,
Fri., Nov. 14, 1958 -- Credit v~s. Lela B.
Johnson, Torrance, California.)
V~S. Johnson also sent the following strange
newspaper report:
DRIVER TELLS OF THING THAT CLAWED AT HIS CAR
RIVERSIDE, Nov. 9 (AP) - Funny thing happened to Charlie Wetzel on the way home last
night.
A monster jumped out at him. That's what he
told authorities who planned to continue an investigation of the incredible story today.
Wetzel, 24, a resident of nearby Bloomington,
reported soberly that he was driving on a
street near Riverside when a frightening creature jumped in front of his car.
"It had a round, scarecrowish head", he
said, orLike something out of Hallowe'en.
orIt wasn't human. It had a longer arm than
anything I'd ever seen. When it saw me in the
car it reached all the way back to the windshield and began clawing at me.
"It didn't have any ears. The face was all
round. The eyes were shining like sorr.ething
fluorescent and it had a protuberant mouth. It
was scaly, like leaves."
Wetzel said he became terrified when the
creature reached over the hood of his car and
be gan clawing at the windshield. He said he
reached for a .22 pistol he had in the car.
orI he ld that pistol and stomped on the gas,"
he said. orThe thing fell back from the car and
it gurgled.
"The noise it made didn't sound human. I
think I hit it. I heard something hit the pan
under the car."
Sheriff's off icers sa i d Wetzel pointed at
some thin, sweeping marks he said the creature
made on his windshield. They went to the scene
of the claimed apparition but said they could

find nothing to prove or disprove Wetzel's
story.
The scene is at a point where North Main
street dips and crosses the Santa Ana River
bed, which is usually almost dry.
Wetzel said he told the story to his wife
and she induced him to phoqe authorities.
orI kept saying no one would believe a story
like this", he said.
Sheriff's Sgt. E. R. Holmes said he
thought perhaps a large vulture might have
flopped on the hood of Wetzel's car - "sometimes cars hit them when they're in the road
eating rabbits cars have killed," he said.
So he searched the area himself today.
orBut," said Holmes, orI didn't even find a
feather. "
( orTHE LOS ANGELES EXAMINER, Nov. 10, 1958,
Credit v~s. Lela B. Johnson, Torrance, Calif.
Thanks to the many subscribers sending in this
news account. We have used this one since it
was nearest to the scene and most explicit.)
This would be a good time to restate the
theory that I have had for a number of years-namely that Space Travelers ~ay be using lower
type animals and creatures for test purposes,
just as we are in our own space program. However I formulated this theory BEFORE our own
and Russian's scientists started using animals
in our space vehicles.
Such bipeds could prove of valuable assistance to a race exploring numerous planets all
possibly with different environments. These
bipeds could be dropped off here, left for 24
or more hours and then be picked up to check
reactions and ability to survive in this atmosphere loaded with such a high concentration
of oxygen. 20% might be enough to sufficate
any self respecting Vartian.
And while we are in the department of
strange goings-on, how about this one from
Chicago:
ODD BLACK "DEW" HITS CHICAGO HOMES
CHICAGO - (UPI) - Residents of a South Side
Chicago area Sunday were bewildered by an airborne assault against their homes, and all
hoped for a speedy official investigation.
An unidentified substance that fell from the
skies created havoc overnight in a 10-block
area, discoloring houses, garages and fences
by the dozen.
But it apparently wasn't the first attack
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against the neighborhood. Several residents
recalled similar incidents in the past several
years, although they felt the latest attack
was the most severe observed.
Numerous industrial firms are located in
the area, but none has made an official statement expressing knowledge or lack of knowledge
about the liquid downpour that caused paint to
chip and peel.
Several firms and paint experts, however,
were conducting private investigations to determine cause of the phenomenon.
But home owner T. E. Maroney proposed official action by a local civic league as the
method for a speedy investigation and settlement of the mysterious action.
"It seemed to be a sort of dew," Maroney
said in describing the substance. "It hit,
and then ran down the sides of a house, a sort
of black-looking liquid."
Maroney said a sulphur-like, bitter-tasting
"acid gas" accompanied the freak disturbance.
Another resident, ~~s. Mary F. Sweeney, Jr.
described her house as looking as if it had
been hit by a "real heavy, dirty rain ••• which
wouldn I t rub off."
Mrs. Sweeney said sidings on several houses
in her neighborhood also were pitted as well as
discolored, and that all painted homes in her
neighborhood appeared to have been damaged to
some extent.
Newness of paint did not seem related to
damage extent. Another resident, Mrs. Dorothy
Sloman, said both her white fence and back
porch had been painted within the past two
months but were nevertheless turned black.
(Credit, the MIAMI HERALD, Nov. 24, 1958)
For an observation on this one I can only
quote Desmond Leslie, when he was in Miami in
1955. He was asked about some of the strange
falls fro m the sky, and he came up with this
reasoning • • • Perhaps it was only a breach of
etiquette on their part. After all, when you
are in a train, and stationary in the station,
etiquette tells you that you should not flush
the toilet---and so---well, enough said on that
subject.

* * * * * * * *

And it seems that this is a good time to observe some etiquette myself and apologize to
the readers for your receiving this issue of
S.P.A.C.E. later than usual. The reason was
una voidable.
My business demands during the month of December take every available minute of my time,
and as all of you know, making a living for
oneself and one's family is of necessity the
first priority. If I neglected my business
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there could be no S.P.A.C.E. for the business
supports the publication---the subscription
rate not being sufficient to cover all expenses.
Normally you would have received this issue
before the Holidays, so since it is after will
wish all readers a very happy Holiday Season.
For 1959 keep your vision outward. This
should be the year to see the first unmanned
rocket landing on the moon---with the manned
rocket not too far behind. Then many--many of
our burning questions will be answered.
And here is one of the problems:
D~TH STARTS 600 MILES OUT
RADIATION 1 ,400 MILES THICK ?
WASHINGTON, Oct. 22 (AP) - The first space man
must cruise within 600 miles of the earth or
zoom ~ore than 2,000 miles up to escape a layer of deadly cosmic radiation, a noted rocket
scientist said today.
Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger of the Army Ballistic
Missile Agency presented those esti~ates in a
speech before a convention of the Association
of the U.S. Army.
Above 600 miles, he said, radiation is up
to 10,000 times greater than it is nearer the
earth, and this area can be penetrated only
for limited periods.
The German-born scientist based his estimates on radio exports from the Army's Explorer satellites, none of which exceeded 2,000
miles in orbital height.
He made no mention of this month's Air
Force moon rocket shot to a height of nearly
80,000 miles. Preliminary information from
that shot indicates the radiation may increase in intensity to a height of 5, 000 or
6,000 miles and begin to diminish about 10,000
miles above the earth. A State UniverSity of
Iowa scientist said, however, these reports
were premature.
Dr. Stuhlinger said that, based on analyses
of reports from the American satellites, the
radiation belt may peter out at about 2,000
miles altitude. He said that if this is
proven true, a space rran could journey through
the forbidden zone if he spent no more than an
hour or so in the area.

* * * * * * *

Shirley Fly, of Hondo, Texas sends this
follow up on the radiation situation as viewed
by the scientists at the Space Symposium held
at San Antonio.
Dr. James A. Van Allen, University of Iowa
Chief PhYSiCist, warned that unless some means
is found to "go around it" no one will ever be
able to get out beyond the fatal radiation.
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He suggested, among other things, to place
"Sky Sweepers" in orbit at the appropriate altitude made to absorb this radiation, thus
sweeping a safe path for a manned space station. Such satellites would be at least 30
yards in diameter and would take about a year
to clear a path.
However, Dr. Van Allen felt that because
the high arching lines of force curve down to
Earth at the poles, scientists believe that a
cone about 30 degrees wide over the poles may
offer radiation-free escape routes for future
space ships. Thus, as long as they exit or
enter the Earth's atmosphere through these,
they will be safe. (Credit, Shirley and Bill
Fly, INTERPLANETARY SPACE PATROL --A Ham Net~
work.) With this added comment---"SHADES OF
ADAMSKI!! Will they never learn??? Just in
case you've forgotten George Adamski told of
this very situation, in his book INSIDE THE
SPACESHIPS, tate 1955.

* * * * * * * *

SPAIN SETS UP SAUCER INVESTIGATION
BARCELONA, Spain UPI---Spain has decided to
investigate flying saucers.
A group of scientists here have founded the
Interplanetary Studies Center to investigate
"unexplained phenomena in space and unidentified objects in the skies." The group is
headed by Eduardo Buelta. (DALLAS MORNING
NEWS, Nov. 13, 1958, Credit Liz Borries,
Irving, Texas.)

* * * * * * * *

REINHOLD SCHMIDI' CLAINJS MORE CONTACTS
Through the pages of this bulletin, we have
tried to keep you abreast of the claims of
Reinhold Schmidt, the California grain buyer
who claimed contact with a spacecraft and its
crew near Kearney, Nebraska.
About his further claims we have no way of
testing their veracity. We present them for
you to read, evaluate and decide for yourself.
MY thoughts go something like this----Incredible----YES-----Impossible----NO-----TRUE---"I do not know".
Schmidt now claims to have had five contacts
in all, and that he has now got to the stage
of being contacted in hotels by members of the
crew of the space ship, who take him off in an
M.G. (Yes an M.G., Adamski's friends used a
Pontiac four-door sedan.)
Schmidt says that from Aug. 14--18, this
year, he was on board a space ship and that he,
plus his large Buick car with California registration PEX 501, were taken for a ride over the
Arctic.

December 19)d
They were picked up from a quarry in
Baker's Field, Calif., after a visit by a
spaceman to his home, who told him where to
go. Rather than leave the car in a quarry
for five days, the space people said he could
take it in the ship, and it was duly driven
up a ramp and stuffed on board.
He then said he was flown North to Alaska
and then up to the Artic, and over the Polar
regions, and finally back to Bakersfield,
California.
Apparently the space ship spent some time
going under the Arctic Ocean at a depth of
about 300-400 feet. He said they ate some
small wafers like wads that are put in something like Alka-Seltzer bottles. .Also, one
of the female members of the crew brought
along a coffee pot with genuine coffee, and
this pot heated itself from "free energy".
He asked if it would work on earth and they
said it would work anywhere where there was
air. They promised to bring him one from
Saturn next time.
The crew spoke to each other in high German, though they spoke to him in English.
(He speaks German as his parents came from
Hamburg) •
An interesting point that Schmidt made
was that the paintwork on the upper surfaces
of his car was luminous after his return from
the Arctic.
Schmidt says that he has now been contacted by two different ships in all (although
he has now had five contacts), but the crew
members were the same each time. Four men
and two girls.
He described the first ship that contacted him as an instrument ship and the second
as a passenger ship. He said the second ship
was smaller than the first and only contained control instruments and television, as
well as instruments for detecting minerals.
He claimed that both ships appeared to be
made of metal, some kind of aluminum, and
that the hull was about a foot thick. Access
was by sliding doors and a ramp was lowered
to the ground. The sliding doors slid sideways into the hull and could not be seen when
closed. He claimed that from the inside the
whole of the hull was transparent, and that
one could see out from any part of it except
the bulkheads at the ends containing the
moturs and the storage space, and any place
covered by the instruments. For this reason
the ship always flew sideways over the earth
so as to get a good view.
He said that the interior was plainly
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furnished, with modernistic chairs made of a
light alloy with spindly legs and a gray fabric with no pattern covering them. The chairs
were of a conventional height and design.
There was also a couch of similar material
with what appeared to be a foam rubber filling. He noticed that the chairs could not be
moved around in spite of their not apparently
being screwed down or otherwise anchored.
(Credit Nov. Dec. FLYING SAUCER REVIEW). Ed.
Note---As we stated before, Incredible--YES,
Impossible, No!!!!

*

*

*

*

*

*

FIELDS OF LAVA BELIEVED SIGHTED ON

~ARS

FT. DAVIS, TEXAS (AP)--Researchers probing
the hemisphere with the world's third largest
telescope said that lava fields apparently
have been spotted on the planet Mars.
Alan Lenham said dark areas on the planet
appear to be lava fields rather than vegetation, explaining they do not appear green but
a neutral gray.
Dr. Gerard Kuiper, McDonald Observatory
director, reported similar findings in 1948,
1954 and 1956.
The McDonald Observatory is oFerated by the
University of Texas. Dr. KUiper, astronomy
department chairman at the University of
Chicago, is making a 15-year study of Mars'
seasonal changes.
The astronomers said a lack of seasonal
variations in the dark spots color indicates
little or no vegetation is present.
Lenham said the southern polar snowcap seen
two years ago has disappeared, due to midsummer heat. He also reported seeing brilliant white clouds on several occasions during
the ~artian sunrise. (DALLAS MORNING NEWS,
Nov. 8, 1958, Credit Liz Borries, Irving,
Texas. )

* * * * * * * *

Received a number of interesting news clippings from J. Escabar Faria, Editor of the UFO
Critical Bulletin, in Sao Paulo. The clippings are all from British Newspapers.
OUTLOOK FROGGY
DIGON, Burgundy. Thousands of tiny live
frogs mixed with hail stones fell in the Jura
mountain village of St. Julian-sur-Suran today. EVENING STANDARD, Aug. 8, 1958.
MONSTER FRCM THE DEEP
A sudden swirl of water, and 17 men in a
fishing boat stared horrified at a monster

from the deep. It happened near East London,
South Africa. A hugh brown creature with a
head like a lion reared up from the water the
fisherfolk reported today. Then it vanished.
(EVENING NEWS, August 28, 1958.)
TALL STORY --OF TEE HAIRY .lV'AN
DJAKARTA, Monday, Sept. l--A man more than
20 feet tall was seen by fisherman at Lake
Hulu in Central Borneo. Newspapers here said
the fishermen claim the man, bearded and
covered with hair, was carrying dead monkeys,
and appeared to be hunting for others. The
fishermen abandoned their boats and fled.
(EVENING NEWS, Sept. 1, 1958).
WHAT WAS THAT BANG?
Police were investigating today an explosion which shook houses and rattled windows
over a wide area of North London last night.
It centered around the Crouch End-Muswell Hill
area. So far they have no clues to its
cause. (EVENING STANDARD, August 29, 1958.)
A GREAT BIG BANG BAFFLES LONDON
What caused the Big Bang in London today?
Everyone I spoke to this afternoon disowned
it. No one could give an explanation for the
rumbling explosion heard allover town shortly
before midday.
The Civil Aviation Ministry said: "It
could have been caused by a jet, but we have
nothing official here."
The Air Ministry said, "We had no aircraft
flying in the area at the time.
The U. S. Air Force said, flOur flight serVice, which keeps track of our aircraft all
over Britain, has not been able to connect the
bang with any of our planes.
The Fire Brigade said, "The bang was heard
from Hampstead to Putney. We heard it ourselves, but have not had any calls. It may
have been a plane breaking the sound barrier."
(EVENING NEWS, Sept. 5, 1958).
FOUR HAUNTED PEOPLE MOVE TO PARISH HALL
A family of four moved their beds into a
parish hall last night, because they did not
want to spend another sleepless night in their
three-bedroomed house.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Moore and their children Michael aged 14 and Gloria aged nine, of
Household Street, Norwich, say that strange
noises have kept them awake for two weeks.
They say that window panes have been broken
and the hands of clocks have been moved.
lf~. and lf~s. Moore asked the vicar, the
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Rev. Sidney Lang, to bless the house. Mr.
Lang said yesterday, "I was skeptical at
first, but while blessing the house a stone
fell at my feet."
An official at the city hall said, "We are
sending an inspector to examine the house."
(LONDON DAILY EXPRESS, July 2, 1958).
THE FAIRY IN THE CORRIDOR
To the 25 boys and girls living in St.
Agnes Home for Children, she is a fairy who
visits them regularly. But to the staff, she
is a ~host.
The sisters of the Anglican Community who
run the Home at Thames Ditton, Surrey, call
her the White Lady.
They say she haunts the older part of the
house which used to be one of Cardinal
Wolsey's hunting boxes.
"We take her as a matter of course", said
Sister Katherine yesterday. "The last time I
saw her, in daylight, she was walking along
the passage to the nursery.
"She was dre ssed in a long white robe, perhaps a bridal gown, and had a white veil on
her head."
others of the staff also say they have seen
her, usually at 2 :00 a .m. "She looks like a
cloud at night," said Sister Katherine. The
house was buil t at the same time as Hampton
Court Palace, a few miles away.
The children are 8 weeks to 10 years old.
Said Sister Katherine: "They talk about a
fairy in the house. And I must admit she has
a most fairy-like appearance. There is nothing
frightening about her." (LONDON SUNDAY DISPATCH, August 24, 1958).

* * * * * * * *

ONCE A SKEPTIC, NOW HE'S SEEN FLYING OBJECT
Wheaton, Illinois--Almost as large as Moon-Saucer Hovers in Clouds----G. R. Grinnell,
21-W-360 Hill, Glen Ellyn, thinks it is a flying saucer.
Grinnell says he saw it Sunday about 8:30
or 9:00 p.m. about 45 degrees above the horizon. Grinnell called his wife outside to see
it because she has been somewhat skeptical
about such things in the past.
Apparently she is now a believer because as
the clouds broke there appeared the saucer,
about three-fourths the size of the moon and
giving off a brilliant light.
The saucer appeared to hover, rising and
falling slightly, until finally the sky became
overcast and hid it from view.
Grinnell also checked the moon setting tirr.e
which was 10:13 p.m. so it could not have been
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anywhere near the position of the saucer an
hour or so before setting. (THE DUPAGE PRESS,
Wheaton, Illinois, Nov. 18, 1958, Credit
Virginia Sumner, Coral Gables, Florida).

BOY SNAPPED UFO---above picture was taken by
a school boy, Tsutomu Kikuchi, 17, of Morioka
City, Iwate Prefecture, Northern Japan.
He was making an observation of Jupiter
through his telescope starting at 8:00 p.m.
on May 17, 1958, when he spotted a mystery
round object which flew across low in the sky
at about 8:55 p.m. It mov~d SSE to NNW and
passed over nearby NHK's radio tower, suddenly the object turned back in low speed.
The object the boy said, was approximately
5 cm in diameter, orange in color. His
family and two passersby also saw it. It was
under observation for 10 minutes and made no
sound.
The boy took the above picture with his
Pigeon 35 Carr.ora with Neopan SSS film, diaphragm wide open and a 10 second exposure.
(Credit the FLYING SAUCER RESEARCH GROUP,
Yokohama, Japan.)

* * * * * * *

(Ed. Note--While the picture does not look
much like anything at all, as a professional
photographer, I can verify that this is what
a moving light would look like in the sky
photographed for a time exposure of 10 seconds, particularly if the camera was not on a
steady tripod. The boy should have been
using l/lOth of a second instead of 10
seconds, and then one could tell more what
the object was, then there would have been
very little motion.)
In the October issue we ran part of the
opinions of lf~. A. P . Grams, a saucer researcher living in North Miami. Because of
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the many excellent sightings of the Fall i958
flap, we did not complete what we had started
the month before. In this issue we continue
wi th lfJI'. Grams:
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In other words the powers teat are holding
back this information from us actually believe
that we cannot face the truth. This is beyond
all doubt the stupidest reason of them all.
When the masses face a problem collectively
But let us return to these days. Certainly they are never shook ur. The horrible exthe subject of U.F.O.'s has not been a dull
periences that many nations faced in the last
one. It finally reached the point where the
war -should definitely prove that. To get as
Air Force was compelled to get in the act and
far as they have in this day and age they have
faced, and are facing yet, greater hazards
establish an investigation.
After a few years of zig-zagging back and
and calamities than the mere acknowledgement
forth, pro and con, the A. F. came up with a
of other worlds, and new peoples could bring
report, which they hoped would settle the
about.
matter. It was as ridiculous as an elephant
MY own personal belief is that the strongin labor bringing forth a mouse. One could
est opposition to the complete distribution of
almost read between the lines in the report,
all the facts about Flying Saucers, comes
the silent wish that we would all buy it and
from the leaders of all the many churches.
let them alone forthwith. In far too ~any
History proves that the clergy has worked
words, the A.F. bluntly stated there was no
just as hard in attempting to keep us ignorant
such thing as Flying Saucers.
as they have in getting us into their various
However, the A.F. while being completely
versions of heaven. NOW, please don't get me
negative on the subject, named the report as
wrong. Christ, the true son of God, lived
THE REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS.
for us as an example of how glorious and wonThey brought up the word OBJECTS themselves.
derful a true Christian life can be. We cerNow how do you imagine they decided on that
tainly could not have had a better teacher
word? Certainly it could not have been accithan Christ, nor a better textbook than the
dental, because they could have used a word
Bible. But when thousands of mere men got to
far rr.ore expressive, for instance, THE REPORT
fiddling with the text and interjecting their
ON UNIDENTIFIED HALLUCINATIONS, had they so
own individual ideologies on us, something was
chosen. The dictionary defines the work OBbound to be lost, particularly when you conJECT in this manner: "Something put, or resider that after 2000 years of Christianity
garded as put, in the way of some of the senwe have bamboozled ourselves into believing
s es; something visible or tangible; a concrete
that we have available the finest and most
th ing" • The use of the word OBJECT in a redeadly weapons ever conceived, to convince
port denying the existence of an object was
anyone who thinks otherwise, that we are not
weak indeed, but the A.F. in many respects is
the finest Christians and truly close to God.
like a gigantic iceberg in that only one
The clergy has a mighty big job here on earth
seventh or less is visible and the balance is
in keeping us in line and not being forced to
shrouded in mystery for what they deem security answer too many questions, that should have
reasons. The A.F. was a poor choice for seekbeen answered a long time before this, withing an unbiased report. The smartest brains
out the additional burden of explaining away
in the country should have been called upon to
these spooks from outer space, who might inlevel with us all.
cidentally bring a great many of the correct
The reasons given for not telling us the
answers. The clergy would not be human if
truth are many, and as they are investigated
they didn't recognize a threat to their bread
they fall apart one by one. The first one to
and butter, from a visitor from outer space
rip into is that feeble excuse that the masses
whose very presence here would call for so me
will panic and carryon in all manner of pecuexplanation, even before he began talking.
liar ways, if they were to learn that at last,
One clergyman when questioned as to just
we were face to face with powers from outer
how these space people would fit in our
space and we were in no position to fenagle,
scheme of things replied with a good deal of
arbitrate, negotiate, fight, sign treaties or
acidity that they wouldn't fit in at all unmisbehave in any earthly manner. At last we
less they were properly baptized. What a
could be measured by a complete outsider, and
little, little mind he must have. In all
since our national consciences were as guilty
truth it can be said that what progress we
as sin, the prospects of what our reputation
have made for a better world has been made
would be, were not too promistng.
without consulting the clergy. Had we asked
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their opinions beforehand any change would
have been axed quite naturally. Their primary concern is sin and the possibility of

getting to heaven and all other progress or
thinking is secondary.
I firmly believe that the future will substantiate my conclusion. The appearances
of these strangers will become more and more
frequent to the point where they will be commonplace, and then a whole new universe will
open up to us all. Only the diehards and the
ignorants will suffer, the rest of us will
live a life so full, and so rich with new experiences that we will look back upon these
days in the satr.e manner tha t we now view the
dim dark past.
A. P. Grams,
North Miami, Fla.

* * * * * * * *
MISSIONARY SAYS ABOMINABLE SNOWMEN ARE
TIBET PRIESTS LIVING IN ICY NUDE
REGENSBURG, Germany-(UP)- A German missionary
back from 13 years in Tibet reports the
"abominable snowmen" of the Himalayas are
really native priests living nude in the icy
wilderness of nearly inaccessible mount a in
ranges.
The miSSionary, the Rev. Franz Eichinger,
reported he had photographed one of the
priests. The picture was published Friday in
the official organ of the Rotran Catholic
episcopate of Regensburg which said it was the
f irst authentic photograph of an "abominable
snowtnan. "
Father Eichinger described the priest as a

December 1958
primitive human being living in the nude in
the sub-zero.
"In a way which we cannot understand they
are immune from the influences of nature and
the needs of human life, Father Eichinger said.
The picture published by the paper showed
the snOWman in a loincloth with wild hair and
eyes closed - but no doubt, a human.
(The Miami Herald, Saturday, Dec. 13, 1958)

* * * * * * *

NEXT: MEN FLYING AT SPEED OF LIGHT?
WASHINGTON, ~ec. 11 (UP) - An eminent scientist has predicted to the House Space Committee that men will be traveling through space
by 1998 at almost the speed of light.
The speed of light is 186,000 miles a
second - fast enough to reach the planet Pluto
3,582,000,000 mil es away in less than six
hours.
The U,S. mOon rockets so far have achieved
a ~aximum speed of less than 24,000 miles an
hour. George J. Feldman, space committee chief
counsel, did not give the name of the eminent
scientist in disclosing the prediction. But a
committee spokesman said the scientist was the
head of one of the foremost technological universities in Europe.
The prediction was one of the most optimiStic to come from a noted scientist. However,
others have forecast that within 10 to 20
years men would fly in nuclear-powered space
ships to the planets of the solar system.
U.S. scientists already are trying to develop a nuclearpowered rocket engine - considered by many rocket experts as a major key
to interplanetary flight. However, experts
have said even greater speeds could be obtained by ion and photon engines. (The MIAMI NEWS)

